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Preface

This investigation had two major goals. The first goal was to provide a lucid, complete, and au-

thoritative description of FM-by-noise jamming suitable for open discussion and publication. This fist goal

has been accomplished. From an analytical perspective, the existing literature on FM-by-noise has been

reviewed, consolidated, and highlighted, and, an alternative description of FM-by-noise is proffered. The

desciption of FM-by-noise presented here is significant because it contains reproductions of actual oscillo-

scope and spectrum analyzer displays illustrating the behavior of FM-by-noise at RP and IF. Many symbols

and abbreviations are used in this investigation, and a List of Symbols and Abbreviations can be found on

page viii.

The second goal of this investigation was to restore the sponsor's ability to measure noise quality

and investigate alternative noise quality measures. This goal has been only partially accomplished. Turner

el aL, in (43), specify the equipment and suggest an algorithm to measure noise quality. Similar equipment

has been gathered end the algonthm has been programmed. Additionally, I have proposed two alternative

noise quality measures. One measures noie quality al RF, while the other measures noise quality at IF. Fur-

tr testing of all three noise quality measures just mentioned is necessary.

I am deeply indebted to the members of my thesis conmittw. Dr. Vittal Pyati and Mr. Eugene

Slkom gave me the idea for this thesis. Major Mark Mehalic provided invaluable comments; I owe him

many ihank& Dr. Brahbua Nargarsenker was te whem I needed him. Outside my thesis committee,

Copt. An Hird. my frvid and fellow student lstenod to my many r umblings. Mr. Jim Mudd

and Mr. Mi.vin Pous also provided macb support, both moral and tecnical. Dr. Spyrdoo Therianos, with-

out whom 1 would not be an engineer, taught me fth beauty and power of mathematics. Ntumeious engi-

ea=s from the Hewkt-Packard Company answered my numerous questioas about thir test equipment I

thok tbgm all. Rnaly, I thad my beloved wife You Hai, and my children for their years of sacrifice and

c•harles J. Daly
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Abstract

Among the jamming wavefonns used in Electronic Warfare (EW), FM-by-noise is perhaps the

least understood, and no exhaustive analytical and experimental investigation of the subject exists. This in-

"vestigation presents a thorough review, consolidation, and elucidation of the theory on FM-by-noise. To

better explain and predict ,he behavior of FM-by-noise at RF and IF, three useful factors, namely the devia-

tion-to-victim ratio (DVR), the noise-to-victim ratio (NVR), and the sweep-to-victim ratio (SVR), are de-

veloped. To complement the theory, results of FM-by-noise jamming experiments conducted using com-

mercial test and measurement equipment are presented. Specifically, the time- and frequency-domain be-

havior of FM-by-noise jamming at RF and IF, in terms of the DVR, NVR, and SVR, is studied with the

baseband noise bandwidth, peak frequency deviation, and victim receiver bandwidth as parameters. An im-

portant feature of the experimental portion of this investigation is the inclusion of computer-generated re-

productions of actual oscilloscope and spectrum analyzer displays illustrating the behavior of FM-by-noise

at RF and IF. The behavior of FM-by-noise illustrated in the oscilloscope and spectrum analyzer displays is

related back to the description of FM-by-noise jamming developed in the analytical portion of the investi-

gation. Finally, the concept of noise quality, a measure of noise jamming effectiveness, is reexamined.

Three noise quality factors are investigated. The work of Turner et al. is verified, and two alternative noise

quality factors at IF and RF are proposed. IF noise qualit, measures the time-domain normality and fre-

quency-domain uniformity of receiver noise at the output of a victim receiver subjected to FM-by-noise

* jamming. 4kF noise quality mesures the baseband normality and frequency-domain impulsivity of an FM-

by-noise bamrrge at PF. Procedures and programs necessary to duplicate the experiments and noise quality

mteasuremenfs are included
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An Analytical and Experimental Investigation

of

FM-by-Noise Jamming

L Prefindaries

Among the jamming waveforms used in Electronic Warfare (EW), FM-by-noise is perhaps the

least understood, and no exhaustive analytical and experimental investigation of the subject exists. This in-

vestigation presents a thorough review, consolidation, and elucidation of the theory on FM-by-noise. To

better explain and predict the behavior of FM-by-noise at RF and IF, thrce useful factors, namely the devia-

tion-to-victim ratio (DVR), the noise-to-victim ratio (NV,), and the sweep-to-victim ratio (SVR), are de-

veloped. To complement the theory, results of FM-by-noise jamming experiments conducted using corn-

mercial test and ir surement equipment are presented. Specifically, the time- and frequency-domain be-

havior of FM-by-noise jamming at RF and IF, in terms of the DVR, NVR, and SVR, is studied with the

baseband noise bandwidth, peak frequency deviation, and victim receiver badwidth as parameters. An ii-

portant feature of the experimental portion of this investigation is the inclusion of computer-generated re-

productions of actual oscilloscope and spectrum analyzer displays illustrating the behavior of FM-by-noise

at RF and IF. The behavior of FM-by-noise illustraled in the oscilloscope and spectrum aialyzer displays is

related back to the description of FM-by-noise jamming developed in the analytical portion of the investi-

galion.

Finally, the concept of noise quality, a measure of noise jamming effectiveness, is reexamined.

Three noise quality factors are investigated. The wok of Turner et aL is verified, and two alteraative noise

quality factw, at IF and RF are prorkseL IF noise quality measures the time-domain noniiality and fre-

quency-Gomran uniformity of receiver noise at the output of a victim receiver subjected to FM-by-noise

jamming. RF noise quality measurts the basebaud normality and frequency-domain impulsivihy of an Bi-

by-noise barrage at RR. Procedures and progrms necessary to duplicate tOx cperiments and noise quality

measurements awe Included.
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1.1 Background

Electronic Warfare (EW) may be defined as any military action taken to deny enemy forces the.

effective use of the electromagnetic spectrum arxd their electronic weapons while simultaneously permitting

friendly furces unrestricted use of the electromagnetic spectrum and their electronic weapons. Modern EW

is a diverse military science, and one important area of this science is Electronic Countermeasures (ECM).

An effective weapon in the arsenal of ECM techniques is active noise jamming. Because of its effective-

ness, active noise jamming is the most common form of ECM (33:10).

Active noise jamming seeks to deny enemy forces the effective use of their electronic weapon

systems, such as radars, missile guidance systems, and command and control links, by overwhelming these

systems with noise. In short, the jamming transmitter jams the victim receiver with noise. Noise is the fun-

damenual physical phenomenon limiting the sensitivity of all receivers. Specifically, radar and communica-

tions rexeivers are designed to operae at or above a given sigtao noise ratio (SNR). Below this threshold

SNP, the receiver is unreliable at best oa inoperable at worst. The goal of noise jamming then is to inten-

tionally inject as much noise as possible into an enemy force's electronic weapons of war (40:548).

In the literature, ne jamming is classified as eilth spot januning, toad-band banage jamming,

or swept-spot jamming. The spot jamming technique employs a janmming transmitter bandwidth that is ap-

proxiwately equal to the bandwidth of the victim receiver. In contrast to spot jamming where jamming

power is confined to a relatively narrow bandwidth, broad-band barrage jamming distributes the available

jamming power over a wide bandwidth. The two metbods repcesent a trade off between power and band-

width. Spot jamming delivers high levels of noise power to a irlatively narrow band of frequedies. while

barrage jamming delivers reduced L-vels of noise power to a broad band of freqeacies. Swept-spot jam-

ming is a combination of spot and barrage jamming. With this hybrid technique, a W?,b level of noise power

is swept acioss a broad band of fic~uencies (34:14-15).

FM-by-nois jamming, tfe topic of this tes. can be used in any of the modes just described.

Even though the di~tinctlon between spot and barrage jamming is becom!ng inceasingly less imponant be-

cause of advances in the art of (EM FM-by-noise is often classified as a barrge jnmminR twcbniqte,. As is

1-2



,-oný entional in the literature, the terms FM-by-noise Jamming and FM-by-noise are used interchangeably

throughout this investigation (8:14 -9).

Interest in FM-by-noise as a jamming waveform began, like most modem EW topics, with World

WaT Hl. Papers and reports devoted to FM-by-noise and textbooks containing information or sections on the

subje-t began appearing in the early 1950's. The literature is mentioned in passing here. A detailed litera-

twe review, including refereaes, is presented in Chapter II. The early papers and texts on FM-by-noise are

sketchy and confusing for variety of reasons, such as unsophisticated measurcment equipment, and, perhaps

most iimatantly, the strict security requirements of the times. Since theoretical wnik on FM-by-noise

started in the early 1950's and continued up until the early 1970's, the theory on FM-by-noise is extensive.

In contrast te the extensive theory on FM-by-noise, experimental work on the subject has been

linumted and sr ..adic. Two experiments were conducted to determine the effectiveness of FM-by-uoise as a

jamming waveform. One exl riment was conducted in the early 196(Ys and another was later conducted in

1977 (8; ,+3). Finally, a computer F .ulation used to optimize FM-by-noise jamming design, in terms of

noise qualit. was proposed in 1985 (2J).

1.2 Scop.

The first of the two goals of t' *s hivestigation was to erplain what FM-by-noise is and how it

woUks Discussions of other types of jmming and othe- areas of EW, such as repeazer jamming and Elec-

trouic Counte cowwmeaswre, tCCM). did not brip to explain what FM-by-Evoise is or bow it works.

Hence discussions on U4pcs such as those•j• ,•rioed are not icaud in this ,vps

The second goWi was to measure the effectiveness of unise jamming. In support of this goa! the

concept of noise quality as a mcasw of nose jamming effectiveness is reexamined. The noise•-. allty

work ef ")'urn- e. at. is verifW., and two altmafive noise quality measures are piropowd While prfdkc-

dons based on the rsults preented in this work. aboct the e fectiveiess of FM-by-uor-e agaimt conven-

timal mreciva's and modulns art ju=Juirfitd predictlns about as effectui eness against more sophisticated

nzcivers md -- oic io z dulons shoul be indepnderly verifewA.

1-3



1.3 AssumpWions

This thesis assumes no specific jamming problem or scenario. Originally, a radar jamming prob-

lem was assumed; however, equipment limitations forced the use of frequencies and bandwidths more rep-

resentative of a communications jamming scenario than a radar jamming scenario. Nonetheless, the results

obtained are applicable to most FM-by-noise jamming scenarios.

Two other assumptions are noteworthy. In all analytical discussions of FM-by-noise, it is assumed

that the center frequency of the jammer and the center frequency of the victim receiver coincided. Further-

more, this first assumption guided the experiments. Specifically, all experiments were conducted with the

jammer center frequency being equal to, or at least within 0.5 to I kHz of, the center frequency of the vic-

tim receiver. Advances in ECM technology are making this assumption increasingly valid and realistic. As

will become dear in the sequel extrapolation to the case where the jammer frequency is appreciably differ-

ent than the center frequency of the victim receiver is straightforward.

The last assumption concerns the relationship between stationary random processes and his-

tograms. Specifically, the probability density fuction of the amplitudes of a random process can be esti-

mated from a histogram of amplitude values of a sample function if, and only if, the random process is sta-

tionary and the process values are independent for large separations of time (39:192). It was assumed that

these conditions, along with the conditions for ergodicity, were satisfied. This assumption was particularly

important in measuring noise quality and seemed justified since the behavior of FM4by-noise, at both IF

and RF, is essntially time-invariant in the statistical sense (7:342).

1.4 OwjeMw

Despite the ex .sive documentation on the theory of RM-by-noise, much of it is secwred, dis-

Joint, nd aW bstruse. And, as alrcady ullutd to, rults fim experimental work on FM-by-noise in the open

lIte amre are lacking. alptm- and m address th analytical portlon of the Investigatio Capter U pre-

sents a thorough review of the open ialure a nd also serves a plnrim on the theory of FM-by-noise. Chap-

ter III wviewi and consolidates the aisting theory on FM-by-noise jamming by highlighting the most im-

1-4



portant results that have been developed since the 19509s. Chapter III also presents a detailed description of

FM-by-noise, paying particular attention to coherence and lucidity. Chapters IV and V constitute the exper-

imental portion of the investigation and serve to complement the analysis of FM-by-noise.

Specifics on experimental limitations and experimental procedure are discussed in Chapter IV.

The experiments studied the time-and frequency-domain behavior of FM-by-noise jamming at RF and IF as

the baseband noise bandwidth and peak frequency deviation of the FM-by-noise and the bandwidth of the

victim receiver were varied. The results obtained from the experiments are presented in Chapter V. A sig-

nificant feature of this thesis is the inclusion of computer-generated reproductions of the actual oscilloscope

and spectrum analyzer displays illustrating the behavior of FM-by-noise.

Chapter VI reexamines noise quality and proposes two alternative noise quality measures. The

work of Turner et aL is verified, and two alternative noise quality factors at IF and RF are proposed. IF

noise quality measures the time-domain normality hzd frequency-domain uniformity of receiver noise at the

output of a victim receiver subjected to FM-1y-ooise jamming. RF noise quality measures the baseband

normality and frequency-domain impulsivity of an FM-by-noise barrage at RE. Procedures and programs

necessary to duplicate the experiments and noise quality measurements are included. Complete listings of

the programs written for this investigation are contained in Appendix A, while Appendix B lists the equip-

ment and software used to conduct the experimental and noise quality portions of this investigation.

• 1-5



II. Literature Review of FM-by-Noise

When one researches and reviews EW literature, one is immediately confronted with three prob-

lems. First, much of the literature is classified. Second, timely open-literature is usually indirect and ab-

struse, a direct result of the trade-off between security and academic freedom. Finally, declassified EW lit-

erature is often difficult to understand I•cause it was originally written by cleared writers specifically for a

cleared audience in a mutually-undertood, classified setting. This thesis seeks to provide a lucid, complete,

and authoritative description of FM-by-noise jamming suitable for open discussion.

The present chapter is divided into four sections. The first section reviews papers about or directly

related to FM-by-noise, while the second section discusses texts about or directly related to the subject.

Most of the literature on FM-by-noise makes mention of uniform power spectral density (PSD) barrages.

The third section addresses the topic of uniform PSD barrages. Finally, the fourth section summarizes the

chapter. Since this chapter provides an in-depth review of the literature on FM-by-noise jamming, it also

serves as a primer on FM-by-noise and, thus, provides a point of reference for a more rigorous discussion of

FM-by-noise theory which is presented in the next chapter.

Beginning in the early 1950's and continuing into the late 1960's, numerous papers and reports di-

rectly related to FM-by-noise were published in the open-literature. A representative sampling of the papers

and reports written during the period is reviewed (1; 9; 10; 11; 25; 27; 41). The various authors discuss ran-

donly modulaed signals from an ostensibly academic point of view and avoid explicit references to EW,

JawnNOV, and PM~b-*wise.

MiddMetn, in (1:690), makes one of the few references tofrequency-modulated by nwise and re-

marks to his readers that firquency modulation with normal random noise is an approximate model of fre-

quency modulation with speech but acimowledges the existence of more appropriate models. Despite ex-

plcit references to EW, jam~ming and FM-by-noise in these early woris, it can be readily assumed that EW,



jamming, and P'MI-by-noise were the defacto topics of the papers and reports published in the 1950's and

1960's, particularly when ooý considers the affiliations and sponsors of the various authors cited.

Much of the open-literature published during the 1950's was concerned with deriving closed-form

or limiting expressions for spectra of signals frequency modulated with random processes (25; 27; 41). An-

other recurring theme concerned the contribution of low-frequency components of a modulating random

process to the overall spectrun of a given FM signal (11; 25: 41). Among these early works, Stewart's re-

port on the power spectra of signals phase- and frequency-modulated by Gaussian noise (41) proved to be

the most readable and relevant in terms of the work at hand.

The open-literature published in the 1960's served to complement, refine, and extend the theory

developed in the 50's. In 1963, Abramson defined an RMS bandwidth for angle-modulated waves and, sub-

sequently, derived a remarkably simple closed-form expression for the RMS bandwidth of an angle-modu-

lated signal (1). Blawhman and McAlpine discussed Woodward's theorem and derived an upper bound on

the error associated with this theorem (9). Woodward's Theorem states that the RF spectrum of a wideband

FM signal takes on the approximate shape of the probability density of its instantaneous frequency which

corresponds to the shape of the univariate probability density of the modulating signal.

Probably because a large collection of classified EW reports was declassified in 1973 (12:xi), few

papers directly related to FM-by-noise were published in the 1970's and 1980's. In 1979, Cassara et al. pro-

posed a technique for generating ajammer signal with a continuous uniform PSD bandlimited over any de-

sired frequency band (14). Well, writing in (46), responded to (14) and pointed out that the technique had

already been proposed twice. It was proposed once in 1955 by Well himself and was later indeperently

proposed in 1957. Turner et al. briefly disacss FM-by-noise in their article on noise qualhy (43). Another

paper on noise quality, written in 1985 by Knorr and Karantanas, contains a readable description of

FM-by-noise (20). Other "tir the noise quality paper by Knorr and Karantanas, no significant unclassified

papers or reports on FM-by-dols published after 1980 could be found.

2.2 Tab

It will be convenient to separate texts conting mwerial on or related to FM-by-noise into two

categorlcsm statistical c muanliln texts and EW texts. In the statistical communicatios calegory, two
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texts stand out: one for what it contains, the other for what it does not. The text by Rowe was one of the

more complete and scholarly references on angle-modulation that could be found (32). It consolidates and

extends the work done on FM-by-noise in the 50's and 60's. If one has problems obtaining the papers on

FM-by-noise published during that period, this text is certainly a suitable substitute. The second text illus-

trates the difficulty in locating timely open-.ource information on EW and jamming. Raemer, writing in

one of the few statistical communications texts to even have the term jamming indexed, notes there is a

great body of literature on jamming but quickly adds that "... most of it is classified and cannot be discussed

in the open-literature" (31:148).

While the texts on statistical communications theory are helpful, one must tun to EW texts for

more practical discussions of FM-by-noise. One of the oldest EW texts, Threshold Signals by Lawson and

Uhlenbeck, contains a brief, but surprisingly direct, description of FM-by-noise:

Effects of f-m interference are somewhat different from those of a-m interference. The
noise amplitude in the receiver is determined by the excursions of the interference signal across
the r-f or i-f acceptance band of the receiver. If one assumes that the total frequency excursion is
large compared with the bandwidth of the receiver, then the receiver output will contain a number
of pulses whose shape in time is similar to the shape of the i-f or r-f bandwidth in frequency and
whose amplitudes are relatively constanL These pulses will be repeated at random times. Because
of the relatively constant amplitude of these pulses, the effect of the interference is similar to that
of highly limited, or clipped, a-m noise. A "ceiling" effect occurs but for a quite different reason
firom that in the a-m case.

The effectiveness of interference of this type clearly depends upon obtaining a noise func-
tion such that an exctusion across the receiver band occurs within a time p approximately equal to
the receiver response time, that is, a time equal to the reciprocal of its bandwidth. If sucb an ex-
cursion does not occur, the interference will lose its effectiveness because of the constant-ampli-
tude pulses produced and because of the time spaces between them. Within these spaces the de-
sired signal can be found without any accompanying interference. (22:147)

As mentioned earlier, a large collection of classified EW reports was declassified in 1973. Five

years later, these reports we,- published in complete, unabridged form in the important EW text, Electronic

Countermeasures (12). Of particular relevance to tits investigation are the contributions by Benninghofel

al. (8) and Morita and Rollins (26) with the former being the most complete and authoritative description of

FM-by-noise and its effects that could be found.

Beaningbof el al. categorize two types of FM-by-noise: FM-by-wideband noise (FM-WBN) and

FM-by-lowfrequeny noise (FM-LFN). They define the two tyries of FM-by-noise qualitatively, mathemat-

ictlly, and numerically. Qualitatively, they differentiate between FM-WBN and FM-LEN on the basis of

modulaig noise bandwft. Thi aut• s write,
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Frequency modulation by WB noise attempts to produce the same result as does DINA ...
It is of interest, however, to investigate the mechanism by which FM by noise techniques can be
used to produce jamming that is essentially indistinguishable from DINA [direct noise amplifica-
tion] at the output of a given radar receiver, and to determine the requirements that must be rlaced
on the FM modulation parameters. Each time the frequency modulated carrier sweeps across the
victim's passband, the victim receiver's filter circuits are set to "ringing" by tbh impulsive chivacter
of the input. If the modulation is random, then the receiver input is a randon, time keries oi short
pulses. If, further, the average frequency of these pulses is much greater thai% the ,viim band-
width, the conditions for the Central Limit Theorem are approximated amd the output of the re-
ceiver filter (usually i-f) is nearly gaussian in its first order statistics. Mwu, one expects the i-f
output for FM-by-WB noise to be the same as DINA.

Frequency modulation by LF noise ... restricts the modulating noise bandwidth to ?Z
much less than the victim receiver bandwidth. Thus, the ringing caused by vne receiver crossing is
usually over before another crossing occurs. The i-f output wave is therefoi: a random Vime ae'its
of distinct pulses whose duration is approximately the reciprocal bandwidth. T"is jamming, when
directed against search radar, exhibits two principal advantages and one principal disEJvantage. It
has increased effectiveness because the ordinary radar second detector produces more video power
for a given i-f output (or receiver input) than with FM-by-WB noise or DINA. Thus, this source is
more efficient in producing video jamming than are the others. Also, a given video power is more
effective in jamming small targets on a PPI if FM-by-LF noise is used. This may be associated
with a confusion effect caused by the resemblance of many of the bright spots to small target
echoes. The principal disadvantage of FM-by-LF noise is that it is relatively easy to counter, since
the jamming is discontinuous even at the receiver output, and many or most of the target echo
pulses are free of jamming if observed in real time. (8:14-10)

FM-WBN applies when the modulating bandwidth is much greater the bandwidth of the victim receiver.

Next, the authors mathematically define FM-LFN and FM-WBN in terms of a linearly swept sig-

nal that sweeps across the passband of a receiver. Benningbof et al. assume the signal sweeps across the

passband with a sweep rate S. This sweep rate will be discussed more fully in the next chapter. The authors

provide a detailed mathematical development, which will also be discussed more fully in the next chapter,

and wrte,

... Assuming a barrage width that is large compared to the receiver bandwidth, the sweep
speed during any particular transit of the receiver passband by the randomly sweeping jamming
will depend, essentially, on the jamming barrage width and the spectral composition of the modu-
lating noise. If the noise spectrum has a sufficiently low upper cut-off frequency (FM-by-LF
noise), the receiver output will consist of a series of impulses of random amplitude and random
structure. As the modulating noise frequency Is increased (FM-by-WB noise), the random im-
pulses will begin to ove-lap since the putsewidth depends only on the receiver bandwidth. As a di-
rect consequence of the Central Limit Theorem of probability theory the statistics of the noise so
produced al the i-fampli will b ssentiallygussian. (8:14-21)

For the uninitiated, ft passage does little to clarffy the c m Wrelalious 6 that exist betwcen modulat-

ing noise banwi" bawMe width or, equivalently, peak frequemy deviati victim receiver bandwidth.

sweep rae nad reever output. Ths compex rwlationship will be painstakingly described in the next

dopr &Wl experimely Iusated in C2 V.
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Finally, Benninghof et al. differentiate between FM-LFN and FM-WBN based on the bandwidth

of the modulating noise alone. They assign leose numerical requirements on the bandwidth of the modulat-

ing noise foi the two types of FM-by-noise. For FM-LFN, the authors require BN < 50 kHz and Bjv > 500

kHz for FM-WBN. The authors also require that the frequency deviation, peak or RMS is not -necified,

must be several times greater than the victim receiver bandwidth for both types of jamming (8:14-30).

These numerical requirements are mentioned for completeness only. They are not applicable in this investi-

gation. Ultimately, the distinction between FM-WBN and FM-LFN seems to based on the ratio of modulat-

ing noise bandwidth to victim receiver bandwidth. Indeed, this interpretation is not only consistent with the

terminology but also intuitively appealing. Hence, the terms FM-WBN and FM-LFN will be borrowed for

this investigation and made more precise in the next chapter.

The ratio on which FM-by-noise is categorized can easily be confused with an important ratio

from traditional FM theory, namely the deviation ratio. The deviation ratio is defined as the ratio of carrier

frequency deviation to modulating signal bandwidth; this ratio will be discussed more fully in the next

chapter. Adding to the potential confusion is that fact that this ratio of carrier frequency deviation to modu-

lating signal bandwidth has spawned at least six terms: slowfrequency deviation and fast frequerny devia-

tion (22). high-index FM and low-index FM (9), and, finally, wideband FM and narrowband FM (47:186).

The terms wideband FM (WBFM) and narrowband FM (NBFM) are the most common today. Note that

when discussing carrier frequency deviation, some authors use peak carrier frequency deviation, while

others prefer to use RMS carrier frequency deviation.

It must be emphasized that the terms FM-LFN and FM-WBN and the terns narrowband FM and

wideband FM describe two completely differeat ratios. Specifically. FM-LFN and FM.WBN are EW terms

that categorize the numeial ratio of modulating noise bandwidth to victim receiver bandwidth. On the

other hand, narrowba&4 FM and wideband FM are trms from basic FM theory that describe the raio of

carrer frequency deviatiou to modulating sigaal bandwidth.

Morita and Rollins disans FM-by-noise in tam of th: ratio of modulating noise bandwidth to

RMS frequency deviation (26,12-3). This ratio is the inverse of that defined, in Stewarfs uwk (41). Oddly

enough, Mocita and Rollins cited (41) but cho6e to invert the ratio contained theri. Morita and Roains
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continue and assert that FM-by-noise jamming is more uniform when the ratio of modulating noise band-

width to RMS frequency deviation is aWoximately 3.5, but (41) does not support this assertion. Stewart

does remark that, for moduating signals that can be modeled by a white Gaussian process, the narrowband

FM assumption obtains whei the ratio of RMS frequency deviation to modulating bandwidth is less than

0.751 and the wideband FM assumption holds for ratios greater than 0.751 (41:16).

Two additional EW texts contain descriptions of FM-by-noise. The description presented by

Lothes et al. in (23) is readable and complete. Their description of FM-by-noise begins by considering a

noise voltage that is used to frequency modulate a voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) which has a given

VCO constant in Hz/V; the output of the VCO is, in this case, FM-by-noise. They proceed by considering

the effect white Gaussian noise has on the output of the VCO under wideband FM conditions. They define

the output bandwidth of the VCO as the VCO constant in Hz/V times the RMS value of the noise in volts.

They conclude,

... we can make this bandwidth [VCO output bandwidth] arbitrarily large by making the noise
voltage at the VCO input larger and larger. However, [for a fixed modulating noise baTndw-d.& the
resulting signal is not high quality noise. The VCO may be viewed as a frequency-hoTped signal
that only rarely *visits" a particular frequency. Although there is power at each frequency in the
band, it has an impulsive nature and lacks quality. To get high-quality noise using FM, we want
the amount of frequency deviation at the output and the bandwidth of the noiw modulation at the
input to be about the same ... (23:50-52)

In contrast to the lucid explanation of FM-by-noise presented in (23), the description found in the

taxt by Maksimov et al. is most perplexing (24). Their descripion of FM-by-noise at RF is quite under-

stanabh-, howvvr. their discussion of its effwcts at IF is confusing. It will not be repeated he.

The other EW texts proved helpful. First. Golden describes bow a frcquncyat-modulated noise

specirm jams search and scanning radars (18:76-77). Next. Sd&eWs text (33) provides background ma-

w aon EW, but its dmeripikio of FM-by-noi reitr=es that praeaW by Bcanino et al. (8). Sclcher

also discusses a method of geaeiwlng a tmifaxm PSD jammig baWa& F lly. Schklteges txt dscusss

EW fr-om an symtms cagWiaemg point of view (34).

2.J No. o an Ugfo PSD Banve

Mention must be made ol an u la-.a cooct= evideat in the Uiurat, with tmuiorm power

specal density (PSD) j-amming bargses (14; &,14.23-14-24; 33:131; 46). It is important w ,wz howetr
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that a barrage with a uniform PSD does not necessarily produce effective jamming. Specifically,

Benninghof el al. cite work done by Middleton and Weil, who is referred to as Wild by the authors of (8),

to modify the shape of an FM.WBN barrage for a more uniform PSD (8:14-23-14-24, 14-61). The process

is called erring. Erfnmg transforms the voltage amplitude distribution of the modulating noise to a uniform

distribution. Noise so modified is known as erfed or erfer noise. The noise is erfed before it is used to fre-

quency-modulate the carrier. An FM-by-noise barrage generated with erfed noise has a uniform PSD.

However, Weil, who along with Middleton and others originally developed the erfing process,

explains that the statistics of erfed noise axe significantly altered by the erfing process and '... although Er-

fer noise has a uniform PDF, it turns out that it results in a poor distribution of sweep rates and relative

number of crossings per second at points away from the center of the voltage waveform (or of the resulting

frequency spectrum)" (46:1370). Indeed, Benninghol et al. tested barrages generated with erfed noise and

found for "... FM sources, the jamming effectiveness is not changed by using 'erfed noise' to 'whiten' the

jamming spectrum. as suggested" (8:14-30).

Wed offers altm-aatives to overcome the problems associated with erfed noise. He writes,

To overome (the problems associated with erred noise] a random triangular wave could
be considered However, this waveform is not truly random; the sweep rate and crossings per sec-
ond are interdependent, and the crossings tend to come in pairs away from zero voltage.

A randow sawtooth waveform solves the problem of pairs but aggravates the other prob-
lem [of poor distribution of sweep rates etc.) and is fai more difficult to use.

A combination of a high-frequency periodic wave and superimposed (additive) random
noi•t provides a compromise waveforn with a relatively uniform PDF and number of crossings
per second throughout most of i3 range, and is probably a&quate for most apAications. (46:1370)

Finally. Wed describes another almenative which be refers to as foled-noime. The details of the folded-

noise me cam be found in (46).

2.4 Sa•mmary

"T1is diW reviewed the literature on FM-by-uoise. The first section reviewed pap=s and reports

about or directly relaL-d to FM-by-uoise. %hile the second soction discu ed t__ ts abeut or directly reaed

to the same. Fiually, the third taction discuss mutbo& of gmeraing uaiform PSD esand the • -

spotding problem and trade-of 2sswad witb eac, method.
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111. Theory on FM-by-Noise

The descriptions of FM-by-noise jamming referenced in the previous chapter, taken as a unified

body of literatu, "lack consistency in both terminology and development This chapter develops a descrip-

tion of FM-by-noise based on traditional FM theory. Additionally, a consistent and well-defined terminol-

ogy is employed. Terms, symbols, and equations are defined as they occur in the developmenL

3.1 Frequenacy Modulation (PM) (47:173-188)

3.1.1 Genew/. Consider the familiar general angle-modulated signal given by

s, (t) = Accos[ (qt + O(t)] (3-1)

where

Ac = amplitude of the angle -modulated signal in volts

W = center frequency of the angle - modulated signal in radians per second

The instantaneous phase of the gewr angle-modulated signal is defined as

Oi (1) =, ot + 01) (3-2)

and the instantanos frequency is defined as

dO,

dt ~di (3-3)

TIe functions O(t) and doldt are known as the Wu ows pwase deviatio., and ingsranweous

frequeqcy detauion respocuvrly. The i anooes ph=s deviation is the quantity of interst in phase-

modualion and will no be dscuss here U . The insuw os ftrqucncy deviation is the quantity of inwtrst

to FM. and U will be dissed a teg& NoW thaw the walc of the ias ao frW wy is additively

duamnm.incd by the value ol the carrui fequNacy and the mitaoms fUreuency devao.

Furthermo. the mins nmu frequca-y devation of the carier. about the ceier frequency 4,

is jxprxiooai to the modubAxng signL aa(t). and can be wimme

"i do
-y . kst-0)(3-4)

*hta kf is tbe ftedafrewe devw'tm co in radial per wed pr uait ofx(t), gceraly vows.
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It will oe convenient £' de&,,& afrequency deviation constant in Ez per unit of m(t), sayfd, where

kf = 2 rfd (3-5)

The use of the symbols (o ardf for frequency in radians per second and frequency in Hz, respectively, will

make the distinction between the units clear throughout dit sequel. Frequency in Hz can be assumed when

the distinction is not important nor explicitly made. Similarly, the use of the symbols W and B for band-

width in radians per second and bandwidth in Hz, respectively, will make the distinction between band-

width units clear, bandwidth in Hz can be assumed when the distinction is not important -nor explicitly

made. Additionally, all bandwidths, unless explicitly stated or defined, are assumed to be 3 dB bandwidths.

Now, the phase deviation of a frequency-modulated carrier is

0 (t)-= 2gfd f t m(x)dx + (3-6)
0

and the output of a frequency modulator may be written

s•m (t) = Acco, ct+ 2icfd t 1e x (3-7)

One physical realization of a frequency modulator is the VCO. Unfortunately, there is an upper

bound on the amount of frequency deviation P generic VCO can generate. In the absence of modifications

or special-purpose equipment, this limit is usually 5-10% of the carrier frequency, f, (16:31). This limita-

tion was encountered in the experimentb and w-'i be commented upon in the next chapter.

Two examples of frequency deviation will prove illustrative. Let kf equal W, radians per second

per volt and rn(t) be the unit-step function in volts. Using Eqs. 3-3 and 3-4, the value of the instantaneous

frequency is simply o) for values of time, t, less than zero and 2a), for values of time greater than or equal

to zero. Next, consider the case when m(t) is a sinusoid. For the purposes of this second example, the exact

value of the frequency deviation constant is not important. In this case, the instantaneous frequency will

vary periodically about the carrier center frequency in a sinusoidal fashion. This is illustrated in Figure 3-1

where m(f), the slowly varying sinusoid in the figure, is superimposed on the output of a theoretical fre-

quency modulator. Note that the instantaneous frequency bas a maximum when m(t) is a maximum and has

aminimum when m(t)isa minimum.
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3.1.2 FM Bandwidth. Before turning to FM-by-noise, however, FM bandwidth and spectra will be

defined. Since the FM process is non-linear, no simple relation exists for relating the spectrum of an FM

signal to its baseband modulation, except for certain special cases. Hence, most traditional developments of

FM bandwidth and spectra start with the special case of sinusoidal modulation and apply the results

obtained to approximate more general situations. T'Ie development of FM bandwidth based on sinusoidal

modulation and Bessel functions is ubiquitous in the literature and will not be repeated here.

As an aside, the term baseband implies the notion of data or information residing at its natural lo-

cation in the frequency spectrum. Modulating an RF carrier Aith information or data translates the data

from its natural or baseba&-. location in the frequency spectrum to a new, usually higher, location in the

frequency spectrum so that the data can be easily transmitted.

Following Ziemer and Tranter (47), the view is taken that the familiar FM modulation index, P, is

defined only for sinusoidal modulation, and, for arbitrary m(t), a commonly used expression for bandwidth

results if the deviation ratio D is defined as

D peak frequency deviation
bandwidth of m(t)

which is

Df,, f[maxI m(t)j]
DB (3-9)

and where it is assumed that B is the 3 dB bandwidth of the baseband signal. The peak frequency deviation

will be denoted by the symbol Al. Using Carson's Rule, then, the bandwidth of an FM signal modulated

with arbitrary m(t) is

BFm = 2(D+ I)B (3-10)

From Eq. 3-9, it is clear that the deviation ratio can theoretically take on any value from zero to in-

finity. For D << 1, Brm is approximately equal to 2B; this condition is known as narrowband FM (NBFM).
For D >> 1, BpF is approximately 2DB or simply 2.Af,; this is wideband FM (WBFM). Note that the

bandwidth for WBFM is approximately twice the peak frequency deviation. The FM bandwidth defined in
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Eq. 3-10 is not necassarily a null-to-null bandwidth, although in some specific cases, BFm may turn out to

be a null-to-null bandwidth. For the purposes of this thesis, the term unity deviation ratio FM (UDRFM)

refers to any deviation ratio that is equal to one.

It will be convenient to define an RMS deviation ratio, Dws, as

rms frequency deviation (311)

bandwidth of m(t)

The RMS frequency deviation, left for the moment undefined, will be defined later for the special case

when the modulating signal can be modeled by a zero-mean Gaussian process. As a matter of completeness,

mention must be made of an RMS bandwidth which for FM is defined as 1/2n times the RMS frequency

deviation (1: 409). Note that the RMS bandwidth as defined in (1) is, in general, not a 3 dB bandwidth.

3.1.3 FM Spectra. As already mentioned, no simple relation fully characterizing the PSD or RF

spectrum of an FM signal in terms of its baseband modulation exists, except for certain special cases. The

spectrum resulting from frequency-modulating a carrier with a sine wave consists of a series of spectral

lines of various amplitudes. The spread of the spectral lines depends on the frequency deviation constant

while the spacing between the spectral lines depends on the frequency of the baseband sinusoid. The results

are well-documented in the literature and will not be repeated here.

Deriving the PSD or RF spectrum for the case of a carrie; frequency-modulated by an arbitrary,

random m(t) is no simple task. Woodward's theorem, however, tells us that the RF spectrum of a WBFM

signal takes on the approximate shape of the probability density of its instantaneous frequency. Because the

instantaneous frequency is proportional to m(t), via Eqs. 3-3 and 3-4, the probability density of the instan-

taneous frequency has the same shape as the probability density of m(t). Hence, the RF spectrum of a

WBFM signal takus on the approximate shape of the tuivariate probability density function of the modulat-

ing signal m(t) (9).

That Woodward's Theoremn is true can be shown by considering a camrier that is frequency modu-

lated with a wide-sensa stationary random process, m(t) (16:91). It is assumed that the process is zero-

mean. The instantaneous frequency deviation at any time t is given by Eq. 3-4. The probability that the in-
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stantaneous frequency of the FM carrier lies in the interval (f, f + df) is the same as the probability that

m(t) lies in the interval (f/fd, f/fd + dflfd). Using these facts and applying the Mean Value Theorem

yields

Prob[f<f ,(t)<f+df] =Prob[f-f, < fdm(t)<f-f, +4] (3-12)

- Prob f - <mWt)<f-' +-
ALfd fd fd

= Prob [a < m(t) < b]

= p.,(x)dx

in P.(f)"-
Ad

where

p, (x) =probability density function (pdf) of m(t)

and

f-f f-f, df

fd fd fd

Now, the fraction of the total FM carrier power contained in df is

S(D)•- L= -. Prob [f < f1 Q) < f + df1

A! (3-13)
.P.(f)

where S(f) is the PSD or spectrum of the FM signaL Tberefore,

S(f) . A! .p,(f) (3-14)

Thus, Woodward's Theorem is prove. Note that integrating either side of Eq. 3-i4 over the bandwidth of

tly, FM signal yelds the total FM cardler powet. With basic theory of FM well in hand, attention may now

be turned to FM-by-nos jamming.
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3.2 A Description of FM-by-Noise Jamming

The terms, symbols, and equations developed in the presentation of traditional FM theory will be

helpful in describing FM-by-noise. The description of FM-by-noise developed in this investigation starts

by considering the salient features of an FM-by-noise barrage at RF and ends by describing the effects of

FM-by-noise at the output of an IF filte. Along the way, various terms, equations, and symbols will be de-

fined and, where possible, compared and contrasted with the existing literature.

3.2.1 FM-by-Noise at RF. FM-by-noise jamming is simply the result of modulating an RF carrier

with noise. Usually, the baseband noise, n(t), is white Gaussian noise. Mathematically, we may write a

time-domain description of an FM-by-noise barrage, j•m(t), as

-- j(t) = AC cos[ OCt+22rfd' n(x)dx] (3-15)

The shape of the resulting RF spectrum or barrage depends on the deviation ratio. Stewart (41:13-16) has

shown that the shape of the spectrum is approximately normal, or bell-shaped, for values of RMS deviation

ratio much greater than 1. This result is consistent with Woodward's theorem. For values of Djws << 1,

however, the barrage is similar to the output of sIngle-tuned resonant circuit driven with white Gaussian

noise. The barrage, S(A o), for the NBFM case may be written

A 2/2 x tws/2 WN
S(Ao/) = (3-16)

xWvN (iriD3 /2W.) 2 + (A0/IWN)'

where
Am = difference fequency from the unmodulated carrier

WN = 3 dB bandwidth of the baseband noise

Furtbemor, Stewart showed that the 3 dB bandwidth of an NBFM signal is

BNam = X-Af,,,s (3-17)

and the 3 dB bandwidth of a WBFM signal is

W = hAf, ' -(8 in 2)1 (3-18)

where Afpws is the RMS frequency deviation. Again, Stewart asserts that the NBFM condition obtains
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when Ds.s < 0.751, and the WBFM condition applies when Dpws > 0.751. These resrlus apply to the spe-

cial case of a baseband signal that can be modeled by a white Gaussian process. N'ote also taat Eqs. 3-17

and 3-18 do not represent RMS bandwidths.

It is convenient and appropriate, at this point, to discuss the RMS frequency deviation of a carrie

frequency-modulated by a signal that can be modeled by a wide-sense stationary, zero-mean Gaussian pro-

cess. The assumed Gaussian process is not necessarily white. In this case, the probability density of the sig-

nal voltages is approximately normal. Hence, it can be assumed that the maximum or peak voltage of the

modulating process is 3 • a where a is the RMS voltage of the process. Therefore, considering the

numerator of Eq. 3-9, the approximate peak frequency deviation can be written

4fp = fd(3a) (3-19)

Thus, the RMS frequency deviation is approximately

4f'•t = fd, (3-20)

As a result of this observation, the RMS frequency deviation of a FM carrier, frequency-modulated with a

zero-mean Gaussian process, can be found from the peak frequency deviation by simply dividing the peak

frequency deviation by three. This point is made, and will be returned to, because the peak frequency de-

viation was the parameter that could be directly controlled with the equipment used In the experiments.

3.2.2 FM-by-Noise Ratios axd Terns Deflxed Before describing the effects of FM-by-noise at

IF, a few terms must be defined. First, it will be convenient to define a noise-to-victim ratio (NVR)

NVR = bandwidth of baseband noise = B. 6-21)
bandwidth of victim receiver BK

and, like the deviation ratio in FM theory, consider three cases. The terms FM-LFN and FM-WBN will be

borrowed from Benninghof el al. (8) and made more precise. Firs, FM-LFN implies a NVR < 1. Next, FM-

WBN implies a NVR > 1. The numerical requirements mentioned in (8) for FM-LFN and FM-WBN ame not

applcablo in this investigation. Finally, FM-by-uniy bandwidth noise (FM-UBN) implies a NVR = 1.

As an aside, the abbreviations used to describe the NVR can be combined with the abbreviations

used to describe deviation ratio D. For example, WBFM-LFN describes wideband frequency-modulatioa
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by low frequency noise. Additionally, the bandwidth of the victim receiver is assumed to be equal to the

bandwidth of the victim receiver's IF filter. Hence, the terms victim receiver bandwidth and IFfilter band-

width are used synonymously throughca,' the sequel.

Next, the deviation-to-victim ratio (DVR) is defined:

peak frequency deviation 4fp
bandwidth of victim receiver B-

Unlike the deviation ratio D in FM theory and the NVR just defined, there is no need to further classify the

DVR. The reasons for not classifying the DVR will be commented upon later. Finally, the NVR and DVR

can be used to define a sweep-to-victim ratio (SVR)

SVR=NVR.DVR = -(3-23)

The SVR gives an indication of how fast and how frequently an FM-by-noise jammer sweeps through the

passband of the its victim receiver.

The SVR just defined is mentioned in the literature in a variety ot guises. Hence, comparing and

contrasting the SVR with the existing literature requires considerable discussion. First, Benninghof et al.

describe FM-by-noise in terms of a signal that is linearly swept through a receiver passband (8:14-20).

"They assume a recever filter response that is appioximately Gasian and given by

G(W) = A, ex4[-(0)W)] (3-24)

where the 3 dB bandwidth of the receiver is approximately equal to 1.67. b. Next, they define a linearly

swept signal

v(t)= A2 (-. ? (3-25)

where S is the sweep rate.

Denningbof et aL coti and defe an unnamed irao

S
a (3-26)
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The authors use a in Eq. 3-26 and develop equations for the output of a filter characterized by Eq. 3.24

when the input is given by Eq. 3-25. They consider two cases: slow sweeps, a << l and fast sweeps, a >> 1.

After they consider the two cases, they explain FM-LFN and FM-WBN with the second passage quoted on

page 2-4 in the previous chapter.

The sweep-to-victim ratio or SVR defined in Eq. 3-23 can be compared and contrasted with the

variable a defined by Eq. 3-26. Comparatively, the two ratios are similar because the numerator of the SVR

and the numerator of a can both be interpreted as sweep rates in Hz per second. Despite this similarity, the

two ratios are different because a is exact and the SVR is a statistical approximation.

The ratio a is exact because the sweep rate S in Eqs. 3-25 and 3-26 is exact. On the other hand.

however, the SVR is an approximation because the numerator of the SVR, Af -Bv, approximates, in a sta-

tistical sense, the average sweep rate of the FM-by-noise banage. That is, the sweep rate associated with

each sweep of the FM-by-noise across the, passband of the victim receiver is random specifically because

the sweep rate is determined by the structure of each zero-crossing of the baseband noise which is, of

course, random. Hence, the sweep rat of the FM-by-noise barrae can be approximated in a statistical

ses only. This discussion will be numerically illustrated in Chapter V. For the purposes of this investiga-

dton differences between the transfer function of the actual victim receiver and the transfer function defined

by Eq. 3-24 are ignord.

Quantities simila to the SVR are mentioned in two other references. Blachman asserts

... the duration of the transient response of the filter must be small compared to the ratio
of the filter bandwidth [BDv to the rate of change of frequency [numwator of SVR, Afp. Bv]. Since
the duration of the transient reponse is of the order of magnitude of the rciprocal of the filter
bandwidth, this means that the filter bandwidth must be large c•mpared to the geometric mean of
modulation bandwidth [BN] and frequency excursion [Afp]. Of course, the filter bandwidth must be
small compared to the frequency excson ... (10:56)

TheI txRs dence between Blachmai's deflnitin and the trm defined in this chapter have been edito-

tilly noted. The SVR is similaly related to the cursio time, p. mentioned by Lawson and Ublenbeck

(22.147) and discsed in Chapt U.

3.2.3 PM4yooN * at IF. The cfc• om FM-by-noise at IF can now be described Wily easily by

comskkt4 the deviati- ratio or D, the devinn-to-vlctim ruio or DVR. and the uoLs-victim ratio or
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NVR. Before proceeding, it must be emphasized that the effectiveness of FM-by-noise jamming cannot be

described by a single quantity or ratio. Any meaningful discussion of FM-by-noise must consider, at least.

the three ratios just mentioned. The SVR is useful when one wishes to relate the slope of the zero-crossings

of the baseband noise to the output of the victim receiver.

FM-by-noise takes a baseband noise signal and translates it to RF while preserving or, more com-

monly, spreading the baseband noise bandwidth. Note that the baseband noise signal could be transmitted

directly as in DINA, but DINA results in amplitude clipping because of power amplifier limitations. In or-

der to preserve or -rad the baseband noise bandwidth, D must be at least one. That is, the literature seems

to imply that FM-by-noise barrages based on NBFM are not effective barrages. However, as Lothes et al.

have noted, increasing D for a fixed BR does not produce a more effective barrage; in fact, they require

Aiws be approximately one (23:52).

Increasing D, or equivalently A4p, while keeping the jamming power and baseband noise band-

width constant decreases the effectiveness of the resulting barrage in two ways. First. the power-bandwidth

trade-off inherent in any real jamming scenario limits the effectiveness of the barrage because increasing

the peak frequency deviation spreads the available power out over a wider range of frequencies but propor-

tionally decreases the power at each frequency. Not only does increasing the peak frequency deviation re-

duce the overall power spectral density, It also forces the frtquency modulator to deviate over a wider range

of frequencies Thus, the resulting noise barrage behaves like a frequency-hopped signai that "... only rarely

'visits' a particular feqoency" (23:52).

In generl, is& brages am at saslt wide as ther intended vctims, usually in terms of 3 dB

badwid& Lkewise, in oide for FM-by-noise jamming to have a serio.sly debilitating diect on its victim

receiver, the FM-by-noise ba&age musm be at lea.t as wide as t victim hrever, bi means tha •the DVR

must be a leat equal to oI pferably, grTeamr 'f one. Mibis s the reason the DVR is not futher clasified

in the manner D wd tle NVR are. A bage DVR M.-by-nolm bauma is not, however, noesarily better

than one with a smaile DVR. nceasing the DVR, tfr a fixed ,. implies increasing D and contending

with tfe dt rad-0ooffs
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An optimum value for the DVR, in terms of the victim receiver bandwidth, can be found by con-

sidering Eq. 3-18 through Eq. 3-20. Solving Eq. 3-18 for Afsus with BwBFM = By yields

Afm~s = 0.425 By (3-27)

Now, using Eqs. 3-19 and 3-20

Afp= 1.27 Bv (3-28)

Therefore, from Eq. 3-22 the optimum DVR, in terms of is By, is 1.27.

The next ratio to consider in an FM-by-noise jamming scenario is the NVR and its three classifi-

cations: FM-LFN, FM-UBN, and FM-WBN. It is assumed that both the deviation ratio, D, and deviation-

to-victim ratio, DVR. are greater than one. Also, it is assumed that the jammer center frequency is the same

as the center frequency of the victim receiver. Extrapolation to the case when the jammer is off center fre-

quency is straightforward.

FM-LFN and FM-WBN produce different results at the output of the IF filter of the victim receiv-

er. First, consider FM-LFN. In this case, BN is less than By. Hence, te jammer carrier is only occasionally

swept near or through the IF filter. Th exact output of the filter depends upon the sweep of the carrier and,

of course, the bandwidth and shape of the victim receiver. For complete sweeps across the full bandwidth

of the receiver, the output is a sine wave of increasing or decreasing frequency, depending on the direction

of the sweep, which is amplitude-modulated by the shape of the filter; the output has a duty cycle corre-

spouding to the length of time it took the carrier to make the full sweep across the full passband of the vic-

tim receiver. For sweeps that enter the receiver passband but veer out before completing a full run across

the receiver bandwidth, the output is a sine wave, aqppopriaty weighted by the filter transfer function.

whose duty cycle coresponds to t amount of time the cuarr was actually in the pissand of the receiver.

Mbe frequency content of the sine wave dqn on the exact nature of the cari's excursion in the pass.

band. 1ib scriptio of FM-LFN is llastraed in QC a V.

Some authob emphasime the d4ite natre of th•es damped sinusok and refer to them as pulses

(814-20: 227147), while others prefer to highlight the frequency coatent of the damped sinussois and refer

to them as rkgs wr rihig (20:274). Both t= will be used ikrwtgout this investigation. Becaus of its
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pulse-like nature, FM-LFN produces a confusion effect by causing numerous false targets to appear on a

radar scope.

In contrast to FM-LFN, which is crude deception jamming technique, FM-WBN is a noise jam-

ming technique which produces a jamming effect similar to direct noise amplification (DINA). Because

FM-WBN relies on higher frequency noise than FM-LFN, the number of full sweeps across the victim re-

ceiver passband, which is related to the number of zero-crossings of the baseband noise process, is guaran-

teed to increase. This statement assumes a fixed receiver bandwidth, By. Usually, the receiver does not have

time to recover from one sweep before another full sweep occurs. Thus, the receiver responses overlap, and

"*... [t]he Central Limit Theorem guarantees that the output waveform will become gaussian as the number

of overlapping responses becomes large" (20:274), and the receiver is saturated with gaussian noise.

Benninghof et at. also invoke the Central Limit Theorem to justify this result and specify a loose numerical

inequality such that FM-by-noise approimates DINA. They write,

... [i]n order [for FM-by-noise jamming] to meet the requirements for produc-
ing jamming that is equivalent to DINA, the following inequality must be satisfied
fR < fw < fj where fR [By] is the receiver bandwidth, fi [BN] is the average noise
bandwidth, and fjis the jamming barrage width. Typical numerical values for the
qualities (sic) arefs = I --,f = 5 mc,f = 200 mc (8"14-22).

Neither reference, however, peesents a rigorous proof of their arguments. Indeed, necessary and sufficient

coudtions, in terms of the NVI. DVR. and SVR. for FM-by-noise to approximate DINA are not well-de-

veloped in the literature, nor will they bW developed in this investigation. As will be shown laIl, FM-UBN

==ens to behave much lk FM-WBN. Both FM-WBN and FM-URN are illustrated in Chapte V.

3.3 Smasry

This apter developed a de4cription of FM-by-mws based on traditional FM theory. Fur basic

FMf thoty was discussed ThM relationsbap between baseband voltage, frequenicy deviation coasiantfj and

istananeous frequency was emphasized. Next, the deviation rati D and peak frequency deviation Afp

were defneA. This led to a de•liulon of FM bandwidth known as Coar 's Rule. Tbe deviatioo ratio was

alo used to define thrm types of FAC NBFM, UDLFM, and WBFM. Ncxt. FI Vs were diussed ad
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Woodward's Theorem, which states that the RF spectrum of a WBFM signal has the approximate shape of

the univariate probability density function of its modulating signal, was proved.

Attention was then turned to FM-by-noise. First, FM-by-noise at RF was considered. Following

this, numerous ratios and terms were defined before describing the effects of FM-by-noise at IF. These ra-

tios included the noise-to-victim ratio or NVR. the deviation-to-victim ratio or DVR, and, the sweep-to-vic-

tim ratio or SVR. The NVR is used to characterize FM-by-noise jamming as FM-LFN, FM-UBN, or FM-

WBN. FM-LFN produces a confusion effect, while FM-WBN produces an effect similar to DINA. The ef-

fect of FM-UBN as observed in this investigation was simil to that of FM-WBN. The DVR indicates how

wide a given FM-by-noise barrage is in comparison to the bandwidth of its intended victim. Finally, the

SVR indicates how frequently a given FM-by-noise jammer will sweep through the passband of its victim

receiver and how long these sweeps will last. These three ratios taken together can be used to explain and

predict the behavior of a given IF'M-by-noise barrage, and its effectiveness, at IF.
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IV. Experiments

Any one of the verbal desriptions of FM-by-noise presented thus far would be more understaxui-

able if It were Illustrated with meaningful graphics. Unfortunately, few of the original references contain

explicit figures to illustrate and supplement their verbal descriptions. This thesis seeks to remedy the situa-

tion by providing a lucid and complete description of FM-by-noise, complete with an extensive set of illus-

trative graphics. The goal of the experiments, then, was to observe and record the salient features of

FM-by-noise at both RF and IF, and subsequently, present the results in some graphically meaningful form.

Despite severe equipment limitations and constraints, this goal has been accomplished. In fact, the graphs

presented in the next chapter are a significant feature of this investigation. This chapter discusses the test

equipment and procedures used to obtain the data that is presented in the graphs. Additionally, equipment

limitations and engineering compromises are discussed. A complete list of the test equipment used can be

found in A~endix B.

4.1 Test Equipment

In order to keep the experiments practical and manageable. commercial test and measurement

equipment of a generic variety was used to simulate, observe, and record various FM-by-noise jamming

scewmos. The basic set-up conasistwd of a simulated jammer and victim receiver. A block diagram of the

equipment set-up is shown in Hgure 4-1. A white Gaussian uio. geamnator connected to the FM input of a

signal generator served as a jamm . while a simple bandpass filter simulated &h IF filter of the victim re-

ceiver. TIh FB-by-oisc barrage at the RF output of the signal geacrator was mixed down, by a second

signal gntacca which s.tved as a local oscillar (LO). to the cenr fr~ucacy of the b=dpa filter and.

thus.ý p nd the simul-at T filtar. The output of the IF filter was ownctzd to test a•d merastumeat

The tws and mcasurement equi#=n consisted of the following: a pworAm-b!e digitizing oscil-

Uxcopc. a programmable spcctu= anayl', and a compuxt. The programmable dgitizing oscilloscope

and programmable powum analyzer ,re u~cd to obw•ve and frcrd the time- an frequeucy-domain
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behavior of FM-by-rnoise at RF and IF. The trace data from the oscilloscope and spectrum analyzer were

downloaded to the computer as data files and subsequently plotted using a commercial software package.

Hence, the time- and frequency-domain plots presented in the next chapter are computer-generated repro-

ductions of the actual oscilloscope and spectrum analyzer displays observed in the test set-up. A complete

listing of the programs used to digitize and download the traces is contained in Appendix A.

Figure 4-2 is a photograph of the equipment set-up. The spectrum analyzer is shown in the bottom

left-hand comer of the photograph, and on the shelf directly above the spectrum analyzer, is the noise gen-

erator. The bandpass filter is on top of the noise generator. To the right of the bandpass filter is the signal

generator that was used as the LO for the simulated victim receiver. Under this first signal generator is an

identical signal generator that was used, in conjunction with the noise generator, to simulate a FM-by-noise

jammer. The digitizing oscilloscope is below the two signal generators. The mixer is the small three-

pronged device resting on the oscilloscope in the photograph. Finally, the computer that controlled the

spectrum analyzer and digitizing oscilloscope is shown on the right of the photograph.

While the use of standard test and measurement equipment kept the experiments practical and

manageable, it also presented unique engineering challenges and trade-offs. Equipment limitations forced

numerous iterations in the development of a workable cxperlmental procedure. Each time a new procedure

was developed and t-sted, previously unknown equipment limitations would halt experimentation and force

a reevaluation of the experimental procedure. The equipment limitations, as described in the next section,

will convey a sense of the engineering challenges and trade-offs confronted while conducting this investiga-

tion.

4.2 Eguipment Limitations

4.2.1 Noise Generator. Ge(neratlng the large noise bandwidths required for noise jamming with

commercial equipment was difficult. A wideband noise generator was devised by terminating the input of

an amplifier with a esistor and then selecdiag the highest amplification level available on the amplifier.

While this configuration did produce wideband noise, the output power level was too low to drive the FM

input of a signal generator. Ultimately, a noise gSema wlth a maximum bandwidth of 50 kHz was used.
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4.2.2 Signal Generator. Like the noise generator, the signal generator used in this investigation

also imposed certain experimental limitations. Three different commercial signal generators were evaluated

before one was chosen. None of the signal generators tested was capable of accepting wideband modulating

signals while simultaneously tolerating large peak frequency deviations. The signal generator chosen had a

3 dB FM input bandwidth of 250 kHz. That is, the signal generator would have effectively lowpass filtered,

to 250 kHz, any wideband (BN > 250 kHz) signal applied to its FM input. Therefore, even if a wideband

noise generator were available, noise bandwidth settings above 250 kHz could not have been selected. The

relatively narrow FM input bandwidth of the signal generator was not an issue, however, becuse the noise

generator used in the experiments was limited to 50 kHz.

The signal generator was also limited in terms of absolute maximum peak frequency deviation.

Consistent with the physical limitations mentioned in the previous chapter, the maximum peak frequency

deviation was limited to 1% of the lowest frequency in a given tuning range. For example, the maximum

peak frequency deviation available in the tuning range from 256 to 512 MHz was 2.56 MHz. The highest

tuning range extended from 512 to 1024 MHz. Hence, the absolute maximum peak frequency deviation

available was limited to 5.12 MHz. Using Eq. 3-10 and assuming WBFM, then, the maximum barrage

bandwidth was limited to approximately 10.24 MHz. In short, a commercial signal generator capable of ac-

cepting wideband modulation at its FM input while simultaneously tolerating large peak frequency devia-

tions could not be obtained for this investigation.

4.2.3 Digiizing Oscilloscope. An HP 54111D digiti7;ng oscilloscope was used in the experi-

ments. Discussing the limitations of the digitizing oscilloscope now rather than those of the bandpass filters

will make the remainder of the chapter more coherent and understandable. The experimental limitations

imorsed by the digital oscilloscope were formidable especially when one considers the typical FM-by-noise

jamming scenarto and the goal of the experimean

TIe real-time operating mode of the digitizing oscilloscope was limited in terms of sweep speed,

sampling rate, mnory depth, vertical resolution, and bandwidth. Referring to Table B -2, it can be seen

that the sweep speed or, equivalently, the sampling rate determines the memoqy depth, while the vertical
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resolution, in bits, determines the bandwidth. Note that the vertical resolution is either 6, 7, or 8 bits. An

additional vertical resolution setting was available. Specifically, the vertical resolution could be set to OFF

for quick data-acquisition times.

The memory depth is best explained in terms of a single sweep. The oscilloscope makes a single

sweep and takes 8192 samples of the input signal. The sampling rate is determined by the sweep speed, but

the number of samples recorded in memory by the oscilloscope iS always 8192 samples. Note that the sam-

pling rate times the memory depth is approximately 8192 samples for each sampling ratc. and memory

depth shown in Table B -2. T time interval spanned or represented by these 8192 samples is the memory

depth.

Only 501 samples of the total 8192 samples could be displayed on the oscilloscope trace at a given

Lime. Furthermore, data could be acquired from one of two memory partitions in oscilloscope memory:

trace inemory or channel memory. Trace memory contained the 501 samples displayed on the oscilloscope

display, wh-le channel memory contained the full 8192 samples in the full memory depth. The oscilloscope

trace displays in Chapter V weie ploued with 501 data samples per channel. Data for noise quality mea-

surements discussed in Chapter VI was acquired from channel memory in blocks of 8192 samples.

As evidenced by Table Bo2, higher sampling rates could resolve higher frequency signals, but

higher sampling razes also resulted in shorter oscilloscope displays and lower mewory depths. Increasing

the vertical resolution proportionally decreased the maximum resolvable frequency. Finally, the oscillo-

scope was a Iowpass mampling unit; hence, signals could be not be bandpass-sainpled without significant

pro- of post -Processing.

4.2.4 Bda4pass Fikr The experimental limitations coafinted due to the bandpass fi•ter used in

the experiments and the digitizing oscilloscope just disamsd were intimately relaxed, a direct consequence

of the Sampling Theorem. Two bandass filter banks were tested. The first unit had eight selectable

bandwidths ranging frow 0.1 MHz to 23.2 MHz. The 0,1 hilz bandposs filter was centered at 20 MHz

w.-•Ule the higher bandwidth filters were ceatered at 60 MHz. Although these center frequencies and

bandwhiths are reprsena•ve of a typical radar jamming scenario they proved to be too high and fast for
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the purposes of this investigation. Even though the oscilloscope could accurately sample, reconstruct, and

display signals at these frequencies, the sampling rates required to do so made the sweep times or display

lengths too short.

That is, the sweep times resulting from these higher sampling rates were not long enough to simul-

taneously record both the behavior of the baseband noise used to generate the FM-by-noise barrage and the

effect of the barrage at the output of the IF filter of the simulated victim receiver. It was crucial to observe

and record the baseband noise because the behavior of the baseband noise can be related to the behavior of

FM-by-noise at RF and IF.

Bandpass sampling with no pre- or post-processing was tried but produced unacceptable results.

Furthermore, FM-UBN and FM-WBN could not be investigated with this first bandpass filter unit because

the noise generator was limited to 50 kHz. Recall that FM-UBN and FM-WBN are based on the NMR, and

the noise generator could not produce a signal with a bandwidth equal to or greater than any of filter

bandwidths.

The second filter unit tested was a dual low-pass, high-pass filter, the two could be cascaded to

form a bandpass filter. This dual filter bank provided a versatile means of forming bandpass filters with

tunable center frequency and adjustable bandwidth. The center frequency was tunable from zero to approx-

Imately 115 kHz, and the bandwidth was adjustable, subject of course to typical filter constraints such as

those cited by Gagliardi (16:155). This unit was chosen for use in the experiments. Two bandpass filters

were subjected to FM-by-noise jamming in the experiments. The first filter had a 3 dB bandwidth of 25

kHz and center frequency of 102.5 kHz, and the second had a 3 dB bandwidth of 50 kHz and center

frequency of 90 kHz. These values, which are approximate, were choseni so that FM-LFN, FM-UBN, and

FM-WBN scenarios could be investigated,

4.3 Engianwig CompromiUs

Considering the typical FM-by-noise jamming scenario and the experimental limitations imposed

by the test equipment, it would seem that the ezperiments wer doomed to failure. Happily, such was not

the case. In the end judicious engincering compoises eahbled the collectiom of meaningful data. Th ac-
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tual bandwidths and center frequencies used are more representative of a communications jamming sce-

nario than a radar jamming scenario. Even though the jamming scenarios used were u7 ialistic in terms of

radar, the behavior of FM-by-noise at RF and IF was accurately simulated, observed, and recorded.

Ultimately, three variables could be fairly well controlled in the laborat,.7. First, the bascbrnd

noise bandwidth, BN, could be changed with a knob on the noise generator. Three baseband noise band-

widths were used: 5 kHz, 15 kHz, and 50 kHz. Next, the peak frequency deviation, Aj'f, could be varied

with a vernier on the signal generator. Nominally, ±1 volt produced the selected peak deviation in the posi-

tive and negative directions, respectively. For example, if the carrier were 1-med to 1(0 MHz and the peak

deviation were 1 MHz, the FM RF output would alternate between 99 MHz and 101 MHz given that m(t)

were a ±1 volt square wave. Finally, the bandwidth of the victim receiver IF filter, Bv, was chosen so that

FM-LFN, FN-UBN and FM-WBN scenariz c.add be investigated.

Since the jamming was mixed down to 90 kHz or 102,5 kHz, large peak frequency deviations

could not be used due to problems of frequency fold-over caused by the mixing process. This is best ex-

plained by considering the negative frequencies associated vitl- a double-sided PSD. As the frequency-

modulated carrier was deviated, by the baseband noise, to% -.d DC, the carrier's image in the negative fre-

quency-domain was also deviated toward DC. If the carrier was 6-viated too far below DC, its negative

counterpart would fold-over into the positive-frequency domain and appear in the filter passband. Con-

sequently, the peak frequency deviation was limýWd io avoid probemns of excessive frequency fold-over.

However, limiting Afp too much wculd result in NBi-M. Hence, A4p was set at 150 kHz to avoid

problems with frequency fold-over while "mdtaneously maintaining WBFM conditions. Since Afp was

150 kHz and the center frequencies of the simulated victim receilvrs were 90 kHz and 102.5 kHz, respec-

tively, frequency fold-over could not be ounpletely el-,inated but only made negligibl. This was done by

simultaneously reducing the RMS voltage of the noise and re-adjusting the peak frequency deviation on the

signal generator. Addlt.onally, th triggering level of Channe One was adjusted as necessary so that Chan-

adi One triggerd on a bseba noise voltage of appmximately 0.3 volts thus, the corresponing Channel

Two tra, wbih measur the filtar output, did not exhibt the effects of frequency fold-over.
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4.4 F&perimental Procedure

The experimental limitations imposed by the equipment and the engineering compromises de-

scribed in the previous section dictated an experimental procedure. This section describes how the simu-

lated jammer and simulated victim receiver were set-up and how the measurements were made. Recall Ap-

pendix B contains a complete list of the equipment used in the experiments. Although the procedures are

specific to the equipment listed in Appendix B, they can be used as a point of reference for a set-up based

on different equipment. Familiarity with programmable spectrum analyzers and programmable digitizing

oscilloscopes is assumed.

4.4.1 Baseband Noise Measurements. Connect the HP 82324A Measurement Coprocessor,

installed in the computer, to the spectrum analyzer and digitizing oscilloscope with HP-1B cables. Daisy-

chain the analyzer and oscilloscope. On the HP 3722A Noise Generator select INFINITE SEQUENCE

LENGTH and depress RUN. Toggle the switch under the VARIABLE 600 1l OUTPUT to GAUSSIAN.

Select the RMS AMPLITUDE and GAUSSIAN NOISE BANDWIDTH desired. Next. connect the VARI-

ABLE 600 L2 OUTPUT to the spectrum analyzer and Channel One of the digitizing oscilloscope. Finally,

run the TIMEDMN.BAS and FREQDMN.BAS programs listed Appendix A to download the time-and

frequency-domain representations of the baseband noise. Time- and frequency-domain measurements of

5 kHz and 50 kHz andhlimlte, white Gaussian noise were taken fr this investigation.

A4.2 Measement of FM-Y-Nolse at RF. Connect the HP 82324A Measurement Coprocessor,

installed in the computer, to the spectrum analyzer with an HP-IB cable. lhere is no need to disconnect the

spectrum analyzer from the oscilloscope if the two are already daisy-chained to the computet with HP-IB

cables. Set-up the simulated jammer. On the HP 3722A Noise Genamt, select the desie baseband •oise

bandwidth; we Section 4.4.1. Connect the VARIABLE 600 1 OUTPI' of the noise genwao to the FM

IN•UT of an HP 8640B Signal Genoa•. The FM INPUT of the HP 8640B has a 3 dB bandwidth of 250

k~I. Tberefore the HP 8640B will effectively kwpass fiter to 250 kHz any signal, graemr in bandwidth

tun 250 kz. aplI at •FMINPUtF.

Cnect the RF OUTPUT of the sga geeao to the Wpect= analyzer. On the nlgal genera-

tor. let the dak fmquency wngc with the RANGE knob. Adjust the COUNTER MODE to INT and
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select the desired number of digits to be displayed. Tune to the desired RF using the FREQUENCY TUNE

and FINE TUNE verniers. Adjust the OUTPUT LEVEL to 0 dBm; turn the inner vernier on the OUTPUT

LEVEL selector fully clockwise. Flip the RF OUTPUT switch on the signal generator to ON. Observe the

unmodulated RF carrier on the spectrum analyzer. Phase-lock the carrier to the tuned frequency by depress-

ing LOCK. Adjust the spectrum analyzer settings and OUTPUT LEVEL as required.

Generate an FM-by-noise barrage by modulating the RF carrier with baseband noise from the HP

3722A Noise Generator. Of the four-positions--INT, AC, DC, CAL--on the switch labeled FM, select

AC. Depress the FM/kHz button on the SCALE panel. Adjust the PEAK DEVIATION to the desired peak

frequency deviation Afp. The meter on the SCALE panel indicates the amount of peak frequency deviation.

Observe the FM-by-noise barrage on the spectrum analyzer. This is FM-by-noise at RF. Adjust the spec-

trum analyzer settings as required. Run the FREQDMNIBAS program listed in Appendix A program to

download the analyzer trace.

Five FM-by-noise barrages were generated for this investigation. To investigate the impulsive na-

ture of FM-by-noise in the frequency-domain, three barrages were generated at 250 MHZ using baseband

noise bandwidths of 500 Hz, 5 kHz, and 50 kHz, respectively; all three barrages were generated with a peak

frequency deviation of 150 kHz. The impulsive nature of FM-by-noise in the frequency-domain is refered

to asfrequeny-domn impulswvity. More will be said about the impulsive natur of FM-by-noise in the

next chapter. Finally, to demonstrate the power-bandwidth trade-off inherent in noise jamming, two bar.

rages were ge= ed at 900 MHz using peak firquency deviato of 150 kHz and 4 MHz. ncspectively;

both barraes wee gweated using basebm noise bandwidths of 50 kHz.

4.4.3 Meawwwu FM~b~yogi at IF. Caec the HP 82324A. insalled in the cuputar, to

t specrum nal&ze ad digitizing oscilla&e with HP-MB cables. Daisy-chain the analyzer and

ocilio=p. Set-up the imulaied jammer. On the 11P 3722A Noise CGentor. scloct the deird basehaud

nos bmdwidth; see Secdw 4.4.1. Cemhact the VARIABLE 600 Q OUIPUT of the noise generator to the

FM INP olin p 8640•3 Signal Gerat id Q n41 One of the osclloscope.
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Set-up the simulated victim receiver. Connect the RF OUTPUT of the first HP 8640B Signal Gen-

erator to the connector labeled RF on the ANZAC mixer. Connect the RF OUTPUT of the second HP

8640B Signal Generator to the mixer connector labeled LO. Connect the mixer output labeled IF to the IN 1

input of the Wavetek Rockland 852 Dual Hi/Lo Filter Bank. On the filter bank, connect OUT 1 output to IN

2 input. On filter I select HIGH PASS, 0 dB GAIN, and FLAT GAIN. On filter 2, select LOW PASS, 0 dB

GAIN, and FAT GAIN. Connect OUT 2 to the spectrum analyzer and Channel Two of the oscilloscope.

The cascaded filters form a bandpass filter. Set the cut-off frequencies for filter 1 and filter 2 and

determine the center frequency of the bandpass filter. Set the jammer carrier frequency to coincide with the

center frequency of the simulated victim receiver. This can be done by the following steps. Set the center

frequency of the spectrum analyzer to the center frequency of the bandpass filter. While observing the

spectrum analyzer display, mix the unmodulated jammer carrier down to center frequency of the bandpass

filter by adjusting the either the jammer carrier frequency or the LO frequency. Once the jammer carrier is

mixed down to the center frequency of the bandpass filter, begin FM-by-noise jamming by selecting the de-

sired peak frequency deviation; see Section 4.4.2. Adjust the spectrum analyzer and oscilloscope settings.

Set the oscilloscope for a single sweep by depressing the RUN/STOP button and adjust the trigger level if

necessary. Run the program TFDATA.BAS, listed in Appendix A to dowaload time-domain representa-

tions of the baseband noise and the filter output and a froquemcy-domain representation of the filter output.

This is the set-up that was used to observe and record the behavior of FM-by-noise at IF and to messure

noise quality.

TIh FM-by-notsejamming scenarios investigated are shown in Table 4-1. Note the jamming soe-

nario = descrifmd using the terminology developed in the previots claper. Since the intananeous fre-

quency of the barages was determined by the iantaneous voltage of the baseband nois, Oil via Eqs. 3-

3 throgh 3-5, the deviation of the baseband noise voltage about wto volts can be Intarptted as a direct

tepresentamion of the deviation of the ourler about its center frequency and the ciar frequency of the fil-

ta. Recall the jaminmr ce f -uency coincded with the cen frequency of tbe, victim recve. Tbre-

6= am only was the time-domain ouu of the IF filmrs obsoeve and re" but the baseband noise
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voltage was also observed, recorded and di-ecily related to the output of the IF filters. Thus, a clear picture

of FM-by-noise jamming was taken and shall be presented in the next chapter.

Table 4-1 FM-by-Noise Jamming Scenarios Used in Experiments

Bv 25 kHz Af= -150 kHz

Bl. D NVR DVR SVR

0.5 kHz 300 0.02 6 0.12

5 kHz 30 0.20 6 1.20

50 kHz 3 2.00 6 12.0

Bv=50kHz Af, = 150kHz

D NVR DVR SVR

0.5 kHz 300 0.01 3 0.03

5 [kHz 30 0.10 3 0.30

50 kHz 3 1.00 3 3.00

4.5 Summary

"!Te goal of the experiments in the this portilon of this investigation was to observe and record the

salient fealiu s of FM-by-noise at both RF and IF, and subsequently, res•nt the results in some graphically

meaningful form. This chapter &issed the test equipment and procedures used to obtain the data that is

presented in the graphs in the next chapter. Additiocally, equipment limitations and engineering cogpro-

mises wee discussed Noise quality meauirement were also made, but these measurements are discussed

sp ty in Ch erVL
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V. Results

This chapter contains the results obtained from the experiments described in Chapter IV. Com-

puw" ..enerated reproductions of actual oscilloscope and spectrum analyzer displays observed in the labora-

tory are presented in the figures, and the discussions in the chapter are based on these figures. First, base-

band noise will be briefly discussed. Next, the behavior of FM-by-noise at RF is examined. Finally, the ef-

fects of FM-by-noise at IF are investigated and explained. The discussions in this chapter rely heavily on

the terminology developed in Chapter III. The reader may consult that chapter or the List of Symbols and

Abbreviations, on page viii, as necessary.

Several abbreviations are used in the figures. Although the abbreviations used in the figures are

contained in the List of Symbols and Abbreviations, they are annotated here for the reader's convenience:

CF = Center Frequency, SP = frequency SPan, VBW = Video BandWidth, RBW = Resolution BandWidth,

and SWP = time to SWeeP one trace.

5.1 Baseband Noise

Typical time- and frequency-domain representations of the bandiliited, white Gaussian noise

generated by the HP 3722A noise generator and used in the experiments are shown in Figures 5-1 and 5-2.

Two examples of th baseband noise were deemed sufficient. Note that the 5 kHz noise h as expected, a

smalle bandwidth and tess zero-sigs than the 50 kHz noise. Figures 5-1 and 5-2 show no other extra-

odinary feature than those just meationed. The f"-nt two figures are presented for completeness and con-

parative juposes.

S.2 FM-byNoais at &P

l-gures 5-3 togh 5-6 illutmr the beLvior of FM-by-nois at RE He• RF mfers to the output

of the sbulmd juam., sce the block diagrm in Figure 4-1. All bar•es wr ccamrd at 250 MHz with

the exwp~o of the barra o sbo" in Figure 5-6 wb was uue &1m 900 MHz-

Comsikd" Figurts 5-3 thsougb 5-5 lin. The figurs r have a similr format Each figure shows

tm diffen d.plays, awguied from the same Wpecmum analyze, of the same •M-by-oise barrage. Dif
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ferent video bandwidths enabled the spectrum analyzer to record different features of the same FM-by-

uoise barrage. The Auto Display, positioned in the top half of each figure, shows a snapshot of the relative-

ly instantancous behavior of an FM-by-noise barrage. Positioned in the bottom half of each figure, the

Manual Display illustrates the average behavior of the same barrage whose instantaneous behavior is illus-

trated in the Auto Display. The Auto Displays were measured with video and resolution bandwidths set to

AUTO for the frequency span or span width selected. The Manual Displays, on the other hand, were

recorded using a narrower video bandwidth than that used to record the Auto Displays. Hence, the traces

acquired for the Manual Displays were averaged ovx time, while the traces acquired for the Auto Displays

were relatively ivstantaneous.

It is important to note that the term impulsive in this thesis refers to frequency-domain impulses

unless otherwise noted. Both the Auto and Manual Displays in Figures 5-3 through 5-5 illustrate the effect

of increasing the bandwidth of the beseband noise while maintaining the peak frequency deviation constant.

Note the impulsive nature--frequency-domain impulsivity-of the barrages decreases with increasing base-

band noise bandwidth. That is, the barrages become increasingly fuller or continuous with increasing noise

bandwidth. The Auto Displays illustrate the effect much more convincingly than the Manual Displays.

The impulsive nature of FM-by-noise in the frequency-domain can be related to one of the ratios

mentioned in Chapter II. Specifically, the impulsive nature of FM-oy-noise in the frequency-domain de-

creases as the deviation ratio, D, decreases. Recall, the deviation ratio, defined in Eqs. 3-8 and 3-9, is the ra-

tio of peak frequency deviation to baseband signal bandwidth. The dev, ation ratio for Figare 5-3, Figure 5-

4, aud Figur- 5-5 was 300, 3A, and 3, respectively. That the impulsive nature of FM-by-noise decreases

with D does not, however, imply that NBFM and UDRFM barrages produce nukre effective jamming than

WBFM barrages. In fact, NBFM and UDRFM are, in general, not used for noise jamming because both

NBFM and UDRFM do not sufficiently spread the baseband noise at RF.

Figures 5-3 through 5-5 also illustrate the dcscription of FM-by-noise presented by Lothes et aL

which was qu.ted in Chapter 11(23:52). As alluded to in tLe quote and as explained in Chapter 11, the in-

stantaneous frequtncy of an lM-by-noise barrage is detmmnwe by its modulating noise via Eqs. 3-3
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through 3-5. That is, the deviation of the baseband noise voltage about zero volts is a direct representation

of the deviation of the jammer carrier about its center frequency. The barrage illustrated in Figure 5-3 (D =

300) was deviated more slowly about the jammer center frequency than the barrages illustrated in Figure 5-

4 (D = 30) and Figure 5-5 (D = 3). However, the peak frequency deviation, A!,p = 150 kHz, was the same

in all cases. Of course, the theoretical barrage width, defined by Tq. 3-10, was the same for all the barrages.

Consistent with the theory on FM-by-noise, the jammer carrier modulated by 0.5 kHz noise took a

longer time to visit each frequency contained in the full barrage width than the jammer carrier modulated

by either 5 kHz noise or 50 kHz noise. Hence, the barrage modulated by 0.5 kHz noise, shown in Figure 5-

3, is more impulsive in the frequency-domain than the barrages modulated by either 5 kHz or 50 kHz noise

and shown in Figures 5-4 and 5-5 respectively.

Note that the theoretical bell-shaped spectrum associated with an RF carrier frequency-modulated

by Gaussian noise and predicted by Woodward's Theorem is not immediately evident in either of the Auto

Displays shown in Figures 5-3 and 5-4. It does become evident in the Auto Display of Figt'e 5-5 because

of the decreased deviation ratio. All of the Manual Displays, however, exhibit the bell-shaped spectrum be.

cause, as mentioned earlier, the traces in the Manual Displays were recorded with a narrow video band-

width which caused the traces to be averaged over time.

Also note that while the narrower video bandwidth caused the traces in the Manual Displays to

exhibit the characteristic bell-shape indicative of a carrier frequency-modulated with Gaussian noise, it also

averaged out the impulsive behavior of FM-by-noise evident in the Auto Displays. However, this lost in.

formation can be partially recovered by comparing the individual Manual Displays.

Consider, fiust, the barrage modulated by the 0.5 kHz noise, depicted in Figure 5-3. Not only is the

peak magnitude of its PSD less than peak magnitudes of tLh baages modulated by 5 kHz and 50 kHz noise

respectively, its trace line is also mom thick. jagged, and ill-defined. Since the peak frequency deviatiom for

all three barrages was equal, the magnitudes of eacb PSD and the uniforuity of each traw can be used as a

measue of how frequency-doma•n impulsive the actual banages were. However, the degree of impulsivity

can only be deminhed couparatively.
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Given equal peak frequency deviations and equal video bandwidths, low-magnitude PSD barrages

with thick, jagged trace lines indicate impulsive jamming. Hence, the barrage modulated by 0.5 kHz noise,

shown in Figure 5-3, is more impulsive than the other two barrages shown in Figures 5-4 and 5-5. Note that

the narrow video bandwidth used to record the Manual Displays irretrievably averaged out information on

the individual impulses that would have otherwise been captured in the Auto Displays.

Figure 5-6 illustrates the well-documented power-bandwidth trade-off inherent in any noise jam-

ming scenario. The center frequency was increased to 900 MHz so that a peak frequency deviation of 4

MHz could be selected The frequency span or span width (SP) for the display at the top of Figure 5-6 is 1

MHz while the frequency span for the bottom display is 10 MHz. Note that the banrage with the lower de.

"viation rat (D = 3) had a higher peak PSD magnitude than the barrage with the higher deviation ratio (D

80) but was not as wide. Thus, the power-bandwidth trade-off is demonstrated.

5.3 FM-by.Noihe at IF

Figures 5-7 through 5-12 illustrate the effecs of FM-by-noise at IF. All the figures have the same

.format. Charnel One, the top part of the oscilloscope display, shows the baseband noise that was used to

frequency-modulate the RF carder which in all cases illustrated in Figures 5-7 through 5-12 was 250 MIlL

The barrages shown in Figures 5-3 through 5-5 are representative of the jamming that was used to generate

Figures 5-7 through 5-12. Channel Two, the bottom portion of the oscilloscope display, shows the time-

domain output of the victim receiver's IF filter as the frequcacy-modulated jammer carier was swept across

its passband. The oscilloscope traces were recorded simuldaneotisly using a sampling rate of I MHz and

vertical resolution of 6 bits. As shown in Table B -Z the maximum resolvable frequency for these settings

was 250 kiz. Chanwl One and Two were set for the Lame tinecdivisioo howcver. time ratha than

ttm fdivisk is show on te figures and it is annouttd only one. with Chanel Two, for readability.

Tbe qxw=tin analyzer disply shows the freq ency-dwnaln rcp;=scuaiio of the filter output. The

dispys ue markfd with the cect fireueny (CF) and a= so wkhb (SP) in Hz. The filter bandwih

peak frequency devuitio, &-W basebd wise bandwidh socated with each FM.-by-uos jamming sce-

narto are explicitly awed in the figure c xios. Vi"o and resalon baudwidths w= se to AUTIO wid
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are not included with spectrum analyzer displays but are mentioned here. The video bandwidth, resolution

bandwidth, and sweep for the spectrum analyzer displays in Figures 5-7 through 5-12 were 3 kHz, lkIz,

and 300 msec, respectively.

It will prove beneficial to reiterate a few points on the theory of FM-by-noise before discussing the

figures. Recall, the instantaneous frequency of an FM-by-noise barrage Is determined by its modulating

noise via Eqs. 3-3 through 3-5. That is, the deviation of the baseband noise voltage about zero volts is a di-

rect representation of the deviation of the jamme! carrier about its center frequency. Furthermore, if the

jammer center frequency is tuned to the center frequtcy of the victim receiver, the deviation of the base-

band noise voltage about zero volts is also a direct reIxesentation of the jammer carrier as it deviates about

the center frequency of the victim receiver. The deviation of the jammer carrier about the center frequency

of the victim receiver is also referred to as a sweep, or, as in (22:147), an excursion.

Recall also that the signal geon tor used in the experiments produced a peak deviation of ±Afp

when the voltage at the FM input was nominally ±1 volt. Hence, the Voltage axis on Channel One of the

oscilloscope displays may siso be interpreted as a frequency axis. Since it is assumed that the RF center

frequencies used in the expeiments coincided with the cente frequencies of the IF filters, a baseband noise

voltage of zero volts corresponds tc situai where the jammer carrier exactly coincides with the center

froquency of the victim receiver. As the hasebamnd noise voltage deviates above or below zero volts, the

FM-by-oise janmme deviates, sweeps, or makes an excurion across the victim receiver passband. In shbo

tWe volta,.s, ±Vj omrsponding t tho upper and ower edges of the 3 dB bandwidth of th IF filter are

.~r,
Vyolts (5-1)

where a positive voltage owrespon& to th upper 3 dD frequency of at filter and a negabiv voltage com-

Wads to tlo ,wer 3 dB frequcy. Consider Fi&Lz 5-7. In light of the previous discusion, the voltage

ng to th e 3 d bndwd t of the IF fd s by Eq. 5-. appxiawly ± 83 mv. As an ase., the

cam pau• I thisw ds ,slo refer; to the band*with swt by the jwuw cnc,=, ova' wh•ch a dis.

mb nspo= can be detecoa oa the (lame T oscilloscope tra=
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Focusing then on Channel One of the oscilloscope display in Figure 5-7, and, for the moment, ig-

noring any theory on FM-by-noise, it can be seen that the carrier started to sweep into the victim receiver

passband with a positive slope at about the 320 ps mark and swept out some 320 p•s later. Relying on Eqs.

3-3 and 3-4, it is suspected that the filter output will be a sinusoid of increasing frequency, due to the posi-

tive slope of the baseband voltage, that starts some short time after the 320 ps mark and lasts approximately

320 p.s. Furthermore, relying on basic filter theory, it is suspected that the increasing-frequency sinusoid at

the filter output will be amplitude-modulated with the shape of the filter transfer function because the vari-

ous frequencies contained in the im sing-frequency sinusoid will be appropriately weighted by the filter

transfer function. This is exactly the situation illustrated by the Channel Two display in Figure 5-7.

Figure 5-7 and the remaining figures in this chapter can be related to the theory, equations, and

definitions developed in the references and the previous chapters. Figure 5-7 depicts an WBFM-LFN sce-

nario in which the baseband noise voltage mnde a full sweep, with a positive slope, across the passband of

the victim receiver. Consistevt with the theory on FM-LFN, the filter output was a sine wave of increasing

frequency which was amplitude-modulated with the shape of the filter. The filter output had a duty cycle

corresponding to the length of time it took the carrier to sweep across the receiver passband. In short, the

output was a pulse or ring that lasted approximately 320 pts. Note the term pulse, in this context, empha-

sizes the discre nature of the output, while the term ring emphasizes the damped sinuscidal-naturC of the

outlput.

Since the sweep of the carrier across the passband was approximately linear, it can be compared

with the variable, S, and the ratio, a, defined by Bein ghof e: aL (8:14-20-21) and described in Chapter

III. The slope of the linear sw.cp from 320 Its to 640 pts is aproximately 13 Mizsec. This slope of 13

MHz/sac corresponds to the variable S. Next, the slope is divided by tLe 3 dB banwidth of the victim re-

ceiver ba•dwkWt squamed, /. The quotiaw approximates the ratio a because the 3 dB bandwidth of the

frd was used rna than b as eafmd in Eq. 3-24.

The resAlt is appximately 0.021 and L qualitatively consistent with definition of a slow sweep,

a << 1. Note that the SVR for the scenario bWg di:ussW is shown in Table 4-1 and is 0.12. While this
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SVR does agree qualitatively with the ratio a, it does not agree quantitatively. Better quantitative agreement

is obtained if an RMS DVR is used to calculate the SVR. Recall, the RMS DVR, for a Gaussian process,

can be calculated from the DVR by simply dividing by three. Considering an RMS DVR then, the SVR is

0.04.

Next, consider the spectrum analyzer display of the filter output shown in Figure 5-7. The jam-

ming is not continuous or full. This result is not surprising when one considers the previous discussion of

FM-by-noise at RF and examines the barrage shown in Figure 5-3 used to produce the jamming. Specifical-

ly, the barrage was impulsive in the frequency-domain at RF. Hence, that the resulting jamming at IF is also

impulsive is not surprising. In general, WBFM-LFN jamming is frequency-domain impulsive in nature.

The jammer center frequency, as it relates to Figure 5-7. does not coincide exactly with the victim

receiver center frequency, but it is close enough that zero volts on Channel One may be considered to cor-

respond to the victim receiver center frequency. This will be the case throughout the chapte, however, the

mismatch between the jammer center frequency and victim receiver center frequency will be mentioned

only when necessary.

Extapolalion to the more real-world case when the jamner center frequency is off victim center is

straightforward. In this case, some non-zero value of the baseband noise voltage will correspond to the

center frequency of the victim receiver, and the filter output will be a maximum as the baseband sweeps

through this non-zero value. Th exact value of the baseband noise voltage that corresponds to the center

frequency of the victim remiver will depend on the sign and magnitude of the mismatch between the jam-

mer cent frequeacy and the cente frequency of the victim receiver.

Mke Figure 5-7. Figure 5-8 also iustrates a WBFM-LFN jamming scenario. Ihe time-domain

outptt of the fMa.er shown on Channel Two of the osilloscope consists of five pulses or rings. The fi-st riag

on the left was caused by the jammer as it just barely lerd the rccevcr passba and Um turued back,

out. Hnce, this first rinag has a small amplitude. The wit pulse was caused as te jammr made a full

sweep wes the receiver passband. Noe the mBax o alpliide of the pule oc0urs som* tue after th-

baseban voltae sweeps past wro %vo"s This observatio is due to filter delay and Jammet-vinctim frequen
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cy mismatch. The jammer remained outside the receiver passband for approximately 160 ps and then

veered back into the passband. Rather than making a full sweep, the jammer lingered near the center fre-

quency of the filter for approximately 80 prs. Hence, the amplitude of the ringing is relatively high, its fre-

quency content is relatively constant, and its duty cycle is approximately 80 ps. The jaminer turned back

out of the receiver passband but returned later for two more full sweeps.

The slope of the fourth sweep is steep, so the output pulse due to this steep sweep is impulsive in

the time-domain. In light of the previous discussion, the relation between the baseband noise and the final

pulse is self-explanatoy. Note that the first and third rings illustrate the effect of FM-LFN when the jammer

carrier does not make a full sweep across the receiver passband. Consistent with the theory, the rings have

amplitudes appropriately weighted by the filter transfer function and duty cycles corresponding to the

amount of time the jamimer was actually in the receiver passbn

Finally, the spectrum analyzer display in Figure 5-8 shows a filter output that is less freque ncy-

domain impulsive than that shown in Figure 5-7. This result is not surprising when one compares the fre-

quency-domain structue of the FM-by-noise baragcs, shown in Figures 5-3 and 5-4, used to cause the

jamming. Clearly, the more frequency-dkmain impulsive the barrage is at RF, the mom frequency-domain

impulsive the resulting jamming will be at IF. The time-domain structure of the baseband noise proces

shown in Figures 5-7 and 5-8 also help explain why the resulting jamming in the latter scenario is less ftC-

qucncyydomain impulsve, Si the 0.5 kHz baseWad noise used to g=n the jamming shown in Figure

$5-7 hA and has by definition. a kower frequncy coutt ta the 5 kHz b=aba noise shown in Figure 5-

8. te 0-5 kliz base noise was guaraneed to have less oýrossiugs than the 5 kHz basebad woise.

I=a =.cs . traslae to l"ss sweps the reciver pysbmd, and e.ss sweeps acoss t receiv.

r pwa-band usWo to las pulses or rings at the filtr output. HMaw the im-domia sucture of the

beavbod noise eDVc wiW the pe* (rquency deviato and vt receiver badwidth give an Wkadi

of how implsiein he yvdowsai. the rwzltiag jammln will boe

As was dam for the iamming wcarlo iflustnte ia Fgure 5-7. the. sweep Sand the ratio a can be

mlcuatW for eacth full p&W d ecuusioa osenred in Figure 58. The S and a assot with each full
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passband excursion could then be compared with the SVR for this scenario. However, these routine

calculations and comparisons will not be made since no new or profound insights into the nature of FM-by-

noise will be gained by doing so. Instead, the SVR and its relation to the filter output will be discussed

qualitatively. The SVR, 1.2, is listed in Table 4-1. This SVR is more close to the definition of a slow

sweep, a << I than to the definition of a fast sweep, a >> 1, and the filter output is, as predicted by

Benninghof et aL, .. a series of impilses [or pulses or rings] of random amplitude and random stucture"

(8:14-20-21).

Figure 5-9 illustrates a WBFM-WBN jamming scenario. Unlike the previous two examples, how-

ever, the baseband noise caused thk jammer to deviate about the receiver center frequency much more

rapidly and more often as evidenced by the number of zerocrossings the baseband noise made. Hence, it is

somewhat difficult to relate the baseband noise and the filter output in the time-domain. Note that the SVR

for this case is, as shown in Table 4-1, is 12 which conespouds to the definition of a fast sweep, a >> 1.

Consistent with the description of 14A-WBN, the number of full sweeps across the victim receiver passbaad

has increased in compaison to the previous two examples. For the most part. the filter does not have time

to recover from one sweep before another full sweep oecmi, Consequently, the ringing responses overlap,

and the output is nuose. As evidenced by the Chaanel Two trac shown in Figure 5-9, the filter appes to

have had time to recovcr from the overlppng rings at least twice. Note that the bassebnd noise arayed

away from zero volts f(r an appreciable length of tim between the, 160 p and 240 ps nurk and again

around ft 480 Vs mas. Not suwpigly. the filte outpt beare negligibly small during thmse dai

Acording to te teoy on FM-by-aois the output of 3 filmr subjected to FM-WBN should be

appromaly Gtissn I this is fth case Ls nom imediawly evie from Figuse 5-9. Measuring the

g Of tmality, or SSay. at jaMIUng is the topc covred in tEN i.cXt chate whe to cOMnC

of nmos quality is re a dHailly, tih ja=m g at te ou of filw seems to i cia full n d

caied by t ser analyzer display. Agan th frcq~zncynInia resuh is not suarsing vben one

cosd not only the tim -domaln sahre of the basebnd sos but also t& freq~ecy-domaiq sucture

attif FM-by-noie bamas shoim in figure 5-5. use to prodUt, tlr jamm
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Figures 5-10 through 5-12 exhibit features very similar to the FM-by-noise jamming scenarios il-

lustrated in Figures 5-7 through 5-9 which have already been discussed in detail. Hence, lengthy discus-

sions of Figures 5-10 through 5-12 are not necessary. Instead, general comments will be made. The only

"difference between the scenarios shown in Figures 5-7 through 5-9 and Figures 5-10 through 5-12 is the

victim receiver bandwidth. The victim receiver bandwidth used in the latter set of figures was increased

from 25 kHz to 50 kHz. Therefore, Figures 5-10 and 5-11 illustrate FM-LFN scenarios while Figure 5-12 il-

lustraes a FM-UBN scenario. FM-UtiN is, for the purposes of this investigation, similar to FM-WBN.

"5.4 Summary

"To complement the theory on FM-by-noise, this chapter presented results of FM-by-noise jam-

ruing experiments conducted using commercial test and measurement equipment. Specifically, the time-

and frequency-domain behavior of FM.by-noise jamming at RF and IF, in terms of the DVR. NVR, and

SVR, was studied with the baseband noise bandwidth, peak frequency deviation, and victim receiver

bandwidth as parameters. An important feature of this chapter was the inclusion of computer-generated re-

productions of actual oscilloscope and spectrum analyzer displays illustrating the behaviot of FM-by-noise

at RF and IF. The behavior of FM-by-noise illustrated in the oscilloscope and spectrum analyzer displays

was related back to the description of FM-by-noise jamming developed in the analytical portio of the in-

vestigatio.

hle RF frequency-domain structure of an FM-by-uoise barrage modulated by white Gaussian

noise was found to be related to the baeband noise bandwidth and peak frequency deviation. For a given

peak frequewcy deviatio. FM-by-nolse barrages moduLted by wideband noise ar less frequency-domain

impulsive than FM-by-noisc bwkrage modulad by nawowband noise. 1the behavior of FM-by-noise at IF

was shown to be dqxndent on the frequoucy-domain sracure of the corresnding FM-by-noise barrage

at RF and the bandwidth of the victim mceiver. FM-LFN was show-a to produce discrutc rings or pulses at

the output of the IF fte• of rhe victim receiver, while. FM-UBN and FM-WBN approxima'e the effects of

DINA.
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VI. Noise Quality Revisited

The material presented tbus far deliberately avoided any explicit, quantitative discussion on jam-

mer effectiveness but, instead, alluded to jammer effectiveness in strictly qualitative terms. In the late

1960's, the United States Air Force contracted with Stanford Electronic Laboratories to research methods of

measuring noise jammer effectiveness. Researchers at Stanford investigated and reported on four tests to

measure jammer effectiveness (29:40). Turne et aL extended the Stanford team's work and demonstrated

that the effectiveness of a given noise jana"er could be described by a single, albeit ad hoc, quantity which

they called noise quality (43). In this chaIter, the work done by Turner el al. is revisited and two alternative

noise quality measures are proposed. A review of the literature on noise quality is presented firsL It must be

emphasized that noise quality is used to measure the effectiveness of noise jamming and is, in most cases,

not applicable to deception jamming.

The three noise quality measures were programmed and preliminary testing was conducted. Time

constraints prevented a thorough review and rigorous statistical analysis of the data obtained. The raw data

obtained from these preliminary tests are included in Appendix C. Trends evident in the raw data are com-

mented upon, in a qualitative manner, in this chapter. Equipment settings referred to in this chapter are cap-

italized; see Chapter IV for procedures on equipment set-up.

6.1 LiMA*Wm ReWw

Shannon laid the foundations for noise quality in his celebrated works on information theory and

communlcation theory (36-38). Shannon proved that the Wfonmation entropy of a one-dimensional. coutin-

uous dsity of a given mean square value is maximum when the density is GaussIan (37:21). He also de-

tfined a quantity he called equiwxoatioa or conditional entropy, to desarib the amount of information lost

when a message is transmtted over a noisy channl (36.13). Using these facts. he later proved that

"...white Gassian noise is the worst among all po&ssile wiscs..." in terms of chann capacity and com-

municallos reliability (38:40). Hea noise jammiag which produces whie Gmassan oiDse in a victim re-

ceiver Lhould be the bcst jamming possible in most cases where conimmdal coding, modulation, ýnd de-
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modulation techniques are used. Noise quality attempts to quantify how good a given noise januner is at

producing white Gaussian noise in the IF filter of a victim receiver.

Numerous authors followed Shannon and either extended or expounded on his seminal work. Just

a few of these authors are mentioned here. The compactness of Shannon's original works prevented an ade-

quate discussion of the mathematical subtleties of his theories. Both Ash and Gallager discuss the mathe-

imatical subtleties of Shannon's theory at great length. Additionally, they present cogent descriptions of

Gaussian channels. (2.230-261; 17:355-441). In a more practical vein, Beckmann discusses channel ca-

pacity, continuous systems, and applications of Shannon's channel-capacity formula (6:361-401). Finally,

Lathi's text contains a readable introduction to information theory (21:428-479). These references provide

material essential to the development of noise quality, but they do not specifically address the issue of noise

quality.

Texts on spectral analysis, time-seuies analysis, and applied statistical analysis are indispensable to

the development of noise quality. Priestley presents a complete and scholarly discourse on spectral and

time-series analysis in (30). In fact, he mentions various goodness-of-fit tests, including tests for white

noise (30:475-494). A thorough comparison of goodness-of-fit techniques is the sole topic of the text

edited by D'Agostino and Stephens (15). Readable texts on time-scries analysis firom an engineering point

of view are (7) and (28). In his text on applied statistical signal analysis, Shiavi presents numerous

applicatioas and examples including a whlw-noise test basad on autocorlation analysis (39:199).

Although noise quality is menikned explicitly in a few radar and EW texts, it is usually left math-

eCWalically undefined (3:140, 4:12-5-12A 23*52; 33:129). Scleber, writing in (33). refers the reader to the

wouk of 71u et at (43). Madkmav et at providc a mathematic2l definition of uoise quality that is intu-

ItiveAy vpp.alw& but their appliction of the measure to FM-by-noise j='m Ing is abstruse (24:33-43).

As aleady menlioacd, the Uai,,d Sta=es Air Force commisske a study on t.ethods of measur-

iag noise jammer cfecbwv.ss in the la= 1960's (29) and an outgrowth of (29) was the ad hoc definition

of noise quality propsod by Tue d at in 1977 (43). The definition of noise quality proscd by Turner

a aL, referrod to ws Ture noise quality in the sequel, will be discu more fully in the next section. Fi-
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nally, Knorr and Karantanas present results obtained from a computer simulation of Turner noise quality

done in 1985 (20).

6.2 Tnmer Noiwe Quaty

Since Turner noise quality (43) is based on research done at Stanford in the late 1960's (29), it will

be beneficial to review the highlights of that research. The team at Stanford was tasked with developing

methods of measuring the effectiveness of noise jammers. In light of Shannon's work, they hypothesized

that the effectiveness of a given noise jammer could be determined by measuring the first order probability

density of the output of a receiver subjected to jamming from the noise jammer under test and, subse-

quently. comparing this measued density to an ideal normal density having the same mean and variance. In

short, they jammed a receiver and measured the normality of the time-srles at the output of the front end or

IF filter of the receiver. They did not directly measure the uniformnity of the PSD at the output of the filter.

At the time, measuring the first order probability density of a time-series was no small task. The

Stanford team engineered an equipment set-up specifically designed for measmuring the first order probabil-

ity density of a time-series and, subsequently, comparing the measured density with an Ideal nornal deasity

having the same mean and varianc. Four tests we•e used to measure nomality.

The first test was based on MrW masures. Three quantities - aveage ero. e;- nas error, e, and

summd error, e, - measured the numerica differece between the me aured ideal densitics. The next

_est was a localional oue which compared the kurtasis. k. and skewness, s, of the measured density to the

imown kurtosis and skewness of the normal donsily. Tte third est, based on informaiion theory developed

by Shannon. used relative enuopy a&d the entropy power ratio as w idication of normality. FalUy, the

resemcbers used three stalsislcal bypofthsis tests, one of which ~wm the dir-squmr goodnes-a-fit wte, to

mgc no•lalty (29.4O).

The Staford t=a reporewd "a the lint thre tezt cowU be used to measure Jaamme effoecatuvns

but queszioacd the usefulwes of taisthica bypothsis teusts the fourth metbod of gAuging normality, Wn

measuring jan teftIvenus. They coacladed their report by notig that We "...syszm dc.•ne- must

desmine how much gatissiay[ alityl is requie fr a gice cap& o IW mus dwide wbioh of
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the gaussianity measures he wishes to use and then set an acceptable upper bound" (29:41). Again, the

Stanford team dlid not directly measure the uniformity of the PSD at the output of the filter.

Turner el al. comnbined the first three tests and defined noise quality as

I & _e.+_ _+e,_+ k-31+s + I relative entropy in bits (6-1)

NoiseQuality 3  3 2 1

This definition of noise quality was reportedly used to measure the effectivenes of several operational

jammers with great success (43). Over the years, the effectiveness of a whole generation of noise jammers

was evaluated, but operational requirements forced the dismantling of the equipment used to measure

Turner noise quality. A new genetion of noise jammers has been entering the Air Force inventory, and a

means of Inepndently evaluating their effectiveness is needed. Hence, an Interest in noise quality has

been rekindled.

6.3 Twmez Noiw QwUaiy RevbsiWe

The sponsors of this investigation requested that the work of Turner ef al. (43) be reproduced.

Appendix A contains the program listing for Turner noise quality as implenented for this investigation.

The program is based on algorithms presented in (29) and Eq. 6-1 (43). A chi-square goodess-of-fit test,

which does not appear in the original algoithm (43), was added. Note the chi-square test added to the

Turner noise quality algorithm is conducted at the 0.05 level of significace and includes Yate's correction

(13562-567). 1h equlx= set-up is decrib• d in Scctim 4.4.3 of Chapter Iv

The ompw of Trnr wise quality given in Eqk 6-1 wer= couwud. by the Stanford Em,

u 5 nill samples (29:43). In this imstigatin, omwever, 1mg dataacquistion Liue and exteasive

- que n m the wnuber of samples that could be used to measure Turner noise

quality. Time.c-rics data at the ouwpm of the fClte being jazS n d was wquire from the HP 5411 ID digitiz.

ing oscillosmpe in dat Wbo ac uining 8192 ampe It= is, the otscWow d!gWzed the sigal beiag

maimed and awied 8192 couiseont ve uamps in meinixy. The digitzed samples were subsequently dlown-

k~ Ud f osclW memoy to the c pue. The me=oy depth, in trms of tinu w drmi•cd by

te wamlIg Mt See Drhle 1-2, in Aped B. With vetkcl RESOWI ON filrs so to OF-F for fast
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data-acquisition times, downloading one memory block or 8192 samples from HP 5411 ID memory to the

computer still took approximately twenty seconds. At this rate, it would have taken approximately 3.4

hours to acquire 5 million samples. Adding to the data-acquisition time was the time required for data-pro-

cessing once the data was read into the computer. Specifically, the data had to be decorrelated and con-

verted from digital values to real values before any statistical analysis could be performed.

Recall independent samples are required to estimate the pdf of a stationary random process

(39:192), and Turner noise quality compares the measured pdf of a signal to an ideal normal density with

the same mean and variance. Also recall that although stationarity and ergodicity were assumed at the start

of this investigation, independence of samples was not. Indeed, the samples acquired by the HP 5411 ID

digitizing oscilloscope were correlated because of the natm of the signals being measured coupled with the

sampling rates used to digitize the signals. More specifically, the data were correlated because the signals

measured in this investigation were bandpass signals sampled at a lowpass rate. Consequently, all samples

downloaded to the computer could not be used to estimate the pdf of the signal being measured. The num-

ber of correlated samples contained in each block of 8192 samples acquired by the oscilloscope depended

on the bandwidth of the IF filter and the time interval between samples which, in turn, depended on the

sampling rate selected on the HP 5411 ID oscilloscope. An example will help explain.

Consider the first FM-by-noise jamming scenario described in Table 4-1 and investigated in the

experiments. All value in this example ar ap•roxiamie The IF fildtr In the realivitio of this sce=io had

a bandwidth of 25 kHz and a cmter frquncy of 102.5 kllz. The upper cut-off frequency of the filter was

115 kHz and its noise correbaiow dumraon was 40 •s (7:140-144). The aoLse camlation duraion gives an

indication of the tnicmeiterval. rNquiid belw=c samples such that the samp&es ame unco=Wmad Suice the

autoxxrelatlw ftmclion for bau4Fass. white noise. R,;(?)

'I.,) & .( -V 2Efer (6-2)

is zeo ai t r IlBv. te noisew orretaion duration was ansuiod to be liBv (7:114). Ibis assumpoa can

also be ma, %t= W1oass, tandind white uoise, is being meaurd.
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Because the upper edge of the filter was 115 kHz and because the output of the filter could not be

bandpass-sampled without substantial pre- or post-processing, a sampling rate 3f 500 kilosamples/sec was

selected on the HP 54111D oscilloscope. Sampling the output of the filter at a lower rate would have

caused aliasing. See Table B-2 and its explanation in Appendix B. However, sampling at 500 kilosam-

pies/sec caused the time interval between samples to be approximately 2 ps. This time interval was much

less than the 40 ps noise correlation duration of the 25 kHz IF filter. Hence, the samples were correlated,

and thre were approximately 20 redundant or correlated samples between each pair of uncorrelaled sam-

pies. In essence, because the output of the filter was a bandpass signal sampled at a lowpass rate, it was

oversampled. As a result, the samples, in this example, were correlated (7:337).

Indeed, all Turner noise quality measurements in this investigation involved bandpass signals

being sampled at a lowpass rate. Hence, all samples acquired for the Turner noise quality measurements

were correlated. All correlated samples download from the oscilloscope were ignored, and the data was de-

correlated by crating an array of uncofrelated samples. The wicxrelated values were converted from digi-

tal levels to meal values before creating the array of uncmeited samples. See lines 540 through 1250 of the

Turner Aise quality program in Appendix A.

After the voltage samples were acquired from the HP 5411 ID oscilloscope, converte to real val-

ues, aW docoffelatrd the sampe mew and varance wer calculatd Next. the uncot elated samples were

nogmalizad for a zero mea and unity vadan. See llHams 1270 through 1450. Foowlizg Ben" and sOW,

a Wn width of 0.2. a was assumed, whew= a is the measured standard deviation (7; 269). Since this

asuipou can. in gcom-al. plOaice 8 noa-ineger unuber of bins, the number of equal-widL bias, K. was

focma to be an inwtg. Te biNo wib was recalculaW based on this integer number of equal-width bias.

This pre umcaut esrd that ther we= no gaps or oyerlaps betwee bins. ibe samples were subsequenily

sorted iw K+÷2bims (738.3,U5. 2857-59). Ste Um 1470 hrougb 1960.

After ok tampkls ~ume soctwd into bLi, a dil-square tes, wW.ch iaclude Ywe's Corc-

tim, was ptiformd a the 0.05 level of &1gmtcace (13:562-567). In the evan tb num of degrees of

fieem was grc,=,a 30. tbo 0.05 proabsy vlue of( e w fowux by



,r2 _( 1 2
02o5  - +1.645 (6-3)

where v is the number of degrees of freedom (44:106-107). The expected frequencies in the chi-square test

were computed using an error function algorithm devised by Beaulieu (5)

ex - -y I]-sin 4-.X
1 _2 33 1{~4 -T2) (6-4)

See lis 3390 thogh 3810 and lines 4440 through 4520 of the Turner noise quality program.

The theory on FM-by-noise predicts that the grouped voltage samples should pass the chi-square

test as the DVR is held constant and the NVR or, equivalently, the SVR is increased. Specifically, reciver

"noise resulting from FM-UBN and FM.WBN is theoretically Gaussian and should pass the chi-square test.

Such was the case. See Tables C-I and C-2 in Appendix C.

Finally, Turner noise quality was calculated. Initial trial runs and preliminaiy results indicate that

the ability to measure Turner noise quality has been re-established. The results are presented in Tabl-3 C-I

and C-2. Note that for a fixed receiver bandwidth, the Turner noise quality tends to increases as Ehe SVR

increases.

6.4 T Ux adve Nobe Qualry Mewf Ioposed

Two alwtenalive noise quality neasums am proposed m this section: IF noise qualify 'd RF nniso

quanity. The IF noise quality coefficim or factor can be used as a stand.alone description of a noise jam-

mees effect ss or it can be used to modify exitmg formulac that describe jamming effectiveness. Lzk.

Turner nise quality, iF noUse quality uses an mu mcasur to assess a timelowaia penalty for non-nor-

mality of the vicim receiver outptL Unle Turner noisc quality, IF noise quality assesses a frequency-do-

main penalty on jamme ecffeciveness for non-flamcss of the victim receiver output i thW fiquency-do-

main. Turner es aL did aom m= PSD flatn bocuse, Rs they explain. '...[w~lLb very few exccptlons,

t uoise po&oced in realistic receiver bandwidths by opautional or dowteopunal noise Janers ha

been obsct to be almos wite dwing the fivc-yar period otspowsred inwgigu"as (43:118).
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The second noise quality factor, RF noise quality, measures the baseband normality and fre-

quency-domain impulsivity of WBFM-by-noise barrages, modulated by Gaussian noise, at RF. Recall the

baseband normality, in terms of Woodward's theorem, and frequency-domain impulsivity of FM-by-noise

barrages was discussed in Chapter V and illustrated in Figures 5-3 through 5-5. This noise quality measure

is proposed because it is hypothesized that the baseband normality and frequency-domain impulsivity of an

FM-by-noise barrage at RF can be coelated with jamming effectiveness at IF. That is, the effectiveness of

a given barrage, in terms of noise jamming, should increase as the normality of the modulating or baseband

noise process increases and the frequency-domain impulsivity of the barrage decreases. If this hypothesis is

true, thn noise jammer effectiveness can be evaluated at RF with frequency-domain measurements alone

rather than at IF with both time- and frequency-domain measurements.

6.4.1 Noise Quality at IF. This is the first of two alternative noise quality measures proposed in

this thesis. This first alternative noise quality measure is an aUtempt at improving upon the concepts de-

veloped by Turner et aL, and will be referred to as IF noise quality. A complete listing of the program used

to compote IF noise quality is contained in Appendix A.

IF noise quality, as defined in this invesgation, assesses two penalties on the resultant jamming at

the output of the froat end of a receiver being subjected to noise jamming. The first penalty, Pr, is assessed

tor non-normality in the time-domain, and the second penalty, pf, is assessed for non-flamess in the fre-

quency-domain. The two penaltes are then used to calculate IF noise quality, p1p. The methods of assessing

the time- and frequency-domain penalties, spcific to this investigation, arc degiibed next. along with a

detaied explanation of the IF noise quality progam listing ooutind in Appendix A.

In terms of dama-acquisition and data-oonssng. the Tun noise quality program and the IF noise

quality program am Idenical up to the point whr the chi-square goodnes-of-fit twst is oDacre Hence.

the discuson of dnacquiiLIon, and dam-piroousg Isse.s js cni t in the seion describitg the Turner

noLse quality program also applie to IF noise quality.

Ile tiae-domain penalty for noo-anrmality is calcatý in lines 1820 through 1950 of the I

nose quality progrm. T algorithm is loosey based on one presutcd by Shanaugan and Briephot
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(35:497-500). The program transforms the array containing the histogram data into a sequence of sample

probability density estimates defined at the midpoints of the inner K equal-width bins (7:383-385). An er-

ror measure is obtained by subtracting the sample probability density eý:-ie associated with each bin

from the corresponding theoretical value of the ideal normal density, having the same mean and variance,

evaluate -the same midpoinL The result is squared and divided, or normalized, by the theoretical value

squared. The normalized error associated with each of the K equal-width bins is summed, and an average

error is calculated by dividing the sum by K. This average error is the time-domain penalty p, Mathemadt-

cally, pt cn be witen

I± K ((K'N)IN.(B-A)-PG(xCi))2A, y 1:• ---.- (6-5)

where

A = lower edge of fist equal width bin

B = upper edge of K - I' -qual width bin

K = number of coual width bins

N = number of voltage samples

N: - -,amber of voltage samples in i -th bin

x,j =midpoint of i- th bin

pc(x) =value of Gasian pdf at midpoint of i- th bin

Note the quantity (O-A)JK is simply the bin width. Ibis defiuition of a time-domain penalty seezu•ed justi-

fied in light of the rcfcnces cited and in light of the a r•io ax uwaures and vwrx and -aix norms

described in the ItWerature (722-24; 45:87-94). The algorithm produced •Wut omsistznt with the thoory

on W-by-noose. assessing incrasigly kinent pealties for tamming that appowcki or upassed th rv-

quiareeats of WD.F.-WU9N. Soe Taallcs C-3 and C-4.

"The froqueacy-domai pcnalty p1 is defind as the mro of mamured Jammg po'er to Ideal

WnInl powe redfrvo to the 3 dB b•dwidtb of the reiver.

MIS .~rcdj 22  (6-6)
Power
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In this investigation, an HP 8566B programmable spectrum analyzer was used to make power measure-

ments. The traL values, in di3m/Hz, were ad into an array, converted to mil!iwatts/Hz, and then addea to

approximate the power contained in the jamming. This algorithm proved to be quite similar to one used by

thb designers of the spectrum analyzer (42). However their algorithm took the noise bandwidth of the

spectrum analyzer into consideration. This consideration was not necessary in the program because the fre-

quency-domain penalty is a powk- ratio. Th1e naise bandwidth would have appeared in the numerator and

denominator of the ratio and canceled out.

The ideal jamming power was defined in terms of the maximum PSD magnitude of a given trace.

That is, the ideal jamming power was calculated by finding the power contained in a theoretical trace that

had a uniform magnitude, equal to the maximum magnitude of the measured trace, across the 3 dB band-

width of the victim receiver. In short, the ides' m'ing power was calculated by assuming that the noise

was truly flat or white over the 3 dB bandwidth of the victim receiver. See lines 3260 to lines 3380.

Note that this penalty is conservitive because it is based on the r.roneous assumption " .a the ideal

jamming power can be uniform across the 3 dB bandwidth of the victim receiver. The assumption is erro-

neous because the 3 dB bandwidth of a filter is, by definition, non-uniform. For absolute precision and ac-

curacy, the ideal jammer power should have been defined ki terms of the contour of the 3 dB bandwidth of

the filter being jammed instead of a theoretical, but unrealizable, uniform contour. Unfortunately, time con-

straints preventd this idea from being fully explored. As a result of the erroneous assumption on which the

frequency-domain penalty .s based, pf will always be less than one. Hence, the penalty is conservative.

The algorithm for assessing the frequency-domain penalty, pp produced inconsistent results, See

Tables C-3 and C4. The frequency-doi.ain penalty, for a fixed DVR, should have decreased, with increas-

ing SVR. That is, the value of pf should have increased and approached unity with increasing SVR. How-

ever, p/did not consistently increase with increasing SVR. This inconsistency was probably due to the trace

averaging provided by the video bandwidth selected on the HP 8566B spectrum analyzer and the amount of

post-sweep smoothirg provided by the program.. See Appendix C for spectrum analyzer settings and line

430 of the IF noise quality program for the argument used with the HP 8566B SMOOTH function.
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Finally, the program computes the IF noise quality, PIF:

pI = (1 -). p1  (6-7)

Results from preliminary tests indicate that the IF noise quality measure proposed in this investigation may

be useful in measuring the effectiveness of FM-UBN and FM-WBN jamming scenarios given that the DVR

is equal to or greater than one. Since FM-LFN is a decivption-type jamming, the utility of measuring the IF

noise quality of FM-LFN scenarios is questionable. See Tables C-3 and C-4.

The IF noise quality coefficient or factor, pIF, can be used as a stand-alone description of a noise

jammer's effectiveness, or it can be used to modify existing formulae that describe jamming effectiveness.

For example, the ultimate effect of noise jamming is to ;ncrease the noise figure of a victim receiver by in-

creasing is equivalent device temperatute (16:158). Jammer temperature, 7', as defined in Barton's text,

measures the increase in equivalent device temperature or effective input temperature produced by noise

jamning (4:139). This quantity, Tj, could be multiplicatively scaled by pyF:

TJ= P4FPjGjLF, (6-8)
4;rk8 B~R,? ,

wherc

PIF = IF noise quality factor

PGj = effective radfated power of the jammer

A, = effective aperature area of radar antenna

Fj = the pattern - propagation factor of the radar

receiving antenna in the jammer direction

kB = Boltzmann' s constant

Bj = bandwidth of jammer spectrum

Rj= jammer range

Lj = one - way propagation loss from jammer

Additionally, link budget calculations could be appropriately modified by the IF noise quality factor

(16:163-169). As a final suggestion, PIF could be used to weight Shannon's definition of Nuivocation or

SbWunon's channel-capacity formula.
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6.4.2 Noise Quality at RF. This section proposes a noise quality measure, referred to as RF noise

quality, that measures the baseband normality and frequency-domain impulsivity of WBFM-by-noise

barrages, modulated by Gaussian noise, at RF. This noise quality measure is proposed because it is hypoth-

esized that the baseband normality and frequency-domain impulsivity of an FM-by-noise barrage at RF can

be correlated with jamming effectiveness at IF. This section describes RF noise quality in detail. A com-

plete program listing of RF noise quality as implemented for this investigation is contained in Appendix A.

RF noise quality was measured with an HP 8566B programmable spectrum analyzer.

The program first prompts the user for the peak frequency deviation of the barrage. An UN-

KNOWN option is provided because the peak frequency deviation is usually not known when testing op-

erational jammers, only the barrage width is known. If the UNKNOWN option is selected, the user is

prompted for the barrage width. Further instructions follow these first prompts. Next, the program com-

mands the HP 8566B programmable spectrum analyzer to display either the FM bandwidth, defined by Eq.

3-10, or the barrage bandwidth input by the user.

As an aside, even if the peak frequency deviation of a barrage or FM signal is unknown, it can be

measured with a spectrum analyzer. Simply increase the resolution bandwidth until the trace is very broad

or thick. Next, tune t&: t., .:o. frequency of the spectrum analyzer so that thickest portion of the trace is

centered on the display. The thickness or width of the centered portion of the trace is approximately twice

the peak frequency devation (19:29).

Other methods of specifying the barrage bandwidth were cnsdered. For example, the barrage

bandwidth was defind 3 dBm up from the noise floor. Marker functions were used to zoom in on and dis-

play the barrage width thus defined. However, remote operation of the HF 8566B spectrum analyzer mark-

ens was not straightfcrward. Emnce, this approach was abandoned. The user may wish to try some other

definition of barrage width and automatically zoom in on and display iL As an alternative approach, the

user may want to try a different marker scheme or the PWRBW function available on the HP 8566B

spectrum analyzer. The PWRBW function returns the bandwidth which contains the user-specified

pte.entage of the total power wnder the trace. Thus, the user can define the barrage bandwidth as that
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bandwidth of the signal which contains, say, 90% of the power in the signal. Ultimately, the FM bandwidth

as defined by Carson's Rule, Eq. 3-10, was chosen because it is the most common definition of FM

bandwidth.

After the FM bandwidth is displayed on the spectrum analyzer, the program computes the time-

domain penalty, p. It is important to note that definition of p, was based on the assumption that the RF car-

rier was frequency-modulated by white Gaussian noise. This assumption was made because it has been

shown that white, Gaussian noise is the most unpredictable of all noise processes (36:21). Furthermore, it

has also been shown that erfed-noise barrages and uniform PSD jamming barrages do not necessarily pro-

duce a greater jamming effect at IF than non-cifed-noise barrages and non-uniform PSD jamming barrages

(8:14-30; ,6). Because of these facts, it is reasonable to assume that, given a specific WBFM-WBN jam-

ming scenario, an FM-by-noise barrage modulated by bandlim•led, white Gaussian noise will produce ef-

fective jamming in its intended victim receiver. Hence, the algorithm for the time-domain penalty was writ-

ten based on the assumption that the RF carrier was frequcacy.modulated by white Gaussian noise.

In the case of WBFM-by-ioise, modulated by Gaussian noise, Woodward's Theorem predicts that

the PSD of the barrage, or simply the barrage, at RF should have the shape of the probability density asso-

ciated with die underlying baseband noise. Assuming the baseband noise process is Gaussian, the RF bar-

rage should be bell-shaped or normal. Hence, the shape of the RF barrage can be quantitatively compared to

a bell-shaped or normal curve. This quantitative comparison yields a value similar to the time-domain

penalty assessed in measuring IF noise quality. For the sake of continuity, this quantity is also referred to as

a tkno-dturain penalty. In short, the time-domain penalty associated with RF noise quality measures the

noimality of the underlying baseband noise. Note that Woodward's theorem pedicts nothing about the PSD

of the underlying baseband noise, and t time-Joinain penalty does not measure the uniformity of the

bawand noise PSD.

The 1W 8566B programmable spectrum analyzer used to measure RF noise quality provided an-

other method of ganuging the nonnality of the baseband noise. Th HP 8566B spectrum analyzer had a func-
Scalled PDF that measured the pprobability density of the tnstantanous frequency. Specifically, the HP
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8566B could be programmed to produce a histogram of the instantaneous frequencies, or frequency com-

ponents of the barrage, that had magnitudes above a user-defined threshold. This second method of gauging

the normality of the baseband noise could not be fully explored because of time constraints.

The reader may be wondering why the normality of the baseband noise and the baseband noise

PSD were not measured directly. The reason is that in most operational jammers it is impractical or impos-

sible to make direct time-and frequency-domain measurements on the baseband noise. Hence, some indirect

method of measuring the normality of the baseband had to be devised.

Before the shape of the actual barrage can be compared to the ideal bell-shaped barrage, the actual

barrage must be mathematically characterized. The algorithm that characterizes the barrage follows. Di-

mensions in the equations that follow are bracketed. It can be assumed that the RF barrage has been mixed

dov. to baseband, regardless of the actual RF center frequency. Hence, the actual barrage can be thought

of as a double-sided PSD centered at 0 Hz.

Since it is assumed that the barrage is a double-sided PSD centered about 0 Hz and since it is also

assumed that the barrage is modulated by Gaussian noise, the actual or measured barrage may be written

SO )a .exJ_!- i(±!ýzIY] [VI (6-9)

where

a = parameter to be estimated

n = the value of the display ordinate axis in Hertz [Hz]

SO(n, ) = value of measured PSD in volts/ Hz [V I Hz]

and a is a scaling factor. See, for example, the Manual Display in Fig. 5-5. Note that S is a function of

both n and o; the latter parameter must be estimated from the actual barrage. The choice of the discrete

variable n for the value of the display ornate axis will be explained momentarily. The program downloads

the barrage values in V/Hz, and the scaling factor a is found by weting n to zero. Thus.

a= a.So .(2X)½T (6-10)
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where 9, is the value of Eq. 6-9 when n=0 Hz. Eq. 6-10 can be used to rewrite Eq. 6-9 as

§(n, a) = ~z )S][ eV-. (6-11)
a ([Hz]1r v E

Eq. 6-11 is used to estimate a. Some algebraic manipulation yields

S xp[ I () [Hz]J (6-12)

Taking the natural logarithm of both sides of Eq. 6-12 and performing a bit more algebra yields

§(/ , a) (6-13)

Thus, a maximum-likelihood estimate, s2, of e2 can be computed from

1 500 2•/(3
s :. 1 2 ln(#J n# 0 (6-14)

where S. is the n-th value of the measured barrage. This is simply the mean of a2. Note that since each HP

8566B trace contains 1001 discrete data points and since it is assumed that barrage is a double-sided PSD

centered at 0 Hz, n is a discrete variable in Eq. 6-9, and n ranges from -500 Hz to 500 Hz in Eq. 6-14. How-

ever, since Eq. 6-14 is undefimed at n=O, this deta point is omitted; recall n=0 was used to find the scaling

factor, a. The number of data points used to estimate s2 can be wodified by changing the value of the vari-

able named Limit in the program, the step size of the F)R loop, or both. Note also that it is not nee•sary to

sctle n so that It coTeponds to the tuai bandwidth displayed on the spectrum analyzer as long as n is nox

scaled when computing the values associated with the Ideal bell-shap•d barrage.

The Ideal bll-shaped barrage, SI(a) is computed using sA:

2e t7 ' -5,:5no 500 (6-15)

The shape of the actual barrge is cmpare to this ideal bahage, and, as was done i nose quality, a
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time-domain penalty is computed:

P,=i"0 (6-16)

mu-500 S, (n)

Next, a frequency-domain penalty, pf, can be assessed in a nwmner similar to that used in measur-

ing iF noise quality. See the Eq. 6-6 and the discussion about the equation. Specifically, the power con-

tained in the 3 dB bandwidth of the barrage is divided by the ideal power contained in the same bandwidth

had the barrage been truly flat or white across that 3 dB bandwidth. Note that this penalty is conservative in

that a 3 dB bandwidth, by defiition, can never be flat. Hence, the frequency-domain penalty as defined and

assessed in this noise quality measurement, like the penalty assessed in EF noise quality, will always be less

than unity. The ideal power is defined, lines 920 through 960, in tems of the maximum amplitude mea-

sured in the full bandwidth of the barrage. The maximum amplitude of the barrage is measured and then

later multiplied by 1001 because that is the number of points in a trace.

Note that the resolution bandwidth is queried from the spectrun analyzer and saved immediately

after the maximum amplitude is acquired. The resolution bandwidth changes with spanwidth, and as the

resolution bandwidth decreases, so to does the overall magnitude of the trace. When the program com-

mands the spectrum analyzer to tine the 3 dB bandwidth in lines 970 through 1150, the resolution

bandwidth decreases. Therefore, to make a fair power comparison, the baseline resolution bandwidth has to

be retuned, line 1300. If this precaution had not been taken. the frequency-domain penalty would always

have been artificially high.

It is impotant to now that frequency-domnan penalty as defined in this section is different from the

frequency-domain penalty defined in the section on IF noise quality. The frequency-domain penalty as-

sessed in measuring RF noise quality gives a quantitatve indication of how impulsive the FM-by-noise

baaMe 6 at RF Jn the frequency-domaka. It does no give an dication of bow flat or whitm the baseband

noise procss is. Finally, the RF oise quality pxF is deinmd, likie pw:

PAW =(- p,).1p/ (6-7)
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Both Turner noise quality and IF noise qut~ity measure the effectiveness of a given noise jammer

at the front end of a simulated victim receiver. Specifically, Turner noise quality and IF noise quality are

measured at the output of the IF filter of the victim receiver. Measuring these two noise quality factors is

time-consuming because Turner noise quality and IF noise quality are based, in large part, on the non-triv-

ial statistical analysis of long records of time-series data. Just acquiring the data is time-consuming.

RF noise quality, on the other hand, measures the baseband normality and the frequency-domain

impulsivity of WBFM-by-noise barrages, modulated by Gaussian noise, at RF. Recall the baseband normal-

ity and frequency-domain impulsivity of FM-by-noise barrages were discussed in Chapter 5 and illustrated

in Figures 5-3 through 5-5. That is, the effectiveness of a given barrage, in terms of noise jamming, should

increase as the normality of the baseband noise process increases and the frequency-domain impulsivity of

the barrage decreases. If this hypothesis is true, then it may be possible to evaluate noise jammer effective-

ness at RF with frequency-domain measurements alone rather than at IF with both time- and frequency-

domain measumments. More specifically, it may be possible to carelate RF noise quality with Turner noise

quality and IF noise quality and, thus, measure the effectiveness of different jammers, against the same vic-

tim receiver of band%'Ldth ,v, without simulating the victim receiver. Furthennore, since RF noise quality

relies on frcquency-dmain muasuremnents alone, it can be measred more quickly and simply than both

Tirow noise quality and IF noise quality.

Results from preliminary tests might lead one to believe that the time-domain penAly associated

with RF noise quality factor increases as thW deviation ratio D decreases. See Tables C-5 th•ough C-7.

However, basekad normality is not proportoal to baseband noise bandwidt, and the fact that the time.

domain penalty. p,, became more Wient with dcreasing D in this investigation does not imply that the

baseband noise became mote Gamssian with dveraq D. Recall FM-by-aoise jamming beotmes less fre-

quency-domaln impulsive as the deviatim ratio beoxam smalle. The i-domain pealty decreased with

'=easing deviation tio becaus the spectrum analyzer t on which the time-domain penalties were

based became more well-defined with decreasing devakzon milo. See the Manual Displays shown in Fig-

ures 5-3 t(h g 5-5. A meaningful comparison of time-domala pealtites can be made when barages with
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equal deviation ratios are generated with different noise generators. Overall, the RF noise quality measure

produced results consist,;; with the theory.

6.5 Summary

Noise quality, as a measure of noise jammer effectiveness, was revisited in this d'tpter. Literature

directly and indirectly related to noie quality was reviewed. The noise qua];ty work done by Turner et aL

was discussed at length, and, at the request of the spasors of this investigation, the experimental work of

Turner et al. was reproduced. PIk,.iminary results indicat that the ability to measure Turner noise quality

has been r ablished.

In addition to the review and reproduction of the work done by Turner et al., two original noise

quality measures were proposed The first was called IF noise quality. Like Turner noise quality, IF noise

quality used an eror measure to assess a time-domain penalty against the output of a victim receiver. This

penalty was assessed for non-normality in the time-d&wuain. Unlike Turner noise quality, IF noise quality

assessed a frequency-domain pmally. This penalty was assessed against the output of a victim receiver for

non-unifonmity of its PSI). The second noise quality factor, RF noise quality, measured the baseband

ourmality and frcquency-domain impulsivity of WBRM-by-noise barrages, moduLat by Gaussia noise, at

RF. This noise quality measure was puposed becau" it is bypmnbesize tbat the baseband ormality and

frquency-dmaix Impti.ity of an FM-by-noise brMr at RIF cao be co•feled with jamming effective-

nessa•lF.
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VII. Conclus~ons and Recommendations

7,1 Conclusions

7.1.1 FM-by-Noise. From ar analytical perspective, this investigation presented a unique de-

scription of PM-by-noise which included L thorough review, consolidation, and elucidation of the existing

theory on the topic. The description of FM-by-noise presented in this thesis developed three new ratios: the

deviation-to-victim ratio (DVR), the noise-to-victim ratio (NVR), and the sweep-to-victim ratio (SVR).

These ratios were used to explain and predict the behavior of FM-by-noise at both RF and IF, From an ex-

perimental perspective, this investigation presented results obtained from FM-by-noise jamming experi-

ments conducted using commercial test and measurement equipment. Specifically, the time- and frequency-

domain behavior of FM-by-noisc jamming at RF and IF, in terms of the DVR, NVR. and SVR, was studied

with the baseband noise bandwidth, peak frequeacy deviation, and victim receiver bandwidth as parame-

ters. An -nportant feature of the experimental portion of this investigation was the inclusion of cotputer-

generated rmproductions of acta oscilloscope and spectrm analyze displays illustrating the behavior of

FM-by-noise at RF and IF. The behavior of FM-by-noiý illustrated in the oscillosoope and spectrum aia-

lyzer displays was related back to the descrpi of FM-by-w.se jamming developed in the analytical por-

tia of the investiga••O.

Is was shown that any meauingful discussion of FM-by-nmise must inclide specfic referetce to at

Is three ratios the deviation ratio or D, the peak fNwu.ac deviation-tovictun reeiver bandwidth rato

or DVR, and the noise bm.iwidib-o-victim wceiver banrwidth ratio or NVR. A fourth ratio, the srwep-D-

victim rereIver bandwidth ratio or SV. dcfinWd as th pwd of the NVR and DVRk was found to be use-

f in ascasing FM-by-nuose jamming fciaario.-

The deviation ral, A, quiatitatively Wdkaws the deg to which the f1qu•y•aoduldw pro-

em spods the brebA &gl at• F REF4 dgn are clasified as NBFM, UDF or WB•F, depend-

lag on the nuauial vale of the devlatu ratio assocted with a given FM signal FM-by-noise banges,

am- usally WBFM signal& In t=ns of FM-by-oie the deviation mo gives a quanitafive lidiatim of
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the frequency-domain impulsivity of a given FM-by-noise barrage. The experiments illustrated and ex-

plained the frequency-domain impulsivity of FM-by-noise jamming.

The second ratio, the DVR, tells how well a given FM-by-noise barrage fills a given victim re-

ceiver. If the DVR is less than cme, the barrage will be too small to produce noise jamming, and the receiver

will see a noisy sinusoid. On the other hand, if the DVR is too large, the frequency-modulation process will

spread the baseband noise process over too wide a bandwidth, and the jamming deposited in the victim re-

ceiver will be ineffective because of its low power leveL Ideally, the DVR should be approximately 1.27.

The NVR can be used to predict the behavior of FM-by-noise at IF, given that the barrage is

WBFM and the DVR is such that the barrage fills the passband of the victim receiver. A particular FM-by-

noise jamming scenario can be classified, depending on the NVR of the scenario, into one of three cate-

gories: FM-LFN, FM-UBN, or FM-WBN. Th experimental portion of the investigation studied these cate-

godes of FM-by-noise jamming. The first category, FM-LFN was shown to have a pulse-like nature at IF.

This pulse-like nature of FM-LFN, it was argued, produced a cofusion effect by causing nummous false

targets of various intensities to appear on the visual display of the victim radar. In contrast to FM-L.FN,

FM-WBN was shoawn to repexaedly excite the IF filter of its victim receiver. This repated excitation

Produced, in the IF filter of the victim filter, an effect simMa to DINA jamming. The experiments showed

that FM-UBN behaved much like FM-WBN.

Finally, the SVR gives an indicai of bow frequently a given jammer will swvee thomgh the

pssbmd of its victim reciver and how kong the sweeps will last. In the exp•riments. the SVR was re-

lazd to the sloe of the zesocrossioi associated with the baseband noise used to generat the FM-by-

ise barmages in the various, jaming SMUari" invaigWa

7.i.2 NaU* QTaU. 1be cocept of noise qality, a measum of noise ijaming eifectivc.ss, was

revisited. Throe noise qmalty [aws w=re invadgaz The vuk of -1tiz et aL (43) wau reprodced, and

CWo alternative nOUs qlualty fhcwn were proposad

Resarchmn at Stanford hypothetized that the effectivees of a gim nowse jammr could be de-

te&mine by uutg the fi.VL Od probability deasity of the output of a recever subjected to jamming
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from the noise jammer under test and, subsequently, comparing this measured density to an ideal normal

density having the same mean and variance. To test their hypothesis, they jammed a receiver and measured

the normality of the time-series at the output of the front end of the receiver. They did not directly measure

the uniformity of the PSD at the output of the filter. The Stanford team investigated and reported on four

tests to measure jammer effectiveness (29).

Turner et aL extended the Stanford teamns work and demonstmated that the effectiveness of a given

noise jammer could be descibed by a single, albeit ad hoc, quantity which they called noise quality (43).

The noise quality work done by Turner et al. was discussed at length, and, at the request of the sponsors of

this investigation, the experimental work of Tumer et aL was reproduced Prelininary results indicate that

the ability to measure Turner noise quality has been re-established.

In addition to the review and reproduction of the work done by Turner et al.. two original noise

quality measures were prpose& The first was called IF nollze quality. LUke Turner noise quality, IF noise

quality used an error meastne to assess a time-domain pezalty. This penalty was assessed against the output

process of a victim receiver for non-normality it the time-domain. UnUlike Turner noise quality, IF noise

quality asssed a frequency-domain penalty against the output process of a w c= r ver. This penalty

was ssswe for n.-unifortmity of the outipt PSD.

In pwlimiary tests, the algorithm used to compute the time-domasm pahlty for IF noise quality

produced co•rrusat rselts; bowcve. the algorithm usod to compute the fr-quency-domaia penalty pro-

duced iacousistm r.ults. See Tabks C-3 and C4. Dcspte this Wounustey, the IF noise quality me =

producod maning results for FM-IJBN ud FM-WBN jamnwng so==Ws. F=inlly. rsults frow p,,limi-

nany teo Wwdle tha tl• IF 9oic qumlity = =ase, da-sftnmd in tis invtgatln sbold not be to ina-

= F41-N jxamimig $amiaeo&

"The wond uokv, quality f(csam RF aoe quality. m• uvd the baseband normality and fun-

que•cy-domain hap, ivity of WBM-by-"z aWr-r ý =&dawd by Ga -san no se at R,. This oise

quality meau *%s prope'l bas it was hypothesizd that the biwa normality and frequency-do-

main ixlm lvly of an HM-by-noe bsvaw at RF caa be mrelsd wiLb ism ming Reffctive s at IF. That
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is, the effectiveness of a given barrage, in terms of noise jamming, should increase as the normality of the

baseband noise process increases and the frequency-domai3 impulsivity of the barrage decreases. If this

hypothesis is true, then it may be possible to evaluate noise jammer effectiveness at RF with frequency-

domain measurements alone rather than at IF with both time- and frequency-domain measurements. More

specifically, it may be possible to correlae RF noise quality with Turner noise quality and IF noise quality

and, thus, measure the effectiveness of different jammers, against the same victim receiver of bandwidth

By without simulating the m rciver. Furthermore, since RF noise quality relies on frequency-domain

measurements alone. it can be measured more quickly and simply than both Turner noise quality and IF

nois quahty. Results from preliminary test are promnising. See Tables C-5 through C-7.

7.2 Rc a dis

72.1 FM-hyNoLs.-DINA Proof. A rigorous proof of the claim that FM-WBN produces jamming

similar to DINA would be a welcome additio to the body of open-literature on FM-by-qoise. Doing so,

howeve, requires Intimat knowledge of the baseband random process used to genwae the FM-by-noise,

such as the uumber of z ossings the baseband random process maes, the exten of the devia2ion above

and below wo Lassocialed with eah zero-crswsing. " (imlly. the slop of eac lmerzd zc-crossiag.

This pwi should also include prccs rcquir•,.ciis. m terms of D, the DVR. and the NVR. for FM-by-

noise to iampp it DINA.

72.U RawcoInisgik In cide to redhtcc proc=WSsn rime. owe of the mwo wuimprtn qucwwxs to

a= r is wvat Is the Oortw rcord knth requkted to weas= normality in rho tu d=w . A thorough

invesig ic of tUis qt"s oul cmfite swaislica emr =asscia with its wnim-m record

lcaugh It wwOu also Wdcr= fth tatistaicl wsora associat vvit this mtinmrm reowrd lengh and thaer

Offixt 00 tWe WZMeaa =uw of noise qualiy.

7.23 Numsber of &xs .d &-a Wi~&. A related similsaicsi issoc is the optimum uumbcr of bimn

cqual-wWk Nw 7Ue vidth wvu ef mate y 02. ti= measured standarri deviatlw Houwever. it is
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geterally accepted that equiprobable, rather than equal-width, bins produce better results for the chi-square

test (15:69). Perhaps equiprobable bins could be incorponated into the programs.

7.2.4 Spectrum Analyzer Measurients. The algorithm for the frequency-domain penalty in the

IF noise quality program produced inconsistent results. These results were calculated on data acquired from

the liP 8566B spectrum analyzer. However, all spectrum analyzer measurements wer" ' ghly dependent on

the video bandwidth setting and the argument passed to the HP 8566B SMOOTH function. In this

investigation, the video bandwidth setting and the SMOOTH argument were manually selected. Perhaps an

algorithm that automatically adjusts the video bandwidth setting and SMOOTH argument to some optimum

values for the given measurement can incoxporated into the programs.

7.2.S Noise Quality Valdadon. The noise quality measurements developed for this thesis need to

be validated. A reasonable follow-on thesis, emphasizing practicality, would take, or simulate, several well-

characterized FM-by-noise jammers and test their effectiveness using the three noise quality measures

discussed in this thesis: Turner noise quality, IF noise quality, and RF noise quality. The thesis would

compare the performance of Turner noise quality and IF wnise quality - tools to measure jammer effec-

tiveness. Follow-on work would also determnwi if there is a me.-ingful and useful conelation between

noise quality measurod at IF, usiag both Turer wise quality and IF noise quality, and noise quality mea-

sure at RF.
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Appendix A Programs

This appendix contains the programs that were written for the experimental portion of the investi-

glicn. Fach program contains its own documentation. Since Chapter VI discusses noise quality in detail,

the reader is urged to consult that chapter before using the noise quality programs presented in this ap-

pendix. The code was written in HP Baric specifically for the HP 54111D digitizing oscilloscope and the

HP 8566B spectrum analyzer.

A.] TIIMEDMN.BAS

S.0 ! HP BASIC 5.14

20 1
30 1 PROGRAM TIMEIN.BAS
40
50 . THIS PROGRAM DIGITIZES CHANNEL 1 OF AN HP !41llD OSCI.LLOSCOPE (ADDRESS 707)
60 I AND THEN DOWNLOADS THE TRACE TO A DATA FILE NOTE THAT THE DATA ARE DOWNLOADED
73 . IN HP ASCII FORMAT. THE DATA MUST BE TRANSLATED TO DOS FORMAT IF IT IS TO BE
80 I PORTED TO A DOS MACHINE. THE DATA CAN BE TRA:AS!ATED BY UtAIi!C TFE TRANSLATION
90 PROGRAM *ASCI2DOS" THAT COMES WITH HP BASIC. JUST 'LOAD 'ASCI2DOS'*, RUN,
1400 AiND FOLLOW THE INSTRUCTIONS.
110
120 OTrICN BASE 0
130 WASS STORAGE IS "\BLP\JAM3DATA:DOS,C" I CHANGE MASS STORAGE
140 DIM A.500) I SO FILES ARE DOWNLOADED
150 OUTPUT 70/i 'ACQUIRE RESOLUTION?' 1 SET-UP SCOPE TO
16U EuTER 707; Resolution I ACQUIRE TRACES
170 ResoS - VAL$(Res3'lution)
130 OUTrPUT 707; *ACQUIRE TYPE FILTERFX"
190 OUTPJqT 707; "^CQUIRE RESOLUTIGN '&Rctso$
200 OUTPUT 707; *ACQUIRE TYPE FILTERED'
210 OUTPUT 707; "ACQUIRE RESOLUTIO• &Rezo$
220 OUTPUT 707, *WAVEFORM FORMAT ASCII"
230 OUTPUT 707; 'DIGITIZE f1L*J?.NEL 1I
240 INPUT *What is your filenane?1,Ascii_fileS
250 CLEkAR SCREMN
260 I USE 8 CHARACTER filename WITH 3 CHARACTER ext
270 PURGE AsciifileS CREATE TIME DOhAIN FILE
280 ON ERROR GO'TO 290

290 CREATE ASCII Ascii-fileS,1
300 ASSIGN gAsciijila TO A;ci-fileS
110 OFF ERROR
320 OUTPUT 707i *WAVEFORM SOURCE MEMORY 5'
330 OUTPt"U 737; "YRETEREKiE?*
340 EN-TR 707; Y;'*f
350 OUTPUT 7071 'YINCRE1Y*?*
360 ENMTE 707' Yinc GET PARAWETERS FOR USE
370 OUTIPUT 707; "YORTGTWN" I DIGITAL TO ANALOG (D/A)
380 ETER 707, Yorg : v'.NVERION
390 OUTPUT 707, 'DATA?*
400 FOR N -w O $00
410 ENTER 707; AMN) P PROGRAM SOMKETIMES
420 NEMT N I FAILS HERE FOk
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430 I FOR SOME UNKNOWN REASON
440 ! JUST RE-RUN UNTIL TE

450 I BUG WORKS ITSELF OUT
460 FOR N = 0 TO 500
470 A(N) = ((A(N)-Yref)*Yinc)+Yorj I PERFORM D/A CONVERSION
480 NEXT N
490 FOR N = 0 TO 500 1 OUTPUT TRACE DATA TO FILE
500 OUTPUT OAsciiLfile; A(N)
510 NEXT N
420 OUTPUT 707; 'LOCAL' I PUT SCOPE IN LOC, L
530 END

A.2 FREQDMN..BAS

10 1 HP Basic 5.14
20 !
30 ! PROGRAM FREQDMN. BAS
40 I
50 1 THIS PROGRAM DIGITIZES AN HP 8566B SPECTRUM ANALYZER (ADDRKSS 718) TRACE
60 AND THEN DOWINLOADS THE TRACE TO A DATA FILE. NOTE THAT THE DATA ARE DOW.'LOADBD
70 IN HP ASCII FORMAT. THE DATA MUST BE TRANSLATED TO DOS FORMAT IF 1T IS TO BE
80 I PORTEL; TO A DOS MACHINE. THE DATA CAN BE TiPANSLATED BY USING THE TRAN4SLATION
90 1 PROGRAM lASCI2DOS* THAT COMES WITH HP BASIC. JUST "LAND 'ASCI2DOS**, RUN,
100 1 AND FOLLOW ThE !NSTRUCTIONS.
110 !
120 MASS STORAGE IS "\BLP:DOS,C"
130 LINPUT "Ente: your output filename: filenama.ext', hscii-file$
140 OUTPUT 19; 'DEL Asciiti3e$
150 CREATE ASCII Ascii-file$,1

160 ASSLGN @Ascii-file TO "\BLP\,Ascii fjla$':DOS,C*;
170 DIM Trace&1]0011
i80 OUTPUT 718;"TS;TA;
190 FOR N=1 TO 1001*
200 ENTER 718; Trace(N)
2I1 OUTPUT gAscii-file; Trace(N)
22,% NEXT N
230 END

A.3 TFDAT4.DAS

10 HP BASIC 5,14
20
30 ] PROGRAM TWDATA.BAS
40
50 1 THIS PROGR1AM SIMULTANEOUSLY OGITIZES CHWNELS I AND 2 OF AN
Au HP 54111D OSCILLOSCOPE (ADDRF'S 707) AND THIN SWTEEPS A TPACE ON
70 1 AN HP 656bB SPECTR*-"A AxALYZER (ADDRESS 718). THE THREE TPACES. TWO
80 ! FROM THE OSCILLOSC0)O:; ^RD ONE FROM THE SPECTRUM ANALYZER, ARE THEN
9u DOWNLOADED INTO THREE DATA FILES. THE USER FIRST IS PROMPTED FOR A
100 filename-ext WHZRE fi1er.ane IS 5 CHARACTERS LONG. Sý.,E THE
)10 f CýQCYLLOSCOPE TRACES OR TIME DOMNIN FILES APE READ FIRST, START THE
120 I FILENAUM WITH, SAY, T. THE NEST 3 CHARACTERS ARE USER-DEFINED. THE
130 15TH OthACTER IS CA)NGED BY THE PROGR.AM TO EITHER A *"* OR AN 00.
140 1 1 CHOSE "B" TO SIGNIFY O°ASEBMND AND CHNN.EL ONE, WHILE "O SIGNIFIES
150 1 THE "OUTPPUT OF A FILTER AND CKMAIEL 2. ThE PROGRAM CKkNGES THE FIRST
160 1 IETTER OF THE FILWEA.'{E TO F'F TO DONlIOAD THE FREQUENCY DOMAIN FILE,
170 THAT IS THE SPECTRUM ANALYZER TPUNCE. TH1E SIXTH LETTER IN THE filename
180 t REMAINS "0 FOR COMP.E1IENCE. THIS FILEAING ROUTINE IS NOT THE HOST
190 1 ELEGANT. BUT IT WORKS. THE USER IS FREE TO MODIFY THE COMIIZ. 1*0T7
200 i THAT THE DATA PILES ARn .LOAD.D IN HP ASCII FORMAT. THEY M.ST RE
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210 1 "RANSLATED TO DOS FORMAT IF THEY ARE TO BE PORTED TO A DOS MACHINE.
220 1 THE DATA CAN BE TRANSLATED BY USING THE TRANSLATION PROGRAM
230 1 'ASCI2DOS" THAT COMES WITH HP BASIC. JUST *LOAD 'ASCI2DOS'", RUN,
240 1 AND FOLLOW THE INSTRUCTIONS.
250 I
260 OPTION BASE 0
270 MASS STORAGE IS *\BLP\JAM3DATA:DOS,C" CHANGE MASS STORAGE

280 DIM A(500) 1 SO FILES ARE DOWNLOADED
290 CLFE.R SCREEN I TO A SPECIFIC DIRECTORY
30J PRINT "Enter a FIVE-LETTER filename with THREE-LETTER ext."

310 PRINT "
320 INPUT 'What is your filename?,Ascii-file$
:•30 CLEAR SCREEN
.)40 OUTPUT 707; 'ACQUIRE RESOLUTION?' I SET-UP SCOPE TO
350 ENTER 707; Resolution I ACQUIRE TRACES
360 Reso$ = VAL$(Resolution)
370 OUTPUT 707; 'ACQUIRE TYPE FILTERED"
- 0 OUTPUT 707; -ACQUIRE RESOLUTION "&Reso$
390 OUTPUT 707; 'WAVEFORM FORMAT ASCII*
400 REMOTE 718
410 Yes$ = IN'

420 REPEAT I DIGITIZE O-SCOPE AND ANALYZER
430 OUTPUT 707; *DIGITIZE CHANNEL 1,2" ! TRACES UNTIL THEY EXHIBIT

440 CUTPUT 718; "S2,TS; 03; TA; , DISTINGUISHING FEATURES
450 INPUT 'ARE THE TRACES GOOD? Y/N*,Yes$

460 UNTIL Yes$ = OWE
4760 FORK-1TO2 1 DOWNLOAD FILTERED TRACES
480 SELECT K I FROM MEMORY 5 OR 6
490 CASE = 1 I FOR CHANNEL 1 AND 2
500 MemoryS = 05" 1 RESPECTIVELY.
510 Ascii-file$[5,5] = -B- ! "B" & '0" ARE FOR BOOK-
520 CASE = 2 1 KEEPING PURPOSES.
530 MemoryS = 6" B - BASEBAND/CHANNEL 1

540 Asciifile$(5.5] = "0" 0 - FILTER OUTPUT/CHANNEL 2

550 END SELECT
560 ON ERROR GOTO 580
570 PURGE Asciifile$ CREATE TIME DO-MAIN FILE
580 CREATE ASCII A-sciifileS.1
590 ASSIGN @Ascii-file TO Ascii-fileS
600 OFF ERROR
610 OUTPUT 707; "WAVEFORM SOURCE .4MRY &Me.mory$
620 OUTPUT 707; IYREPERENCE?"
630 ENTER 707; Yrof

:640 OUTPUT 707; 'YINCREENT?"
650 ENTER 707; Yinc I GET PARAMETERS FOR USE
660 OUTPUT 707; 'YORIGIN?" I DIGITAL TO ANALOG (D/A)
670 ENTER 707; Yorg I CONVERSION
680 OUTPUT 707; -DATA?-
690 POR N - 0 TO 500
700 ENTER 707; A(N) PROGRAM SOKSTIMES
710 lEw N FAILS HERE FOR
720 1 FOR S• tlNOXWN R•SON
730 1 JUST RE-RUN UNTIL W4E
740 1 BUG WORKS ITSELF0 OUT
750 POR N a 0 TO 500
760 AM a {(A(N)-Yref)*Yinc)*Yorg I PERPOM1 DIA COiVERSION
770 NUXT N
780 FOR N a 0 TO 500 I OUTPUT TRACL .ATA TO FILE
790 OUTPUT QAscii-filei AM)
800 NTXT N
810 _EXT K
920 OUTPUT 707; *LOCAL* I PUT SCOPE IN LOCAL
830 MDI Trra(1000)
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840 Ascii-file$[1,1] = &F- I CREATE FREQUENCY DOMAIN FILE
850 ON ERROR GOTO 870
860 PURGE Asciifile$
870 CREATE ASCII Asciifile$,1
880 ASSIGN @Asciifile TO AsciiLfile$
890 OFF ERROR
900 FOR N = 0 TO 1000
910 ENTER 718; Tra(N) I DOWNLOAD SPECTRUM ANALYZER
920 NEXT N I TRACE THAT WAS DIGITIZED
930 FOR N = 0 TO 1000 1 IN LINE 440
940 OUTPUT fAtcii-file; Tra(N)
950 NEXT N
960 LOCAL 718 1 PUT SPECTRUM ANALYZER IN LOCAL
970 MASS STORAGE IS *\BLP:DOS,C'
980 END

A.4 Turner Noise Quality

Since this noise quality measure is based on the statistical grouping of voltage samples, the results

of this program are dependent upon the number of voltage samples used to calculate Turner noise quality.

The total number of samples used depends on the sampling rate, bandwidth of the filter or signal being

measured, and the number of memory blocks downloaded to the computer. Note that the total number of

samples used is nm necessarily equal to the total number of samples acquired from the HP 5411 ID oscillo-

scope; correated samples are ignored. Finally, voltage samples were acquired from the HP 5411 ID with the

RESOLLTION filter set to OFF for quicker data-acquisition times Additional comments are imbedded in

the code. Please read Cpe VI before usimg this program.

10 1 HP BASIC 5.14
20 1
30 1 TURNERNQ.BAS
40
50 j THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE NOISE QUALITY AT THE OUTPUT OF A
60 1 FILTER USING THE ALGORITHM DEVELOPED BY TURNER AND OTHERS.
70 i TURNER, P.M. AND OTHERS. INOISE QUALITY OPTIMIZES JAMMER
80 PERFORMANCE., ELECTRONIC WARFARE/DEFENSE ELECTRONICS, VOL 9:

90 1 117-122 (NOV/DEC 1977). THIS PROGRAM WAS WRITTEN FOR USE WITH AN
100 t HP 54111D DIGITIZING OSCILLOSCOPE (ADDRESS 707). AN ADDITIONAL
110 1 FEATURE OF THIS PROGRAM IS THE INCLUSION OF A CHI-SQUARE TEST
120 I To TEST FOR NWiN-NORMALITY.
130
140 CLEAR SCREEN
ISO KEY LABELS ON
160 OPTION BASE 0
170 BEEP
180 PRINT *SET OSCILLOSCOPE SEITINGS FOR SLOWEST SAMPLING RATE POSSIBLE.*
190 PIINT
200 PRINT
210 INPUT "WNAT IS THE BW WID'fll OF YOUR SIGNAL/FILTER IN HZT.Bw
220 CLEAR SCREEN
230 1
240 THE VARIABLE DuWKz IS USED "3 DETERIINE HOW MANY TRACES WILL
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250 ! DOWNLOADED. WHEN DOWNLOADING MULTIPLE TRACES, THE INDIVIDUAL
260 1 TRACES ARE NOT CONTIGUOUS IN TIME BECAUSE OF THE TIME REQUIRED
270 1 TO READ EACH TRACE. THIS TIME DELAY WAS NOT SIGNIFICANT IN THIS
280 I INVESTIGATION BECAUSE THE TIME DELAY BETWEEN INDIVIDUAL TRACES
290 1 MUCH GREATER THAN THE NOISE CORRELATION DURATIONS ASSOCIATED
300 1 WITH THE SIGNALS/FILTERS USED IN THE EXPERIMENTS. THE USER CAN
310 I CHANGE THE NUMBER OF TRACES DOWNLOADED BY CHANGING DUMPS.
320 1 DOWNLOADING AND PROCESSING ONE OR TWO TRACES DOES NOT TAKE MUCH
330 TIME.
340
350 Dumps=2
360 '
370 I EACH TRACE DOWNLOADED IN NORMAL MODE FROM MEMORY 1 OR 2
380 I CONTAINS 8192 POINTS. DECLARE ARRAYS TO PROCESS THE DATA.
390 I Anoise CONTAINS THE SAMPLES. Asorted IS USED LATER IN
400 1 GROUPING THE DATA IN BINS.
410
420 Numpoints=Dumps*8192
430 ALLOCATE Anoise(Numpoints-1)
440 ALLOCATE AsortedC(Numpoints-1)
450 i
460 1 PERFORM PRELIMINARY OPERATIONS TO DOWNLOAD TRACE DATA.
470 ' HIGHER RESOLUTIONS CAN BE CHOSEN, BUT HIGHER RESOLUTIONS
480 I DECREASE THE BANDWIDTH SENSITIVITY OF THE OSCILLOSCOPE.
490 I ALSO TRACE DOWNLOADS ARE FASTER WITH RESOLUTION OFF AND
500 ! CHANNEL DISPLAYS BLANKED.
510 I
520 PRINT *SWEEPING AND ACQUIRING TRACE DATA.*
530 PRINT "I
540 OUTPUT 707;"ACQUIRE TYPE NORMAL*
550 OUTPUT 707;'ACQUIRE RESOLUTION OFF*
560 OUTPUT 707;"WAVEFORM SOURCE MEMORY 2"
570 OUTPUT 707;*WAVEFORM FORMAT ASCII"
580 M=0
590 N=0
600 OUTPUT 707;*BLANK CHANNEL 1"
610 OUTPUT 707;'BLANK CHANNEL 2'
620 REPEAT
630 IF Dumps>l THEN PRINT TAB(10);*ACQUIRING TRACE *;M+l
640 Counter=0
650 OUTPUT 707;'DIGITIZE CHANNEL 2*
660 OUTPUT 707;"DATA?*
670 REPEAT
680 ENTER 707;Anoise(N)
690 Counter=Counter+1
700 N=N÷1
710 UNTIL Counter=8191
720 M-M+1
730 UNTIL M=Dumps
740 1
750 1 READ IN PARAMSTERS TO PERFORM *DIGITAL TO ANALOG' CONVERSION.
760 1 ALSO READ IN THE TIME DIFFERENCE, Xinc, BE7EEN INDIVIDUAL
770 SAMPLES. CALCULATE THE NUMBER OF SAMPLES, Tstep, BETWEEN
780 1 PAIRS OF INDEPEDENT SAMPLES THAT ARE CORRELATED AND CAN BE THROWN
790 1 AWAY. THIS CALCUIATION IS BASED ON THE NOISE CORRELATION DURATION
800 1 OP THE SIGNAL, OR EQUIVALENTLY THE FILTER, BEING MEASURED.
810 o
820 OUTPUT 707;"YREFERENCE?"
830 ENTER 707;Yref
840 OUTPUT 707; "YINCREMENT?"
850 ENTER 707;Yinc
860 OUTPUT 707 ;YORIGIN?l
870 ENTER 707IYorg
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880 OUTPUT 707;"XINCREMENT?*
890 ENTER 707;Xinc
900 Tstep=INT(1/(Bw*Xinc) )+1
910 !
920 I REDISPLAY CHANNELS AND PUT OSCOPE IN LOCAL.
930 1
940 OUTPUT 707; VIEW CHANNEL 1*
950 OUTPUT 707; VIEW CHANNEL 21
960 OUTPUT 707;'LOCALI
970
980 1 PERFORM ARRAYS OPERATIONS TO GROUP INDEPENDENT SAMPLES.
990 !
1000 Counter=0
1010 FOR N-0 TO Numpoints-1 STEP Tstep
1020 Anoise(N)=Anoise(N)
1030 Asorted(N) =Anoise (N)
1040 Counter=Counter+l
1050 NEXT N
1060 Numpoints=Counter
1070 CLEAR SCREEN
1080 !
1090 PRINT *PERFORMING DIGITAL TO ANALOG CONVERSION.'
1100 FOR N=0 TO Numpoints-1
1110 Anoise (N) = ( (Anoise (N) -Yref) *Yinc) +Yorg
1120 Asorted (N) =Anoise (N)
1130 NEXT N
1140 !
1150 PERFORM ARRAY OPERATIONS TO FORM ARRAYS OF UNCORRELATED DATA.
1160
1170 ALLOCATE Noise(Numpoints-1)
1180 ALLOCATE Sorted(Numpoints-1)
1190 FOR N=0 TO Numpoints-1
1200 Noise(N)=Anoise(N)
1210 Sorted (N) =Asorted(N)
1220 NEXT N
1230 DEA-LLOCATE Anoise(*)
1240 DEALLOCATE Asorted(*)
1250 CLEAR SCREEN
1260 1
1270 1 ESTIMATE MEAN AND VARIANCE AND NORMALIZE TO ZERO-MEAN
1280 I UNIT VARIANCE.
1290 i
1300 PRINT OESTIMATING PARAMETERS.*
1310 Xbar=0
1320 FOR N=0 TO Numpoints-1
1330 Xbar=Noise (N) +Xbar
1340 NEXT N
1350 XbarcXbar/(Numpoints)
1360 S2-0
1370 FOR N-0 TO Numpoints-1
1380 S2-S2+ (Nois (N) -Xbar) ^2
1390 NEXT N
1400 S2xS2/(Numpoints-1)
1410 S-SQRT(S2)
1420 FOR N-O TO Numpoints-1
1430 Noise (N) - (Noise (N) -Xbar)/S
1440 Sorted(N)-(Sorted(N)-Xbar)/S
1450 NEXT N
1460 1
1470 i SORT VOLTAGES INTO BINS. Sorted(*) IS USED TO DETERMINE
1480 1 THE WIDTH OF THE TWO END BINS. NOTE ALL BINS EXCEPT THE
1490 I THE TWO END BINS ARE OF EQUAL WIDTH. THE PROGRAM FORCES
1500 1 THE TWO END BINS TO CONTAIN AT LEAST 2 TO 3 SAMPLES.
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1510 I Left AND Right ARE USED TO DEFINE WINDOW BOUNDARIES FOR
1520 1 THE HISTOGRAM DISPLAY.
1530 1
1540 Left=MIN(Noise(*))
1550 Right=MAX(Noise(*))
1560 MAT SORT Sorted(*) I DETERMINE START AND END POINTS
1570 Amark=2 I FOR K EQUAL WIDTH BINS
1580 A=Sorted(Amark) I AND SORT VOLTAGES INTO BINS
1590 Bmark=Numpoints-2
1600 B=Sorted(Bmark)
1610 IF (A=Left) THEN
1620 Counter=Amark I FORCE LEFT-END AND RIGHT-END
1630 REPEAT I BINS TO CONTAIN AT LEAST TWO
1640 Counter=Counter+1 I SAMPLES AND BE OF NON-ZERO WIDTH
1650 A=Sorted (Counter)
1660 UNTIL A>Sorted(Counter-1)

1670 END IF
1680 IF (B=Right) THEN
1690 Counter=Bmark
1700 REPEAT
1710 Counter=Counter-1
1720 B=Sorted (Counter)
1730 UNTIL B<Sorted(Counter1l)
1740 END IF
1750 I CALCULATE BIN WIDTH, Delta, BASED ON INTEGER NUMBER OF
1760 I EQUAL WIDTH BINS. NOT RECALCULATING DELTA BASED ON
1770 1 AN INTEGER K CAUSES PROBLEMS WITH PLOTTING THE HISTOGRAM.
1780 !
1790 Delta=.2
1800 K=(B-A)/Delta
1810 K=INT(K)
1820 Delta= (B-A) /K
1830 ALLOCATE Pdf(K+1)
1840 CLEAR SCREEN
1850 PRINT "SORTING VOLTAGES INTO BINS.'
1860 FOR M=0 TO Numpoints-i
1870 SELECT Noise(M)
1880 CASE <A
1890 Pdf(0) 'Pdf(0)+÷
1900 CASE >-B
1910 Pdf(K+l)mPdf(K÷1).1
1920 CASE ELSE
1930 J=INT( (Noise(M)-A)/Delta).÷
1940 Pdf(J)uPdf(J).1
1950 END SELECT
1960 NEXT H
1970 CLEAR SCREEN
1980 1
1990 1 PRINT STATISTICAL INFORMATION
2000 1
2010 Dxbar-PROUND(Xbar, -4)
2020 Ds=PROUND(S,-4)
2030 DI-PROUND(Left,-4)
2040 Dr-PROUND(Right,-4)
2050 Mf-MIN(Pdf(*))
2060 Xf-MAX(Pdf(*))
2070 CLEAR SCREEN
2080 PRINT *SAMPLE HEAN -;Dxbar,TAD(40),*SAMPLE STANDARD DEVIATION -t'jDs
2090 PRINT
2100 PRINT "MINIMUM VOLTAGE m *;D1,TAB(40),'MAXIMUN VOLTAGE u*;Dr
2110 PRINT *'
2120 PRINT *MINIMUM PREQUE2CY -0;Mf,TAD(40),'*AXIN" FREUECY -*;Xf
2130 PRINT
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2140 PRINT *NUMBER OF POINTS = ";SUM(Pdf),TAB(40),NUMBER OF INTERVALS =;K÷2

2150 PRINT "
2160 PRINT 'NOISE CORRELATION DURATION GTE TO *;I/(Bw)
2170 PRINT o
2180 PRINT *TIME BETWEEN DECORRELATED SAMPLES IS APPROX ; (Tstep)'Xinc
2190 PRINT "
2200 PRINT "BIN WIDTH = ";PROUND(Delta'S,-4)
2210 PRINT
2220 PRINT
2230 PRINT
2240 PRINT TAB(25),*Press F2 to CONTINUE,
2250 PAUSE
2260 CLEAR SCREEN
2270 1
2280 1 CALCULATE THEORETICAL PDF VALUES AND STORE IN Ideal(*).
2290 1

2300 Low=A
2310 ALLOCATE Ideal (K)
2320 FOR I=1 TO K
2330 ii=A÷I'Delta
2340 Xci= (Hi+Low)/2
2350 Exparg= .5 (Xci)^2
2360 Fxci=EXP(Exp.arg)/SQRT(2*PI)
2370 Ideal (I)=Fx-ci*Delta*Numpoints
2380 Low=Hi
2390 NEXT I
2400 CLEAR SCREEN
2410
2420 1 PLOT THEORETICAL PDF (HISTOGRAM).
2430 1
2440 GINIT
2450 GCLEAR
2460 GRAPHICS ON
2470 KEY LABELS OFF
2480 MOVE 27.90
2490 LABEL 0 IDEAL HISTOGRAM"
2500 MOVE 0,7C
2510 LabelS "Frequency"
2520 FOR 1=1 TO 9
2530 LABEL Labol$(II)
2540 Nb.Xr I
2150 MOVE 55,.4
.1560 LABEL *Volts*
250 VIEWPORT 10.120.15,90
258Q FRAM.E
2590 WINDOW Laft.Right.0.MX(Ideal().•!5
2600 FOR 10 TO KX+
261C SELECT I
2620 CASE -0
2630 HOVE Left.0
2640 RPIANLE A AS(Lefft-A). Pdf (0)
2650 CASE wK+1
2660 MOVE B,0
2670 RECITAGLE ABS(Right-}),Pdt(K.1)
2680 CASE ELSB
2690 MOVE A (I-1}Delta,0
2700 RECTAWILE Delta. daal MI
2710 M SELF=
2120 N•XT I
2730 PRINT *PRESS P2 TO CONTINUE.'
2740 PAUSE
2750 CLEAR SCREEN
2760 KEY L% S ON
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2770 CLEAR SCREEN
2780 !
2790 PLOT HISTOGRAM (PDF ESTIMA.TE) OF DATA.
2800
2810 GINIT
2820 GCLEAR
2830 GRAPHICS ON
2840 KEY LABELS OFF
2850 MOVE 27,90
2860 LABEL *HISTOGRAM OF NOISE VOLTAGES'
2970 MOVE 0,70
2880 Label$="Frequency"
2890 FOR I=I TO 9
2900 LABEL Label$[I,I]
2910 N'EXT I
2920 MOVE 55,10
2930 LABEL 'Volts,
2940 VIEWPOPT 10,120,15,90
2950 FRAME
2960 WINDOW Left,Right,0,MAX(Pdf(*))÷5
2970 FOR I=0 TO K+÷
2980 SELECT I
2990 CASE =0
3000 MOVE Left,0
3010 RECTANGLE ABS(Left-A).Pf (0)
3020 CASE =K+l
3030 MOVE B,0
3040 RECTANGLE ABS(Right-B),Pdf(K.1)
3050 CASE ELSE
3060 MOVE A+(I-1)*Delta,0
3070 RECTANGLE Delta,Pdf(l)
3080 END SELECT
3090 N-ET I
3100 PRINT *PRESS F2 TO CONTINUE."

3110 PAUSE
3120 CLEAR SCREEN
3130 KEY LABELS ON
3140 !
3150 1 CALCULATE EXPECTED FREQUENCIES FOR CH1-SQUARE TEST.
3160 ! TEST IS PERFORMED WITH 9+2 BINS. HENCE, K-I DEGREES
3170 1 OF FREEDOM ARE USED. NOTE USE OF ERF FUNCTION, Fnerf(').
3180 1
3190 ALLOCATE Exvpctod(K.1)
3200 FOR I0 TO KX1
310 Pt'ob-O
3220 SELECT I
3230 CASE *0
3240 X-A
3250 ProbwFNErf (X)
3260 Exptct d{0 )-uxpoint' ,(1-Prob)
3270 CASE *KXl

3290 Prob-.FErEf (X)
3300 Ezxpct.t(K#1 ) vNAofn~itProb
3310 CASE ELSE
3320 Low-lix-v. I1- I} D*Ita}

3330 rpistwA- (1lDk>ta}.
33490 Prob-mtr f• (Lov-_lim] - MT'Er (U- In)lit
3350 Exv ctdo ( I)*,spu ntso"Prob
3360 END SLECT
3370 MT I
3360 v
3390 1 PERPO;W CMI --Q8IRE T'EST. STOE THEOPICAL CHIx-SGUA
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3400 1 VALUES IN Chiray. NOTE THE USE OF YATE'S CORRECTION.
3410 1 ALSO, CHI-SQUARE FOR DEGREES OF FREEDOM GREATER THAN
3420 } 30 IS CALCULATED BY A FORMULA FOUND IN THE LITERATURE.
3430 !
3440 DIM Chiray(29)
3450 DATA 3.84,5.99,7.81,9.49,11.07,12.59,14.07,15.51,16.92,18.31
3460 FOR N=0 TO 9
3470 READ Chiray (N)

3480 NEXT N
3490 DATA 19.68,21.03,22.36,23.68,25,26.30,27.59,28.87,30.14,31.41
3500 FOR N=10 TO 19
3510 READ Chiray(N}
3520 NEXW N
3530 DATA 32.67,33.92,35.17,36.42,37.65,38.88,40.li,41.34,42.56,43.77
3540 FOR N=20 TO 29
3550 READ Chiray(N)

3560 NEXT N
3570 Chi_square=0
3580 FOR I=0 TO K+÷
3590 Term=ABS(Pdf(I)-Expected(I))
3600 Chisquare©Chi_square+ ((Term- .5)"^2)/Expected(I)
3610 NEXT I
3620 ChiLsquare=PROUND (Chi-square, -2)
3630 IF K-1<=29 THEN
3640 X2=Chiray(K-2)
3650 ELSE
3660 X2. 5C(SQRT(2*(K-1))1.645)[^2
3670 END IF
3680 PRINT 'IDEAL CHI-SQUARE - ";PROUND(X2,-2)
3690 PRINT "
3700 PRINT *CALCULATED CHI-SQUARE x ;Chi-square
3710 PRINT
3720 IF (Chi_square<-X2) THEN
3730 PRINT *CHI-SQUARE DOES NOT REJECT THE HYPOTHESIS OF NORMALITY."
3740 ELSE
3750 PRINT °CHI-SQUARE REJECTS THE HYPOTHESIS OF NORMALITY.,
3760 END IF
3770 PRINT

3780 PRINT
3790 PRINT *PRESS F2 TO COUTMNUE.
3800 PAUSE
3810 CLEAIR SCREEN
3820 1
3830 t CAL•-UIATE TURNER NOISE QUAL4TY

3840 !
3850 Moan-0
3860 K!-o
3870 Stdev-O
3880 Var"-O
3990 Skneaa, 0
39RO- Kurtoi3sNO
3910 M 1-0 TO K.l
3920 Mear--I*Pdf (WhI} pointa8.*.n
3930 KEaXT I
3940 PMOR I-0 TO FIZ
3950 xolA-mean
3960 K2-KI^2
3970 V% K2•Pdf (I) -Var
3980 Sketeonea-I "X2"Pdf (i) •Sk.r.psg
3990 Kurtosae-K2*K2*Pdl ( ..)urtoasi
4000 MEAT I
4010 Vatrvat rb-•Mi-oinft
4020 Stdov-SQi (Var)
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4030 Skewness=Skewness/Numipoints/Stdev^3
4040 Kurtosis=Kurtosis/Numpoints/Var^2
4050 K3=-2*Stdevý2
4060 K4=Staev*SQRT(2*PI)
4070 Ln2=LOC(2)
4080 Sumerr=0
4090 Entropy=0
4100 ALLOCATE Gauss (K+e2)
4110 FOR 1=0 TO K+1
4120 Gauss(I)=Nurnpoints*(EXP( (I-MeanV^2/K3)/K4)
4130 Sumerr=ABSCPdf(I)-Gauss(I) ).Sumnerr
4140 ON ERROR COTO Of f-error
4150 Entropy=Pdf (I) /Numpoints*LOG(Pdf(I)/Numpoints)/Ln2+Entropy
4160 Of ferror:OFF ERROR
4170 NEXT 1
4180 Entropy=LOG(Stdev*SQRT(2*PI*EXP(1) ) )/Ln2.Entropy
4190 Sumerr=Sunierr/Nunipoints
4200 Low=INT(Mean-3*Stdev)
4210 IF Low<0 THEN Low=0
4220 High=INT (Mean.3*Stdev)
4230 IF High>(K.1) THEN High=K.1
4240 D=0
4250 D2=0
4260 ?4=High-Low+1
4270 FOR I-L~ow TO High
4280 Dtemp=ABS(Pdf(I)-Gauss(I) )/Gauss(I)
4290 D=Dtemp+D
4300 D2=1Ptemp^2+D2
4310 NEXT I
4320 Avge2rrD/M
4330 Rmserr-SQRT(D2/M)
4340 Tenn1l (Surnerr.Avgerr.K....err)/3
4350 Term2vABS(Entropy)
4360 Term3-(ABS(Kurtosis-3).ABS(Skew.neasfl/2
4370 Reci-procal. (Terml.Term2*T~rm3) /3
4MB Quality-1 .0/Reciprocal
4390 Quality-PROUNO(Quality,-4)
4400 PRIJr *TURNER WI1SE QUALITY IS*.Quality
4410 KEY LABELS W~
4420 STOP
4430 ENID
4440 MrE FNErf M I COMYLM4ENIARY ERROR FUIXCTION
4450 Probm0
4460 FOR NIl TO 33 STEP 2
4470 Exp.argm- (NOPI/ Ii4'QRT(2)))2
4480 Sin-argofNIP!'X/14)
4490 Prob-Prob* I (EXP (Exp~arg) *IN(S I)N))
dso0 N!EXT N
4510 Pz-cba.5.-2*Prob/PI)
4520 PmfVP14 Prob
4530 FND

AJ IF Voim Qae
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(line 430), used to calculate the frequency-domain penalty. The total number of voltage samples used de-

pends on the sampling rate, bandwidth of the filter or signal being measured, and the number of merncry

blocks downloaded to the computer. Note that the total number of samples used is not necemsanly equal to

the total number of samples acquired from the HP 5411 1D oscilloscope; cowrelated samples are ignored.

Spectrum analyzer settings, particularly the video bandwidth, affect the calculation of the frequency-domain

penalty. Finally, voltage samples are acquired from the HP 54111D with the RESOLUTION filter set to

OFF for quicker data-acquisition times. Additional comments are imbedded in the code. Please read Chapter

VI before using this program.

10 HP BASIC 5.14
20 I
30 P -ROGRAM IFNQ.BAS
40
50 I THIS PROGRAM CONPUTES THE NOISE QUALITY Or A SIGNAL. ALTHOUGH
60 THE PROGRAM IS CALLED 'IF NOISE QUALITY,' IT CAN BE USED TO
70 t4EASURE THE NOISE QUALITY OF ANY SIGNAL AT BASEBAND OR IF.
80 IF NOISE QUALITY IS CALCULATED BY ASSESSING A TIME-DON.IN
90 PENALTY FOR NON-NORMALITY IN THE TIME-DOMAIN AND A FREQUENCY-
100 ' DOMAIN PENALTY; FOR NON-FLATNESS OF THE POWER SPECTRUM IN THE
110 I FREQUENCY-DOMAIN. MUCH OF THE CODE IN THIS PROGRAM, SUCH AS
120 I DATA-ACQUISITION AND DATA-PRO(ESSING ALGORITHMS, ARE THE SAME
130 AS THOSE FOUND IN TURNER NOISE QUALITY. REFER TO THAT PROGRAM
140 LISTING FOR MORE INFORMATION.
150 CLEAR SCREEN
i60 KEY LABELS ON
170 OPTION BASE 0
180 BEEP
190 OUTPUT 718; CR;CV;CON•,TS; COUPLE VIDZO AND RESOLUTION
200 LOCAL 719 BAN"EUIDTHS; CONTINUOUS SWEEP;
210 . PUT ANALYZER IN LOCAL; COMPARATIVE
220 .MKSUREIiIT SHOULD BE MADE WITY
230 SAMNE VI•E OANDWIDTrH
240
250
260 PRINT *SET OSCILLOSCOPE SETTINGS FOR SL4XwCST SAXPLIN-G RATE POSSIBLE..'
270 PRIMT
2i0 PRINT
290 PRINT *SET SPECTRUM AVALYZER SPAN WIDTR .OR 3 d9 WiWDIDTtH OF FILTER..
300 PRIN•
310 PRINT T
320 PRINT 'SET O'fHER SPE.#T*Wl( A,,LY'ZER SCESlINS AS .ECE••-RY.*
330 "-PINIT *1
340 PRINT *"
350 INPUrT OWiAT IS THE BAXNZID, H OF YOUR FILTR IN HZ?*.TM
360 CLEAR SCRS;EN
370 Duiap-2

380 Nu±pionts-Du••"s819 2
390 ALLOCA sE" AnoisetNlw-oints-1)
400 ALLOCATE Asorted W-.unpo ink.s- 1)
410 PRMH-T "SEEPING TRAC2S AND ACQtUIR!1G DATA.-
420 PRINT •
430 OUtPMT 718; WDO - 1S2;TS:."SM4 'IHR 2M S;'
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V 440 OUTPUT 707;*ACQUIRE TYPE NORMAL"
450 OUTPUT 707;"ACQUIRE RESOLUTION OFF" DIGITIZE TIME-DOMAIN DATA
460 OUTPUT 707;"WAVEFORM SOURCE MEMORY 2"
470 OUTPUT 707;'WAVEFORM FORMAT ASCII"
480 M=0
490 N=0
500 OUTPUT 707;'BLANK CHANNEL 1"

510 OUTPUT 707;'BLANK CHANNEL 2"
520 REPEAT
530 IF Dumps>l THEN PRINT TAB(10);*ACQUIRING TRACE ";M+1
540 Counter=0
550 OUTPUT 707;"DIGITIZE CHANNEL 2"
560 OUTPUT 707;"DATA?"
570 REPEAT
580 ENTER 707;Anoise(N) READ SCOPE DATA
590 Counter=Counter+l
600 N=N+I
610 UNTIL Counter=8191
620 M=M+1
630 UNTIL M=Dumps
640 OUTPUT 707;"YREFERENCE?*
650 ENTER 707;Yref
660 OUTPUT 707;"YINCREMENT?"
670 ENTER 707;Yinc
680 OUTPUT 707;"YORIGIN?"
690 ENTER 707;Yorg
700 OUTPUT 707;"XINCREMENT?"
710 ENTER 707;Xinc
720 Tstep=INT(1/(Bw*Xinc) )+1
730 OUTPUT 707;'VIEW CHANNEL 1"
740 OUTPUT 707;'VIEW CHANNEL 2"
750 OUTPUT 707;"LOCAL"
760 Counter=0
770 FOR N=0 TO Numpoints-1 STEP Tstep
780 Anoise (N) =Anoise (N)
790 Asorted(N)=Anoise(N)
800 Counter=CounterUl
810 NEXT N
820 Numpoints=Counter
830 CLEAR SCREEN
840 PRINT "PERFORMING DIGITAL TO ANALOG CONVERSION."
850 FOR N=0 TO Numpoints-1
860 Anoise (N) = ( (Anoise (N) -Yref) *Yinc) +Yorg
870 Asorted(N)=Anoise(N)
880 NEXT N
890 ALLOCATE Noise(Numpoints-1)
900 ALLOCATE Sorted(Numpoints-1)
910 FOR N=0 TO Numpoints-1
920 Noise (N) "Anoise (N)
930 Sorted (N) =AsorLed (N)
940 NEXT N
950 DEALLOCATE Anoise(*)
960 DEALLOCATE Asorted(*)
970 CLEAR SCREEN
980 PnINT "ESTIMATING PARAMETERS."
990 Xb.r=0
1000 FOR N=0 TO Numpoints-1 I SAMPLE MEAN
1010 Xbar=Noise(N)+Xbar
1020 NEXT N
1030 Xbar=Xbar/(Numpoints)
1040 S2=0
1050 FOR N=0 TO Numpoints-1
1060 S2=S2+(Noise(N)--Xbar)A 2
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1070 NEXT N
1080 S2=S2/(Numpoints-1) SAMPLE VARIANCE
1090 S=SQRT($2)
1100 FOR N=0 TO Numpoints-1 NORMARLIZE TO ZERO-MEAN
1110 Noise(N)=(Noise(N)-Xbar)/S AND UNITY VARIANCE
1120 Sorted(N)=(Sorted(N)-Xbar)/S
1130 NEXT N
1140 Left=MIN(Noise('))
11r0 Right=MAX(Noise(*))
1160 MAT SORT Sorted(*) I DETERMINE START AND END POINTS
1170 Amark=2 ! FOR K EQUAL WIDTH BINS
1180 A=Sorted(Amark) I AND SORT VOLTAGES INTO BINS
1190 Bmark=Numpoints-2
1200 B=Sorted(Bmark)
1210 IF (A=Left) THEN
1220 Counter=Amark I FORCE LEFT-END AND RIGHT-END
1230 REPEAT BINS TO CONTAIN AT LEAST TWO

1240 Counter=Counter+l SAMPLES AND BE OF NON-ZERO WIDTH
1250 A=Sorted(Counter)
1260 UNTIL A>Sorted(Counter-1)
1270 END IF
1280 IF (B=Right) THEN
1290 Counter=Bmark
1300 REPEAT
1310 Counter=Counter-1
1320 B=Sorted (Counter)
1330 UNTIL B<Sorted(Counter+l)
1340 END .:
1350 Lelt ;
1360 K= (B-j.)/DeIta
1370 K=INT(K)
1380 Delta=(B-A)/K
1390 ALLOCATE Pdf(K+I)
1400 CLEAR SCREEN
1410 PRINT 'SORTIN3 VOLTAGES INTO BINS.'
1420 FOR M=0 TO Numr-ints-1
1430 SELECT Noise(M)
1440 CASE <A i GROUP SAMPLES INTO BINS
1450 Pdf(0)=Pdf(0)+÷
1460 CASE >=B
1470 Pdf(K+1)=Pdf(K+1)+÷
1480 CASE ELSE
1490 J=INT( (Noise (M) -A)/Delta) +1
1500 Pdf(J)=Pdf(J)+÷
1510 END SELECT
1520 NEXT M
1530 CLEAR SCREEN
1540 DxbarmPROUND(Xbar,-4) I PRINT INFO
1550 Ds-PROUND(S,-4)
1560 DI1PROUND(Left,-4)
1570 Dr-PROUND(Right,-4)
1580 Mf=MIN(Pdf(°))
1590 XfwMAX(Pdf(*))
160) CLEAR SCREEN
1610 PRINT *SAMPLE MEAN -*;Dxbar,TAB(40).,SAMPLE STANDARD DEVIATION -';Ds
1620 PRINT "
1630 PRINT *MINIMUM VOLTAGE w °;Dl,TAB(40),*HAXIMUM VOLTAGE a*;Dr
1640 PRINT *1
1650 PRINT *MINIMUM FREQUENCY -*jMf,TAB(40),lMAXIMUH FREQUENCY -';Xf
1660 PRINT ""
1670 PRINT NUMBER OF POINTS a ;SUM (Pdf).TAB(40),'NUMBER OF INTERVALS - *;K+2
1680 PRINT -
1690 PRINT *BIN WIDTH a ;PROUND(Delta*S,-4)
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1700 PRINT
1710 PRINT 'NOISE CORRELATION DURATION GTE TO *;l/(Bw)
1720 PRINT "
1730 PRINT *TIME BETWEE4 DECORRELATED SAMPLES IS APPROX ";Tstep*Xinc
1740 PRINT
1750 PRINT
1760 PRINT
1770 PRINT TAB(25),"Press F2 to CONTINUE'
1780 PAUSE
179C CLEAR SCREEN
1800 PRINT "CALCULATING TIME-DOMAIN PENALTY.*
1810 WAIT 2
1820 Low=A
1830 Nrrrse=0
1840 ALLOCATE Ideal (K)
1850 FOR 1=1 TO K I CAT.CULATE AVERAGE NORMALIZED
1860 Hi=A+I'Delta I RMS ERROR OF CALCULATED PDF
1870 Xci=(Hi+Low)/2 i AND COMPARE TO NORMAL PDF
1880 Exparg=-.5*(X_ci)^2
1890 Fx_ciý71XPIExp_z,7g)/ QRT(2*PI)

1900 Ideal (I)=Fx_c[*Delta*Numpcints
1910 Obs=P-1f (I) / (Delta*Numpoints)
1920 Nrmse=Nrmse+SQRT((Obs-Fx-ci)^2/Fx-ci^2)
1930 Low=Hi
1940 NEXT I
1950 Nrmse=Nrmse/K TIME-DOMAIN PENALTY
1960 CLEAR SCREEN
1970 Left-MIN(Noise('))
1983 Right=MAX(Noise(*))
1990 GINIT I PLOT THEORETICAL

2000 GCLEAIR I PD? (HISTOGRAM)
2010 GRAPHICS ON
2020 KEY LABELS OFF

2030 MOVE 27,90
2040 LABEL * IDEAL HISTOGRAM'
2050 MOVE 0,70
2060 LabelS="Frequency"
2070 FOR 1=1 TO 9
2080 LABEL Label$CI,41
2090 NEXT I
21u0 MOVE 55,10
2110 LABEL "Volts*
2120 VIEWPORT 10,120,15,90

2130 FRAME
2140 WINDOW Left,Right,0.MAX(Ideal())+5
2150 FOR I,0 TO K#1
2160 SELECT I
21-10 CAo E *0

2180 MOVE Left, 0
2190 RECTANGLE ABS(Left-A).WPd (0)
2200 CASE *K,1
2210 MOVE B,0
2220 RECTANGLE ABS(Right-}),Pdf(K.l)
2230 CASE ELSE
2240 MOVE A+(I-1)"Dolta,0
2250 RECTANGLE Delta,Ideal(I)
2260 END SELECT
2270 NEXT I
2280 PRINT "PRESS P2 TO CtOTINUE.*
2290 PAUSE
2300 CLEAR SCREEN
2310 KEY LABELS ON
2320 CLEAR SCREEN
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2330 GINIT ! PLOT HISTOGRAM

1340 GCLEAR 1 (PDF ESTIMATE)
2350 GRAPHICS ON I OF DATA
2360 KEY LABELS OFF
2370 MOVE 27,90
2380 LABEL 'HISTOGRAM OF NOISE VOLTAGES'
2390 MOVE 0,70
2400 Label$="Frequency"
2410 FOR I=1 TO 9
2420 LABEL Labels[I,I]
2430 NEXT I
2440 MOVE 55,10
2450 LABEL "Volts*
2460 VIEWPORT 10,120,15,90
2470 FRAME
2480 WINDOW Left,Right,0,MAX(Pdf(*))+5
2490 FOR 1=0 TO K+1
2500 SELECT I
i.51' CASE =0
2520 MOVE Left,0
2530 RECTANGLE ABS(Left-A),Pdf (0)
2540 CASE =K+I
2550 MOVE B,0

2560 RECTXIGLE ABS(Right-B) ,Pdf (K+l)
2570 C.%SE FT SE
2580 AOVE A+(I-1)*Delta,0
2590 RECTANGLE DelLa,Pdf (I)
2100 END SELECT
2610 NEXT I
2620 PRT.rrT "RESS F2 TO CCOTINUE.'
2630 PAUSE
2640 CLEAR SCREEN
2650 KEY L 3ELS oN
2660 ALLOCATE Expected(K.I)
2670 FOR I=O TO K,1

2680 Prob.0 I CALCU'ATE EXPECTED

269C SFLECT I I 7REQUENCIES FOR
2700 CA, E -9 I CHISQUi.qE TEST.

271C I TEST WILL BE PERFORMED
2720 XvA I WITH K+2 BINS. HENCE,
2730 Prob-FNErfkX) . K-i DEGREES OF FREEDOM.
2740 Expected(0)=Numpoints • 1-Prob)
2750 CASE wF.1
2760 X-B
2770 ProbNFr0r {X)
27180 Expected (K*I) )ui;o-nt9*Pt.b
27;90 CASE ELSE.
2800 Low-lim-.A(.--1)*DeltU)
2010 Up-limmA+(Z*De'lta)
2820 ProbwFNerf (Lowjlim) -FNErf (Up_lim)
2330 P8xpected (:) umpointa6Prob
23,0 END ISSEL'T
2850 NEXT 1
286U DIH Chiray(19)
2870 DATA 3T84.5.99,7,o1,9.49,h1.07,12.59,14.07o1-..1,i6.92,18.31
280C POR li-Q TO 9
2890 READ Chiray(N)
2900 NEXT N
2910 DATI. 19.68,21.03,22.36.23 68,25,26.30, 7.59.2B.87,30.14,31.41
2920 FOR N-10 TO 19
2930 READ Chiray(N)
2940 NEIXT N
2150 DATA 32.67,33.92,35.17,36.42,37 6.',J8.88,40.11,41.34,42.56,43.77
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2960 FOR N=20 TO 29
2970 READ Chiray (N)
2980 NEXT N
2990 Chisquare'.O I PERFORM CHI-SQUARE TEST AT
3000 i a = .05 LEVEL OF SIGNIFCANCE
3010 I INCLUDE YATE'S CORRECTION
3020 FOR I=0 TO K+1
3030 Term=ABS(Pdf(I)-Expected(I))
3040 Chisquare=Chisquare. ( (Term-.5) ^2)/Expected(I)
3050 NEXT I
3060 ChiLsquare=PROUND(Chi-square, -2)
3070 IF K-1<=29 THEN
3080 X2=Chiray(K-2)
3090 ELSE
3100 X2=.5*(SQRT(2*(K-1))+1.645)^2
3110 END IF
3120 PRINT 'IDEAL CHI-SQUARE = ";PROUND(X2,-2)
3130 PRINT Is
3140 PRINT *CALCULATED CHI-SQUARE = ";Chi_square
3150 PRINT I"
3160 IF (Chi-square<=X2) THEN
3170 PRINT *CHI-SQUARE DOES NOT REJECT THE HYPOTHESIS OF NORMALITY.,
3180 ELSE
3190 PRINT -CHI-SQUARE REJECTS THE HYPOTHESIS OF NORMALITY.-
3200 END IF
3210 PRINT
3220 PRINT
3230 PRINT *PRESS F2 TO CONTINUE."
3240 PAUSE

3250 CLEAR SCREEN
3260 PRINT *CALCULATING FREQUENCY-DOMAIN PENALTY.'
3270 ALLOCATE Psd(1000) i ACQUIRE DATA FROM ANALYZER
3280 OUTPUT 718;'TA;'
3290 ENTER 718;Psd(I)
3300 Tot-power=0
3310 FOR I-0 TO 1000
3320 Tot..power-Totp._ower.10^(Psd(I)/10) I CALCULATE POWER RATIO
3330 NEXT I
3340 Max.dbm=MAX(Psdt())
3350 Flatpower.1001*10^(Haxdbm/10)
3360 Pwrratio-Tot_..ower/Flat_.power
3370 CLEAR SCREEN
3380 PRINT 'TIME-DOMAIN PENALTY IS ';PROUND(Nrmse,-4)

3390 PRINT Is
3400 PRINT PFREQUENCY-DOMAIN PENALTY IS °;PROUND(Pwr.ratio,-4)
3410 PRINT I*
3420 Ifnq-PROUND((1-Nrmse) Pwrratio,-3)
3430 PRINT -IF NOISE QUALITY IS ";Ifnq*100;1%1 I IF NOISE QUALITY
3440 LOCAL 718 1 PUT SPECTRt4 ANALYZER IN LOCAL
3450 STOP
3460 END
3470 WEF FNErf(X) I 0C.hPLENTARY ERROR FU.TIO0
3480 ProbO
3490 FOR N-1 TO 33 STEP 2
3500 EL.p_arg- NlPI1 (149SQRT(2) ) ) 2
3510 Sin..argu (N°PI*X/14)
3520 ProbuProbt((EXP(,xp.arg)'SINCSin..arg)/N))
3530 NEXT N
3540 Prob-(.S-2*Prob/PX)
3550 RETURN Prob
3560 FtMN
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A.6 RF Noise Quality

Since this progran depends on spectrum analyzer measurements, the results of this program are de-

pendent upon the spectrum analyzer settings, along with the SMOOTH parameter (line 430), used to mea-

sure the baseband normality and the frequency-domain impulsivity. Spectrum analyzer settings, particularly

the video bandwidth, affect the calculation of the time- and frequency-domain penalties. Additional corn-

ments are imbedded in the code. Please read Chapter VI before using this program.

10 1 HP BASIC 5.14
20
30 I PROGRAM RFBNQ.BAS
40
50 I THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE BARRAGE NOISE QUALITY
60 I OF AN RF FM-BY-NOISE BARRAGE BASED ON DATA ACQUIRED
70 I FROM AN HP 8566B SPECTRUM ANALYZER (ADDRESS 718).
80
90 OPTION BASE 0
100 OUTPUT 718; "CR; CV; I I PUT RESOLUTION AND VIDEO BANDWIDTHS ON AUTO
110 CLEAR SCREEN
120 LOCAL 718 I PUT ANALYZER IN LOCAL MODE
130 INPUT *WHAT IS THE PEAK FREQUENCY DEVIATION IN HZ? 0 = UNKNOWN',Pfd
140 CLEAR SCREEN
150 IF (Pfd = 0) THEN
160 BEEP
170 INPUT 'WHAT IS THE BARRAGE WIDTH IN HZ?',Bw
180 CLEAR SCREEN
190 END IF
200 PRINT 'CENTER UNMODULATED CARRIER ON SPECTRUM ANANLYZER.'
210 PRINT 'LOCK SIGNAL GENERATOR IF POSSIBLE.'
220 PRINT "
230 PRINT *AFTER UNMODULATED CARRIER IS CENTERED, BEGIN JAMMING.'
240 PRINT •
250 PRINT 'PRESS F2 TO CONTINUE*

260 PAUSE
270 IF (Pfd - 0) THEN
280 OUTPUT 718; 'SP "&VAL$(Bw)&'; 1 I SET SPAN WIDTH
290 ELSE I FOR BARRAGE
300 OUTPUT 718; "SF *&VAL$(2*Pfd)&';
310 END IF
320 CLEAR SCREEN
330 BEEP
340 tOCAL 718
350 PRINT *SET dB/DIV AND REFERENCE LEVEL FOR MAXIMUM RESOLUTION*
360 PRINT 'AND'
370 PRINT 'RESET VIDEO BANDWIDTH FOR A SMOOTH TRACE.'
380 PRINT o
390 PRINT '°

400 PRINT "
410 PRINT 'PRESS F2 TO CONTINUE*
420 PAUSE
430 1
440 BARRAGE COMPARISONS BASED ON DIFFERENT BASEBAND NOISE BANDWIDTHS
450 1 SHOULD BE MADE WITH THE SAME VIDEO BANDWIDTH SETTING. NOISE
460 1 AVERAGING IS INVERSELY PROPORTIONAL TO VIDEO BANDWIDTH, WHILE
470 1 SPEED IS PROPORTIONAL TO VIDEO BANDWIDTH. WIDE VIDEO BANDWIDTHS
480 1 GIVE QUICK MEASUREMENTS WITH LITTLE AVERAGING OF THE NOISE ON
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490 ON THE TRACE. NARROW VIDEO BANDWIDTHS PRODUCE AVERAGED TRACES

500 BUT CAUSE THE SWEEP SPEED OF THE TRACE TO SLOW DOWN.

510 1 TRACES BUT CAUSE THE SWEEP SPEED OF THE TRACE TO SLOW DOWN.
520 THE FIRST PART OF THE PROGRAM MEASURES THE NOISE QUALITY IN TERMS

530 1 OF WOODWARD'S THEOREM AND BASEBAND NOISE THAT IS ASSUMED TO BE

540 1 GAUSSIAN. IF THE BASEBAND NOISE IS GAUSSIAN, THEN, ACCORDING TO

550 1 WOODWARD'S THEOREM THE RESULTING RF BARRAGE SHOULD BE BELL-SHAPED.

560 ! WOODWARD'S THEOREM IS APPLICABLE TO WIDEBAND FM WHICH IS ASSUMED AT

570 1 THE OUTSET. NARROW VIDEO BANDWIDTHS ARE BEST FOR INVESTIGATING THE
580 1 SHAPE OF A BARRAGE. HENCE, CHOOSE THE NARROWEST VIDEO BANDWIDTH
590 1 TOLERABLE. ALSO NOTE THAT THE IDEAL JAMMING POWER IS BASELINED TO

600 1 THE MAXIMUM MAGNITUDE OF THE TRACE WHEN THE FULL BARRAGE IS DIS-
610 1 PLAYED TRACE MAGNITUDE5 IS DEPENDENT UPON THE RESOLUTION BANDWIDTH
620 1 SELECTED WHEN THE TRACE IS MEASURED. HENCE, THE RESOLUTION BANDWIDTH

630 1 IS QUERIED AND USED TO MAKE THE WHITE-NOISE MEASUREMENT. OTHERWISE
640 1 THE FREQUENCY DOMAIN PENALTY WOULD BE ARTIFICIALLY HIGH.

650 1

660 CLEAR SCREEN : ANALYZER UNITS KSA = dBm

670 OUTPUT 718; 'KSA; SAVES 6 ! SAVE THE INSTRUMENT SET-UP

680 DIM S(-500:500) I DIMENSION AN ARRAY

690 OUTPUT 718; "KSD; S2,TS; 03; " OUTPUT VOLTS, SINGLE
700 OUTPUT 718; "SMOOTH TRA 17; 1 SWEEP,SWEEP,ASCII

710 OUTPUT 718; 'TA; ! I SMOOTH TRACE,

720 ENTER 718; S(*) I DOWNLOAD TRACE
730 S2 = 0
740 Limit = 500 f'DETERMINES NUMBER OF POINTS

750 Temp = 0 i TO USE FOR CURVE-FITTING
760 Counter = 0
770 FOR N = -Limit TO Limit I CURVE-FITTING TO A
780 IF S(N) >= S(0) THEN GOTO 830 I NORMAL CURVE; ASSUME

790 Ln-term = LOG(S(N)/S(0)) I 'ZERO-MEAN* AND ESTIMATE

800 Temp = -. 5*N^2/Lnterm I 'VARIANCE'
810 S2 = S2+Temp
820 Counter = Counter+l
830 NEXT N
840 S2 = S2/(Counter-i)
850 Nrmse = 0
860 FOR N = -Limit TO Limit CALCULATE NORMALIZED
870 Theta - EXP(-.5*(N)^2/S2)*S(0) I RMS ERROR
880 Temp - SQRT(((S(N)-Theta) 2)/Theta^2)
890 Nrmse = Nrmse +Temp
900 NEXT N
910 Nrmse - Nrmse/(2*Limit+l) i NORMLIZED RMS ERROR
920 OUTPUT 718; *KSA; 1MKPK;
930 OUTPUT 718; *MA; *
940 ENTER 718; Maxdbm I READ IN VALUE TO BASELINE
950 OUTPUT 718; "MKOFF; RB?" I IDEAL JAMMING POWER AND
960 ENTER 718; ResJbw I SAVE RESOLUTION BANDWIDTH
"970 IF Pfd a 0 THEN
980 OUTPUT 718; *M2; I SET UP ANALYZER
990 OUTPUT 718; "MKD,MKTYPE AMP, MKA -3; 1 I FOR THE 3dB BW
1000 OUTPUT 718; *M3?' 1 OF THE BARRAGE

1010 ENTER 718; Deltaf I FOR UNKNOWN PEAK
1020 OUTPUT 718; "MKOFP; I ! FREQ DEVIATION
1030 OUTPUT 718; "CF?*
1040 ENTER 718; Cf
1050 Fa s Cf-ABS(Delta&_f)
1060 F.b a Cf+ABS(DetIa&f)
1070 FaS - VAL$(Fa)
1080 F.b$ - VAL$(F.b)
1090 OUTPUT 718; 'FA "&F_a$&';
1100 OUTPUT 718; "FB "&F_b$&S; &
1110 ELSE
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1120 Spa, = .8*Pfd ESTIMATE 3 dB BW BASED
1130 Span4 = VAL$(Span) I ON PEAK FREQ DEVIATION
1140 OUTPUT 718; ISP "&SpanS&*;
1150 END IF
1160
1170 1 NOTE: THE 3 dB BANDWIDTH ESTIMATE ASSUMES THE STATISTICS OF THE
1180 BASEBAND MODULATING NOISE ARE APPROXIMATELY NORMAL WITH ZERO
1190 I MEAN AND VARIANCE, SIGMA^2 OR JUST SA2. THE 3 dB BW OF AN
1200 i FM-BY-NOISE BARRAGE MODULATED BY GAUSSIAN NOISE HAS BEEN SHOWN
1210 I TO BE APPROXIMATELY 2.36 * (INSTANTANEOUS RMS FREQUENCY DEVIATION).
1220 1 IN THE CASE OF A CARRIER BEING FREQUENCY MODULATED BY N(0,SA2)
1230 1 NOISE, THE PEAK FREQUENCY DEVIATION IS APPROXIMATELY EQUAL TO
1240 1 (PEAK DEVIATION CONSTANT, IN HZ/VOLT)*(!*SIGMA). IN OTHER WORDS,
1250 I THE PEAK DEVIATION IS EQUAL TO THE PEAK :..'-TATION CONSTANT TIMES
1260 I THE MAXIMUM VOLTAGE, WHICH IS APPROXIMATELY .!SIGMA. HENCE, THE
1270 1 INSTANTANEOUS RMS FREQUENCY DEVIATION IS APPROXIMATELY EQUAL TO
1280 ! (2.36/3)*(PEAK DEVIATION) FOR NORMAL NOISE.
1290 1
1300 OUTPUT 718; *KSA; RB &VAL$(Res.bw)&1; S2; TS; SMOOTH TRA 17;
1310 OUTPUT 718; *TA;
1320 ENTER 718; S(*)
1330 Tot-power = 0 I CALCULATE RATIO
1340 FOR I = -500 TO 500 I OF MEASURED POWER
1350 Tot-power = Tot-power+10A(S(I)/10) I TO IDEAL FLAT POWER
1360 NEXT I I IN THE BARRAGE'S
1370 3 dB BW
1380 Flat-power 1001*10A(Maxdbm/10)
1390 Pwrratio = Tot-power/Flatpower
1400 PRINT 'NORMALIZED RMS ERROR IS*,PROUND(Nrmse ,-4)
1410 PRINT *POWER RATIO ISI,PROUND(Pwrratio,-4) . CALCULATE
1420 Bnq = PROUND((l-Nrmse )*Pwrratio,-3) . RF NOISE
1430 PRINT "RF NOISE QUALITY IS '; Bnq*100; "% . QUALITY
1440 OUTPUT 718; 'RCLS 6;
1450 LOCAL 718
1460 END
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Appendix B Equipment and Software

Table B-1 lists the equipment and software used to conduct the experimental portion of this inves-

tigation. Table B-2 describes the specifications of the HP 5411 ID digitizing oscilloscope in terms of sweep

speed, sampling rate, memory depth, vertical resolution, and bandwidth. Vertical resolution was selected by

setting the vertical RESOLUTION filters to OFF, 6 bits, 7 bits, or 8 bits. With the vertical RESOLUTION

filters set to OFF, the bandwidth of the HP 54111D was 1/2 the sampling rate.

As mentioned in luihater IV, other equipment was tested but not used; this equipment is not in-

cluded in the table. Additionally, an orxatios manual accompanied each piece of equipment and software

listed in the table. However, the manuals are not included in the Bibliography. Their inclusion would have

made the Bibliography unwieldy.

Table B-1 Table of Equipment and Software

SIMULATED JAMMER

ITEM COMPANY MODEL

Noise Generator Hewlett Packard Co. H HP 3722A

Signal Generator Hewlett Packard Co. I HP 8640B

SIMULATED VICTM RECEIVER

ITEM COMPANY MODEL

Mixer Anzac MD 141

StnalGeaeltor Hewlett Packard Co. HP 86401

Dual Hl/Lo Filter Wavetek Rockland Model 852
MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT

,rEM COMPANY MODEL

Oscilltswem Hewlett Packa Co. HP 54111D

Spetrum Analyzer Hewlett Packard Co. HP 85661D

Comvtef IBM 286 PC

Cwoceso I Hewlett Packald Co. 82324A

Softwate Hewlet Packard Co. HP Basic 5.14
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Table B-2 HP 5411 ID Digitizing Oscilloscope Specificatiot.s

Bndwidth

Sweep Sample Memory Ver~tal Resolution

Spee Rate Depth 6 bits 7 bWtE 8 .Its

500 ps/div. 99.9 ns/div 1 gigasamples/s 8.19 us 250 MHz 100 MHz 25 irHz

100 ns/div - 199 ns/div 500 megasamples/s 16.3 uts 125 MHz 50 MHz 12.5 MHz

200 ns/div - 499 ns/div 250 meiasamples/s 32.7 u 62.5 MHz 25 MHz 6.25 MHz

500 ns/div- 999 ns/div 100 megasamples/s 81.9 Lts i 25 MHz 10 MHz 2.5 MHz

I s/div - 1.99 is/div 50 mexasamples/s 163 as 12.5 MHz 5 MHz 1.25 MHz

2 -s/div. 4.99 ~s/div 25 memasamples/s 327 us 6.25 MHz 2.5 MHz 625 kHz

5 us/div -.9.99 us/div 10 megasamples/s 819 us 2.5 MHz 1 MHz 250 kHz

10 tsdiv - 19.9 /div 5 mpgasamples/s 1.63 ms 1.25 MHz 500 kHz 125 kHz

20 us/div - 49.9 us/div 2.5 menasamples/s 3.27 ms 625 kHz 250 kHz 62.5 kOlz

50 Ws/div - 99.9 W•/div I megasamples/s 8.19 ms 250 kHz 100 kHz 25 kHz

100 us/div - 199 us/div 500 ki.osnples/s 16.3 ms 125 kHz 50 kHz 12.5 kHz

200 us/div - 499 us/dIv 250 kilosamples/s 32.7 ms 62.5 kHz 25 kHz 6.25 kHz

500 /div - 999 ts/div 100 kilosamples/s 81.9 ms 25 kIlz 10 ,kHz 2.5 kHz

I ms/div - 1.99 mis/div 50 kilosamples/s 163 ms 12.5Hz 5 kHz 1.25 kHz

2 ms/div - 4.99 ms/div 25 kilosaniples/s 327 ms 6.25 kHz 2.5 ,kHz 625 Hz

5 is/adiv - 9.99 ms/div 10 kilosamplcs/s 819 Ms 2.5 kllz I kHz 250 Hz

10 msdlv- 19.9 ms/dlv 5 ds.,ples/s - 1.63s 1.25 kHz 500Hz 125Hz

20 i/div-. 49.9 misdiv 25 kitksaxnpes/s 3.27s 625Hz 250 tlz 62.5 Hz

50 mi v- 99.9 ms/div Ik laosm.p!.ss 8.19S 250Hz 100Hz 25 Hz

100 ms/div- 199 ms/div 500 Oamples/s 16.3s 125 Hz 50.Hz 12.5 Hz

200 mstdiv. -4Q9 ms/div 250 saplests 32,7s 62.5 Hz 25 Hz 6.25 Hz

500 ms ,div- 999msdiv Isa10p0es!a 81.9s 2.Hz 1011z 2.$Hz

1s/div 30safdples/s 163s 6.25 Hz 5 Hz 1,25_Hz
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Appendix C Results from Noise Quality Measurements

This appendix presents results obtained from preliminary tests of the noise quality measures de-

vloped In this investigation. The tables contain raw data; time constraints prevented a rigorous statistical

analysis of the data. Trends evident in the data am commented upon in Chapter VI.

CI Turur Noke Quality

Tables C-1 and C-2 present the results obtained from preliminary tests of the Turner noise quality

(TNQ) measure. ; 2 is the theoretical chi-square value, and X2 is the measured chi-square value. The sam-

pling rate of the HP 5411 ID was set at 500 kilosamples/sec with RESOLUTION filters OFF; Channel Two

voltage sensitivity was set at 80 mV/div. The noise generao was set for a 1 Vyms Gaussian output with

S INITE SEQUENCE LENGTH. See Chapter IV for more on equipment settings.

Table C-i Turner Noise Quality for Bv= 25 kHz and Afp= 150 kHz

BN (kHz) SVR Samples (AD Bins (Kt 2) w 'j X2 TNt)

0.5 0.12 781 49 63.13 9564 0.7348

1.5 0.36 781 47 60.78 11250 0.4253

5 1.2 781 30 40.11 545 1.6014

15 3.6 781 30 40.11 107 3.6129

50 12, 781 26 .35.17 30.14 6.5410

Table C-2 Turer Noise Quality with Bv= 50 kHz and Afp= 150 kHz

... .... ,. .s (N). -X2

0.5 0.03 1490 23 31.41 1025 2,4377

1,5 0.09 1490 32 42.56 1374 1.1145

5 0.30 1490 34 41.34 1116 1.1983

Is 0.90 1490 31 40.11 134 4.54W0

50 3.0 1490 27 6.42 34.52 6.6348
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C.2 IF Noise Quality

Tables C-3 and C-4 present the results from preliminary tests of the IF noise quality (IFNQ) mea-

sure. X2 is the theoretical chi-square value, and X2 is the measured chi-square value. The time-and fre-

quency-domain penalties are p, and pf, respectively. The sampling rawe of the HP 5411 ID was set at 500

kilosamples/sec with RESOLUTION filters OFF; Channel Two voltage sensitivity was set at 80 mV/div.

All HP 8566B spectrum analyzer functions were COUPLED, i.e. on AUTO, with the exception of the video

bandwidth which was set at 100 Hz for Table C-3 measurements and at 300 Hz for Table C-4 measure-

ments. The argument of the HP 8566B SMOOTH function (ine 430 of the IF noise quality program) was

set at 35. The noise generator was set for a I V.M Gaussian output with INFINITE SEQUENCE

LENGTH. See Chapter IV for more on equipinent settings.

Table C-3 IF Noise Quality with Bv= 25 kHz and Afp = 150 kHz

B/ (kHz) SVR Samples Bins 2 X PX Pt IFNQ

0.5 0.12 781 46 59.61 1935 20.429 0.6202 -1205%

1.5 0.36 781 40 52.50 1246 4.5314 0.5329 -188.2%

5 1-2 781 34 45.31 475. 1,0579 0.5801 -3.4%

15 3.6 781 31 41.34 112 0.4778 0.5169 27%

_50o -L 12 781 1 27 36.42 29.7 1 0.2353 07292 55.8%

Table C- 4 IF Noise Quality with Bv - 50 kHz and Afp 150 kHz

--- '1 - - . I - l"Bpjlz) SVR eamvlfs Bins P, Pt IFNQ

0.5 0.03 1490 24 59.61 2235 0.997 0.343 0.1%

1.5 0-09 1490 31 52.50 1583 0.8864 0.5705 6.5%

5 0.30 1490 33 45.31 1199 0.7123 05678 16.3%

i5 0.90 1490 33 41.34 274 0.5222 0.6873 32,8%

5- 30 1490 27 316.42 28,25 0.1272 05281 46.1%
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C3 RF Noie Quality

Tables C-5 and C-7 present the results from preliminary tests of the RF noise quality measure pro-

posed in Chapter VI. The time- and friquency-domain penalties are labeled p, and p!, respectively. The RF

noise quality of three barrages was measured three times; the measurements are labeled Run I through Run

3 in the tables. The peak frequency deviation in all cases was 150 kHz. All measurements were made with

the following initial spectrum analyzer settings: span width = 300 kHz, resolution bandwidth = 300 kHz,

video bandwidth = 10 Hz, and sweep = 48 s. The argument of the HP 8566B SMOOTH function was set at

17 ( lines 100 and 1300 of the RF noise quality program). The carrier frequency was 250 MHz, and the

noise generator was set for a 1 VM Gaussian output with INFINITE SEQUENCE LENGTH. See Chapter

IV for more on equipment settings.

Table C-5 RF Noise Quality with Bv= 500 Hz

Af, = 150 kHz At . RF Noise Quality

Run ) 0.2964 0.5352 37.7%

Run 2 0.3996 0.3568, 21.4%

Run 3 0.5838 0.5553 23.1%

Table C-6 RF Noise Quality with BN = 5 kHz

A4u150kHz Pt Pt RF Noise Oualify

Run ) 0.2690 0.7610 55.6%

Run 2 0.2371 0.7397 56.4%

Ra, 3 0.2517 0.7606 56.9%

Table C-7 RF Noise Quality with BN= 50 kHz

kfy = 150kHz RF Noise ouca I
Run ) 0.0381 0.7967 76.6%

Run 2 0.0136 0.7861 77.5%

Run 3 0.0259 0.7866 76.6%
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